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Collopse
of Revisionism
in lhe Eost
An editoriol onolysing this extroordlnoryturn of events onswersthe
West's onogont ond hosty deoth

sentence of 'communism' ond
the questlon this crisis shorpens
up for oll whot is sociolism? tt
looks ogoin qt whot Moo leorned
from both the positive ond negotive experience in the Soviet
Union under Stolin. ond from the
subsequent restoroflon of copltolism there, os well os the lessons
he drew for Chino's revolution,
including in the sphere of sociolist
construction, Rid of foke MoxismLeninism, or 'reol revisionism', the
situqtion ls complicoted, but olso
fovouroble for moking revolutlonory inroods, The section olso
includes two importont reprints
from Moo ond the Chlnese
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Communlsts on sociolism, commentorles by RIM orgonisotions
ond sympothlsers, o first-hond
occount from Romonio, os well
os on orticle on Ceousescu's

downfoll,

Peru
A recentspeech by PCP
Chokmon Gonzolo on the 40th
onnlvenory of the Chirese
Revolution onolyses the for-reochlng corsequences of the Chinese
revoluflon forworld revoluiion. He
tolks obout tle invinclbility ond
vitolity of Moxism-Lenlnivn-

Moolyn, proven bythe greot
odvonces of the people's wor in
Peru, ond discuses tle countrywlde seizure of power there,
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Readers Writo
lom on Azonion hop-

rrr

regime's unbonning of

lng to settle here ln
Nomlblo..., I om lnterest-

the PAC(A), ANC ond

ed ln odvoncing the
closs opprooch to

lot of confuslon omong
the mosses ond the section of the liberotion
movements. Ihe rocist
regime ls tolking obout
negotiotlons ond the
ANC ls tolking obout
negotiotions. The ANC ls
confuslng the moses.

SACP, there hos been

isues... I hove enclosed
press cuttings from o
mornlng doily newspoper
known os Ihe Nomiblon.

do hope thot they moy
interest you, lom committed to supporting the
lnternotlonol proletorion
movement while exposing the Inner diseose of
periolist-sponsored
freedoms.
lm

I

do wlsh thot you

send me your critique of
Trotsky, I would be very

groteful. Forword with

the

The oppressed ond

explolted people woni
revolution, they ore not
prepored to tolk or colloborote with the reglme,
On the other hond the
PAC(A) ond BCM(A) they
ore prepored to tolk to
the regime ond they ore
for revolutlon. Since the
ANC onnounced thot

R.l.M.

Yours for o sociolist olter-

notive,

ttr
I

I

o

recelved your letter.

tsut I wos not oble

to

reply soon, the reoson

being thot lwos ln hiding
followlng on ottock by
lnkotho on oll those who

don't shore thelr vlews,
I om o member of o
student orgonisotion of

the PAC(A). lom o thkd
yeor student of the

lhove
recelved fhe Dec I arotlo n
ondlssues4&Tofyour
publicotion. On the
Declorotion, there ore o
number of debotes
omong (our) members,
University,.,,

especiolly those who ore
in my oreo. On lssue 4
pertolning to our country,
i.e, occupled Azonio, we
ore trylng by oll possible
meons to toke up the
lssue to the notionol level
when we hcnre our
congress,

to the
developments ln occuAs wlth regords

pied Azonlo, I think there
is o lot to soy ond to do,
Since the white settler

they ore prepored to tolk
to the reglme their members ore movlng to the
PAC or BCM. Thls hos led
to even physicol clqshes
in mony ports of the
country lnvolving either
PAC ond ANC supporters
or BCM ond ANC supporters. The ANC ls trying
by oll possible meons to
crush onyone who ls not
on ANC supporter, ln my

oreo cE such, we ore
operoting under very difficult conditlons...

I thlnk discussion of
thls sort will strengthen
our understonding of
eoch other ond how to

continue revolution even
ln difficutt times. lthink
you con olso give us
odvlce ond the monner
in whlch we con operote
ln o ploce where we ore
denied the obility to work
freely by the so-colled
liberotion movements,
Ithlnk you could send
me some of the lmportont moterlol of yours os
you promised, becouse it
ls difficult for us to get
revolutionory moteriol
becouse we don't hove
money, We shore every

publlcotion we

get.

foct, even the

issue

I

to hove in my hond belongs
get topes wlth revolution- to o comrode who is
presently in prison in
ory speeches thot ore
relevont to our struggle, if lstonbul.
It is possible. lwould olso
Both me ond my
be glod lf you con get
friends would like to folfor me Moo's Red book. I low yourJournol ond ony
think Moo's Red book ls
other publicotions you
very importont, becouse moy hove ln Turkish, We
we speok very much
would very much like to
obout Mooism with little get o hold of post issues
knowledge of the contri- olso, if they ore
butions of Moo.
ovoiloble, Becouse on
Would you pleose try

Wth revolutionory

greet-

ings,
lare Lethu lAfriko (Our
lond ls Aftiko)
III

Our lowsuit hos been
in front of the Supreme
Militory Court for six
yeors. Our lowsuit begon

in l98l ond finished

the second poge of the
issue we hove in our
honds, there is informotion obout the orticles
thot oppeored in post
issues, And we ore very
much interested in oll the
subjects covered in

them...

lwos orested in June
ln l98l lstood triol

'1980.

os port of our joint cose

Court stoge will not finish

ot the lstonbul Mortiol
Low Court, lwos given
the deoth sentence, Our

uniilJune

cose

1984,

The Supreme Militory
1990

ond my

sentence of copitol punishment, too, con be
upheld,
We wont to contoct
ond to correspond with
oll revolutlonory movements oll overthe world.
And we wont to conespond with oll politlcol
prisoners' fom illes ossocicrtions oll over the world.

Whot do you think obout
this subJect?...

lbelieve we con find
mony things to discuss.
And lbelieve we con get
mony lessons from yours
ond our experlence.
Wih revolutionory
greetings.
Struggle until liberotion,
From o politicol prisoner
in Turkey

rrr

lsow the 1987/9lsue

of your journol o few
doys ogo. I osked

oround but lcouldn't
find ony other issues. ln

is

now under study

of o higher court colled
the Militory tupreme
Court. The Court will

onnounce

lts

decislon in

June this yeor. Prevlously,
until the month of Moy
lost yeor, we stoyed ot
mllitory ond civilion prisons ln lstonbul. When in o
period of flve months
they found two tunnels

there, they evocuoted
the prison. We were oll
tronsferred to ihe Prison
where we ore of the
moment, ln this prison,
besides myself there ore
98 politicol prisoners, oll
hove been orrested ond

judged from severol

orgonlsotionol coses.
Hoping you willbe
helpful, we send you our
greetings ond wish you
success in your work.
From o politicol prisoner
in Turkey
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Rich Musicol
Expressions of

Rebellion

from Mony
Corners of
the Globe
Cultural diversity, emerging musical forms and classics combine
in this cassette to express the felt needs of the masses to overthrow
their oppressor. Singing in their native language, some of the
performers on this cassette are well-known in their countries or
regions; others are known internationally. Some conquered technical problems in parts of the world where electricity is not
always a given in order to achieve a highly professional sound.
Seventy minutes of listening impressively crisscrosses the globe,
from the Peruvian Andes to Kurdistan, from Bangla Desh to
Jamaica to Palestine, from Mexico to Azania and more. In the present chaotic period when the imperialists and reactionaries boast
of the death of communism (phoney communism of the Soviet
revisionist variety) the tape is a reflection in musical form of the
continuing and developing struggles around the world which
show, to paraphrase the writer Mark Twain, "the rumours of my
death have been greatly exaggerated."
This collection would not have been possible without the help of
many progressive and revolutionary artists and supporters of the
RIM. A translation and brief comment,s about the songs are
included. A partial list of the performers and/or country of orgin
are: Jayran, Iran; Jacket Potatoes, Ireland; Pablo Moses, Jamaica;
Siwan Perwer, Kurdistan; Judith Reyes, Mexico; Group Ayacucho,
Peru; Azania; Samih Choukaer, Syria; U.S.
The cassette will be available soon. Please write for pricing information. BCM World to Win, 27 OId Gloucester Street, London, WClN
3XX, U.K. Fax: (1) 831 9489 Ref: W6787. The reference number
MUSTbe included when sending a fax..
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from the Congo (now Zaire).
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"The summotion of histori-

col experience hos, itself,
olwoys been o shorp oreno
of clos struggle, Ever since
the defeot of the Poris
Commune, opportunists ond
revisionists hove seized upon
the defeots ond shortcomings of the proletoriot to
reverse right ond wrong,
confound the secondory
with the principol, ond thus
conclude thot the proletoriot
'should not hove token to
orms.'The emergence of
new conditions hos often
been used os on excuse to
negote f undomentol principles of Morxism under the
signboord of its 'creotive
development,' At the some
time, it is inconect ond just os
domoging to obondon the
Moxist criticolspirit, to foilto
sum up the shortcomings os
well os the succeses of the
proletoriot, ond to rest content with upholding or
recloiming positions considered correct in the post,
Such on opprooch would
moke Moxism-Leninism brittle ond unoble to with$ond
the ottocks of the enemy
ond incopoble of leoding
new odvonces in the clos
struggle
ond suffocqte its
revolutionory essence.'

-
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the Declorotion of the
Rev olutio no ry I nt e r notion oli st
Movement
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Mao's polemics against Soviet revisionism and the launching of the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution against the capitalist roaders in the Chinese
Communist Party gave hope to revolutiorwries around the world who saw the
rot thot had developed in tlu Soviet Union and were searching for the way to
overthrow imperialism and recast tlu world.
Top:Tfu miners of Mutchengkbn energetically repudiate the counter-revolutionary revisionist line of Liu Shao-chi, China's Khrushchev , that was being
applied in the mines.
The decade of the 1990s has been
ushered in with a series of events of

past three decades, this is a most
welcome development. The exis-

earth-shaking proportions

tence of these hideous regimes mas-

the

collapse of most of the previously
constituted regimes in Eastern

Europe and the almost complete
abandon on the part of the Soviet
and East European rulers of any pretext of Marxism-Leninism. For the
Maoists, who have been the resolute
opponents of these regimes for the

querading as "proletarian" and
"socialist" has long been a burden
for the genuine revolutionaries.
Better that these revisionists openly
declare their true colours than that
they continue to cloak their crimes
in the name of our ideology.

Further, the collapse of these

regimes has opened up a very
favourable situation in these counries. Although there is much confusion in the thinking of those who
have lived through this travesty of
"socialism," the desire for a radical
destruction of the existing society,
the awakening to political life, the
discrediting of the former rulers and
the divisions among them, all make
for the most favourable objective situation for revolutionary advances in

the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe since Khrushchev rigged up
the capitalist system there in the
1950s. And not only are the revi-

sionist enemies of revolutionary
communists weak in those countries
where they have held power, the
entire pro-Soviet revisionist movement the world over has been profoundly shaken and disoriented by
the events of autumn and winter
1989-90.

But while one set of enemies is
*rrown into disorganisation, another
set of enemies, the ruling classes of
the Western imperialist states, is
puffed up and arrogant. These reactionary gangsters are trying to use the
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noubles of ttre rival gangs in the East
to cliaim the final vicory of capitalism, the market and "democracy"
over what they continue to falsify as
'tommunism" or "Stalinism".
The collapse of *rese regimes also
poses serious responsibilities before
the genuine communists. It presents
us with ttre task of wielding our sci-

entific ideology and understanding
of the capitalist nature of the phoney
socialist regimes and waging a vigorous political and ideological counteroffensive. Without this, it will be

impossible

for

revolutionary
Marxism to get a foothold in the
East bloc or, more generally, to
defeat the anti-communist wave cur-

rently unfolding.
Mao Tbetung

Not only did Mao understand

media and cultural arena. Furthe-

socialism from a theoretical point of

rmore, this class perpetuates itself
just as surely as the bourgeoisie in
the West by passing on wealth and

view, he was also able to lead the
broad masses in constructing socialism and in waging the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, an
unprecedented mass upsurge aimed

at overthrowing those top officials
of the Communist Party who, like

their counterparts in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe, were
turning socialist public ownership
into a mere facade hiding their own
private expropriation, whose essence
was the same as that of all other cap-

italist exploiters.
Indeed, the working class and the

masses

nised that a special stratum of privileged people concentrated in the

place under socialism, and the danger of capitalist restoration like that

which, Mao analysed, had taken
place in the Soviet Union and the
East European countries following
the death of Stalin.

tlem.
4) The workers are reduced to the
status of wage-slaves; they have no
control over the affairs of state nor
even any real say in the function of
their factories and enterprises. Their
task is to shut up and work hard and
receive their pay in return.
5) Production is determined not by

Communist Panies have been appro-

what is needed to benefit the people,
will generate the most
profit, even if this is often disguised

priating the fruits produced by the

by the state plan.

labouring people. In Eastern Europe,
communist phrases have been used
to cover over real inequality and

6) The education system and cultural
sphere exalt the way things are and

exploitation just as in the West

Christian demagogy about "love thy
neighbour" has accompanied vicious
class exploitation and oppression.
Unlike many revisionists, we should
not be surprised or shocked that ttre
masses in these countries are hoisting anti-communist banners, when
the word "communism" has been
used to justify all of the exploitation,

but by what

propagate the views of the ruling
class. Little criticism of the existing
set-up is allowed.

All of these features of the East
European regimes are very familiar
to our readers in the imperialist

West, for they are features of all cap-

italist sutes.
Why, then, has it proved so difficult
for the genuine communist movement
tio penetrate these countries? Why is it
that. even some from the communist

inequality and reaction of those
it so forcefully
when speaking of the capitalistroaders in China, "It is right to rebel
against reactionaries." It is up to us,

opposed these regimes find them-

the genuine revolutionary commu-

this question, too, is the question of

regimes. As Mao put

nists, tle Maoists, to strip off the
"red" mask from these reactionaries
and show everyone their ugly capitalist face.

What is most important to grasp
about the discredited regimes of the
East is not principally their form of
rule and ideology which made them
different from the West, but the class

essence

Our greatest weapon to understand the current situation and to
battle the enemy is the comprehensive teachings of Mao Tsetung concerning the nature of socialist society, the class struggle that takes

of people in the Eastern

European countries have long recog-

power to its children.
3) This ruling class uses the police,
army, courts and prisons to exercise
a disguised dictatorship over the
majority of society and to viciously
clamp down on anyone who opposes

of these regimes which

makes them the same as the capitalist West.

1) A small minority of society controls (and in fact, owns) the means

movement who have previously
selves confused and despondent at the
sudden turn of events? At tle heart of

Mao Tsetung Thought.

It is interesting to note, for example, the avowal of demoralisation
emanating from the leadership of the
Albanian Party of l,abour.t The PLA
has long ried to portray itself as the

guardians of Marxist-Leninist
"orthodoxy". They distinguished
themselves in the 1960s by siding
with Mao Tsetung and the revolutionaries in the Communist Party of
China in the struggle against
Khrushchev's modern revisionism.z
But they never really grasped Mao's

of production (through its control of

analysis and were often puzzled and

the state apparatus).

disturbed by the revolutionary torrent Mao had unleashed in the Great

2) This minority functions as a class
in every way. Thousands of links,
visible and invisible, secret or open,

bind together top pafty politicians,
directors of factories, schools and

hospitals, leading figures in the

Proletarian Cultural Revolution
(despite the fact that Mao and the
Chinese had gone to great lengths

inform the Albanian leadership
see

o

specifically Mao's brilliant "Talk

to the Albania Miliary Delegation"
reprinted in AWTW 1985/1). After
Mao's death and the counter-revolutionary coup of Deng Xiao-ping and

Hua Guo-feng

in

1976, Enver

Hoxha launched a vicious attack on

roads, land, erc.).

themselves has placed a tremendous

It is important to stand firm in the
face of the critics of Marxism who
would negate the accomplishments of
lrnin and Stalin in building fte first

burden on the genuine socialist

and made the task of regrouping the
genuine revolutionary communists

socialist state. We can say with confidence that the Bolshevik Revolution
marked a tuming point in the history
of marikind. Negating the experience
of Lenin and Stalin means abandoning the proletarian dictatorship, the

all the more difficult.

forcible overthrow of the existing

It must be said the Albanian viewpoint found quite a following in

property relations and the conscious
reconstruction of society in the interests of the proletariat and the masses.

Mao Tsetung Thought, an attack
which did considerable harm to the
international communist movement

what was the intemational communist movement, more than can be

explained simply by the narrow
opportunist fear of a "stateless"
intemational movement for the time
being. Albania tried to represent
itself as the champion of the heritage

of the international communist
movement (and especially of Stalin),
while attacking its greatest accom-

plishment
the Cultural Revolution led by -Mao Tsetung. In fact, the
Albanians defended Stalin's errors
and not his achievemens of building
socialism. The fact that so many
were won over or disoriented by this
line shows that Mao's teachings had
not been thoroughly assimilated by
much of what then represented the
international movement.

What is Socialism?
Some of the most vulgar distortions of Marxism-Leninism have
taken place exactly on the fundamental poins of what socialism is.
For Marxist-Leninists, socialism can
only mean a revolutionary transition

period leading from capitalism and

other reactionary forms of class
society to the achievement of communism throughout the world. It is
the most thorough and radical revolution that has ever taken place in
the history of humanity.
History has shown that the socialist revolution can only begin when
the proletariat has seized political

It

means abandoning the goal of
classless society, communism. It
means giving up on the very idea of
all-the-way revolution.
But this defence of our principles
will not be successful unless it is
coupled with a thorough and penetrating exposure of the class nature

of revisionism, of its bourgeois
essence. How is it that the /orms of
socialism (state ownership, leader-

ship

of the Communist Party,

planned economy) have taken on an
entirely different content?
Marx first pointed out that social-

How would it be possible to move

in the direction of a society based
upon "from each according to his
ability, to each according to his
need" when the economic base in
the Soviet Union and later in China
were weak and unable to meet these
needs?

One

of the great contributions of

Mao Tsetung was always keeping
the final goal of achieving communism ttrroughout t}te world firmly in
mind and evaluating the line and

policies adopted in socialist construction from this angle and none
other. It was not enough, Mao
understood, to develop the producthe productive forces of society

-

tive forces certainly had to be developed, but on the Dasis of continually

revolutionising the relationships
between people and the thinking of
people which was still largely
marked by the ideologies of the
exploiting classes. And the productive forces had to be developed not
as an end in iself but to provide the
necessary material basis for a higher

form of society no longer divided
into classes.

defence of our principles will not be succesful
unless it is coupled with o
thorough ond penetroting
exposure of the closs noture
of revisionism, of its bourgeois essence, How is it thqt
the forms of sociolism (stote
ownership, leodership of the
Communist Porty, plonned
economy) hove token on on
entirely different content?
But this

power by force of arms and has
established its own revolutionary
dictatorship. This is the road of the
October Revolution that, as Mao
said, is valid for all countries. Only
with political power firmly in its
hands is it possible for the prolerariat, to construct a socialist economic

ist society would be born ideologically, politically and economically

system based on state and collective
ownership of the principal means of

dominated by imperialism. The
weight of the past as well as of the
world situation in which they found

production (factories, mines, rail-

states that have existed.

stamped with the birthmarks of the
old society. Furthermore the hisory

of the proletarian revolution

has

been that power has been seized in
fust one country or a group of countries surrounded by a hostile world

In understanding these laws of
socialist construction, Mao leamed
much from the negative as well as
positive experience of the construction of socialism in the Soviet Union
under Stalin. He pointed out tlat economic categories ultimately reflected
relationships between people, and
that it was incorrect to talk only about
things and not about people.

Of course, Stalin, unlike those
like Khrushchev who attacked him
after his death, was also thoroughly
committed to the communist goal.

But while Stalin waged struggle
against many opponents of socialism, he had difficulty seeing how
they were being engendered from
within the socialist economy itself,
that these opportunist elements who
strove to transform those sections of

the socialist state and economy
which they controlled into their own
private property represented a new
bourgeoisie. Theoretically he had
even argued that the existence of a
bourgeoisie had become impossible

in the Soviet Union with the construction of the socialist economic
system. Stalin downplayed the need
to continue making revolution even
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after socialism had been estabtshed.
Mao, on the other hand, was able

to analyse how a bourgeoisie is
inevitably generated under socialism
and that" therefore, it is necessary o
repeatedly arouse the masses from
below n snike down the bourgeoisie
within the Communist Party itself
and, step by step, dig away at the
capitalist economic and ideological
"soil" which was generating new
bourgeois elements batch after batch.

Mao saw that the dictatorship of
the proletariat had to be understmd,
in Marx's words, as the declaration
of the permanence of the revolution,

and that its strength would come
from drawing the proletariat and ttre
broad masses more and more into
"affairs of slate"
the fundamental
questions of the society. Mao knew
ttrat the proletariat could not simply
"delegate" their dictatorship to the
Communist Party. The vanguard
communist party is needed to lead
the socialist revolution, Mao understood, but he also grasped that the
enemies of the revolution would also

lf)

twists and turns and struggles with
which the international communist
movement was not yet familiar. This
is reflected in his statement that,'"The
next 50 to 100 years or so, beginning
from now, will be a geat era of radi-

cal change in the social system

struggle against the ttreory that once
socialist ownership had been established the main task was to develop

era, we must be prepared to engage in
great sruggles which will have many
features different in form from those

forces, arguing

of the past.":

o

nomic construction required a state
economic plan, that this is a vital
way in which ttre proletariat begins

=

to consciously transform nature
instead of being merely the slaves of
economic laws as under capitalism.
But Mao also understood the question of centralised planning in a very

The ideas and practices which
have grown up on the basis of thousands of years of class society will
not go away without a bitter struggle,

and these ideas and practices will
continually have a tendency to corrupt and ultimately transform even
socialist society. When the factory
managers believe their role is to
decide and that of the workers is
simply to produce, when the workers
themselves believe that their lot is
simply to obey orders, when engithat their better position in sociery is
due to ttreir own natural talent when
teachers behave as tyrants and cultural works extol the traditional role
of women, for example, we are not
very far from capitalism.

Consider the vital problem of
"bourgeois right". Under socialism,
a wage system would still be necessary and workers would be compensated according to the principle of

"to each according to his work"
since the higher form of social
organisation "to each according to
his need" could not yet be instituted.
indeed a big victory over capitalism

Throughout history the transition
from one social system to another
has proven to be a protracted pro-

does not work, neither shall he eat",
and in so doing deals a giant blow to
the old capitalist class who lived off
the labour of the workers. But at the
same time "equal reward according

full of setbacks as well as
advances. The Chinese party
stressed how the replacement of
slavery by the feudal system in
ancient China took hundreds of
cess

years. Similarly, in Europe the bour-

geois revolution took place over
several centuries before feudalism

stood the unity and struggle of opposites
between balance and imbalance, agriculture and industry, heavy
and light industry, and between the
centre and the regions. He knew that

was thoroughly supplanted by capitalism. In both Britain and France,

centralised planning had to be
accompanied with local initiative.
On these questions, too, Mao
summed up the negative as well as
the positive experience of Stalin,

which people interact with each
other in all aspects of social life.

A Long, Bitter Battle

dialectical way, that is, he under-

-

power only opens the door to lhe
struggle to transform the ways in

The realisation of this principle is

instead that further revolutionising
society and continuing to battle the
capitalist roaden is the decisive factor in advancing socialism.
Mao understood that socialist eco-

accomplishment, but this seizure of

neers and technical personnel believe

throughout the world, an earth-shaking era without equal in any previous
historical period. Living in such an
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genuine communists
worldwide, coming to
understond the true controdictory nofure of sociolist
society wos not frightening
but liberoting.
For

be found within the communist
party. Mao had to wage a sharp

b the productive

C't

famous slogan during the Cultural
Revolution hung over the Shanghai
waterfront: "Be Masters of the
Wharf, Not Slaves to Tonnage!"
Mao realised that the struggle to
achieve communism would be long,
protracted and complex, involving

for example, counter-revolutionary
restorations took place and held
sway before the rule of the bourgeoisie was firmly established.
What was true for the bourgeois

in that it establishes that "he who

to equal work" invariably brings
about real inequalities because, as

Marx put it, people have most

unequal needs (a single man, for
example, compared with a woman

responsible for three children).
Furthermore, the ideas associated

with this principle of "to

each
according to his work" are most certainly bourgeois, such as the idea
that "hard work merits reward" and

"those who work harder should
receive more", etc.

revolution is all the more true for the

The continued existence of

proletarian revolution which does
not seek to replace one exploiting

wage system and the need for goods
to be exchanged through money is a

and in particular Stalin's tendency to

class by another, but to carry out the

rely on heavy-handed, bureaucratic
and overly centralised methods in

most profound revolution in history,

reflection that society has not yet
gone beyond the barriers of commodity production and distribution
according to the value of commodities. This is what Lenin was referring to when he said that "we have

socialist planning. For Mao, the proletariat must dominate the plan and
never the other way around. One

a "radical rupture", as Marx put it,
with all previous exploiting societies. The seizure of political power
by the proletariat is already a great

a
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created a bourgeois state without the

bourgeoisie." Under revisionist rule
this principle of "bourgeois right" is

worshipped. In China, following
Mao's death, the revisionists have

even raised the slogan t}tat "to get
rich is glorious". Mao pointed out
that under socialism, bourgeois right

"could only be restricted" and not
eliminated, but he did indeed fight
to restrict it and criticise ttre ideology associated with it. Left unrestricted, bourgeois right would lead right
back to capitalism and even the prin-

ciple "to each according to his

hundreds of millions of people to

sary for the genuine revolutionary

make giant leaps in transforming all

communists to get a deeper handle
on this question and a basic mastery
of the political economy of socialism. And it is also necessary for the
communists to get a firm grasp on
Mao's criticisms of Stalin, not to
chime in on tle anti-Stalin chorus,
but so as to be better able to draw,
for themselves and the masses, a
clear line of distinction between the
East European monstrosities and a
genuine socialist society. The revi-

of society. Mao restored
Marx' and Engels' vision of communist society in which men and
aspects

women would consciously and voluntarily change the world and themselves, untrammeled by the existence of classes, a vision which, at
the hands of revisionists, had been

distorted, hidden and stripped of
any practical significance.

Despite the great victories won in
the ten years of the Cultural Revolution, after the death of Mao Tsetung
the capitalist roaders in China were

work" would, if a new bourgeoisie
takes the means of production for

able to come to power through

tiemselves, become again the well-

coup d'6tat aimed at Mao's staunch-

known capitalist principle that "he

est followers led by his widow
Chiang Ching and Chang Chunchiao. That socialist revolution in

who works the least gets the most."
Mao realised that it would be no
quick and easy matter to eliminate

the "three great differences"

between city and countryside, work-

ers and peasants and manual and
men[al labour. As long as these differences existed communism would
be impossible. The elimination of
these relics of centuries of class

a

China itself was temporarily defeated was, of course, a great blow for
the proletariat worldwide. But Mao
had armed us !o withstand this blow,
to understand it, to carry forward the

battle on other fronts and in other

countries and never to lose our
strategic confidence in the final vic-

society also depended upon a higher
level of productive forces than existed in China as well as upon radical

tory of our cause.

society.

Moo restored Mox'ond
Engels' vision of communist
society in which men ond
women would consciously
ond voluntorily chonge the
world ond themselves,
untrommeled by the existence of closses, o vision
which, ol the honds of revisionists, hod been distorted,
hidden ond stripped of ony
procticol significonce.

able. Rather, he sought the means ta

carry through the revolution under
these circumstances and he armed
the workers, peasants, soldiers and
revolutionary intellectuals of China

and the internationalist communist
movement with this correct, scientif-

ic understanding of socialist revolution. For genuine communists
worldwide, coming to understand
the true contradictory nature of
socialist society was not frightening
but liberating.
It let us understand how it was
that what had long been described

All of these points are complex
and are governed not only by the
general laws of nature and revolution but by very specific laws partic-

of the proletariat and masses such

ular to the socialist economy as
well. In order to really thoroughly
expose the capitalist nature of the

as

during the Cultural Revolution, it
was possible to defeat those who
would drag society back to the capitalist road, and, in so doing, unleash

tries of Eastern Europe this was
even more complicated by the fact
that, unlike the Soviet Union, little
revolutionary transformation had
ever been carried out. To aid this
study, we have reprinted some brief
extracts from two important works,
Mao's Critique of Soviet Economics
and the Fundamentals of Political
Economy (a textbook published in

Shanghai in 1974 under the leadership of Mao's line) in the hopes that
these texts in their entircty and oth-

will be studied.

As the Declaration of the E
Revolutionary I nternationali st o
Movement puts it, "Lenin said, T
'Only he is a Marxist who extends
the recognition of class struggle to
the recognition of the dictatorship
of the proletariat'.In ttre light of the
invaluable lessons and advances

achieved through the Great

Eastern European regimes, and more

importantly, to be prepared to do a
good job at socialist construction
when we come to power, it is neces-

o
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Proletarian Cultural Revolution led

(o
(o

by Mao Tsetung, this criterion put
forward by Lenin has been further

(lt

sharpened. Now it can be stated that
only he is a Marxist who extends the
recognition of class struggle to the
recognition of the dictatorship of the

proletariat and to the recognition of
the objective existence of classes,
antagonistic class contradictions and

of the continuation of the class

as an "impenetrable fortress" of
socialism in the Soviet Union had
been captured from within and,

more important,ly, showed that
through the revolutionary struggle

they ook advantage of the mistakes
that had been made by Stalin and
genuine revolutionaries. In the coun-

ers

revolution in the organisation of
Mao's response to understanding
the difficulties and the protracted
nature of the transition to communism was not to throw up his hands
and declare "human nature" unbeat-

sionist regimes inherited many of
the forms of socialism. Furtlermore,

struggle under the dictatorship of the

proletariat throughout the whole
period of socialism until communism. And as Mao so powerfully
stated, '[ack of clarity on this question will lead to revisionism."'
Form and Content

It has often been pointed out that
Mao was able to develop his penetrating understanding of socialist

a
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revolution because of his excellent
grasp of the dialectical materialist
mettrod. He was never content with
the appearances of things; he always

strove to find their essence. He
realised that it was the unity and
struggle of opposites that determined the nature of every process in
nature and in human society and he
relentlessly pursued this method
when examining socialist society.

The Communist Party has political power? Well and good. But is the

Communist Party really a party of

the proletariat, is

it representing

their largest interests or is it becoming a private club in the hands of a
minority of society which strives to
protect and reproduce the interests
of this minority? Mao proved that

there was no such thing as the
"monolithic party" (as Stalin was
fond of calling it) but that the party
iself would always be the arena of
fierce trvo-line sruggle between the

proletarian and revisionist line,
whose outcome would determine the
very direction of society.
You have established the dictatorship of the proletariat? An important

accomplishment. But is this state
rr)
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really putting power in the hands of

the workers and peasants? Mao
asked, "who criticises?" He cut
through the economist/revisionist

it

would cease being

socialist at all and become an obstacle in the pattr of the world revolu-

tion

-

which is exactly what hap-

Mao undersood ttrat things could,

under certain circumstances, be
transformed into tJreir opposites. We

too should use this method when
analysing events. The revolt of the
masses in Eastern Europe is objectively a revolt against the evils of
imperialism, yet in the minds of
most of the people in those countries
it is a revolt against socialism and
communism. This is not a reason to
tail behind the backward sentiments
of the masses in those countries. No,

these people must be challenged,

and boldly, with the truth of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought. But it is also very wrong to
look only at the surface appearance
of things and draw erroneous conclusions as to the revolutionary possibilities in these countries. Phoney

"Malxism-Leninism"

-

real revi-

has been the official idesionism
ology, the state religion, in the countries of the East bloc. No real possi-

-

bility of inroads for

genuine

Marxism existed until this state religion was thoroughly repudiated and
rejected by fte masses. To see only
the anti-communist label and ignore
the anti-capitalist content is a violaand it is wrong.
tion of dialectics

conditions of the masses and insisted
on the political power of the prole-

The International Dimension

tariat allied with all of the revolutionary masses. He saw that the state

nomenon under socialism.

It

phewas

absolutely necessary to build and
strengthen the dictatorship of the
proletariat, but this very state apparatus could and would be transformed into a weapon against the
masses, a dictatorship of the party
bigshots, factory directors and technocrats, or a new bourgeoisie, unless

the most tenacious struggle by the
masses was carried out.

You say that you have built a
powerful sosialist country? This is a

great accomplishment. But Mao
pointed out that to talk about the
final victory in one country "runs
contrary to Leninism" and that we
should never lose sight of the worldwide goal of communism. If the

socialist state became an end in
itself, if it no longer existed to serve
the advance oward worldwide com-

exploitation of man by man need not
be the organising principle of society. They serve as a beacon to the
oppressed of the possibility of a better future.

pened in the USSR.

conception that considered "socialism" simply the improvement of the

t
o
itself was a contradictory
=

munism,

-

As we mentioned above, one of
the reasons for the difficulties of fte
socialist strtes that have existed was

the fact that they were situated in a

hostile world still dominated by
imperialism and reaction. As the
Declaration of the Revolutionary
I nternationalist Movemen, puts it,
socialist countries are base areas of
the world revolution and are a sub-

ordinate part of the latter. The
socialist countries are locked in a
life and death struggle with the
world imperialist system. It is absolutely necessary for the proletariat
and the revolutionary masses to take

power wherever possible and begin
constructing a socialist society. The
victories in this process, such as
those won in the USSR under l,enin
and Stalin and in China under Mao,
help propel the whole world revolutionary movement forward, especial-

ly by serving as living proof that

Socialist states have adopted a
policy of "peaceful coexistence"
with the capitalist and imperialist
states. But such peaceful coexistence

can only be a truce in an ongoing
conflict which, in the long run, can
only be resolved by the victory of
one camp or the other. The imperial-

ists have shown that while they
might at times be forced to accept
the existence of a socialist state,

tley

will

never give up their efforts to
encircle, harass, subvert, or even
invade such a socialist state.
Furthermore, apart from the military aspect, as long as the imperialist
system is still dominant in the world,
a geat deal of the world's Produc-

tive forces, and with it, important

economic lifelines of the world, will
be under ttreir contol, and this will
be used against the socialist society.
Given this and given the planetary

character of human society, something which has become all the more

marked

with the advent

imperialism,

it is inconceivable

of
to

imagine a communist society existing on only part of the earth.
Can Socialism "Deliver
the Goods"?
One of Khrushchev's great boasts
was that East-bloc "socialism"
would "bury" the West through the
process of peaceful competition. He
thought he could build up an emPire
that would rival that of the United
States and Europe in terms of the
living standards it gave to many of

its people living in the imperialist
metropole. Of course, Khrushchev
and his successors were never able
to fulfil this boast, and today the relative riches in the West are being
used as the ultimate proof of the socalled superiority of the Western
capitalist system.
The main reason for the relatively
poorer economic situation in the
East than in the West is simply that
the West has been more successful at

exploiting an international empire.
Not that the social-imperialists of
the USSR have not also tried to construct and profit from such an
ttrey have. But for a numempire
ber of historical and geopolitical rea-

-
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testimony to the greatness of the

worldwide network of countries to

masses in China compared
very favourably to the standard of
living of the labouring people in the

the degree that the Western imperialists have.

oppressed countries.
The collapse of East bloc "social-

oppressed countries, in the East bloc

A genuine socialist country would

ism" is also being used to say that
the only path of economic develop-

sons, the Soviet-led bloc was never
able to secure and profitably utilise a

never enter tle race for neo-colonies
and Third World feasting grounds.
The development of the productive
capacity of a genuine socialist state
is never an end in itself and even
raising the level of living standards
of the masses in these countries is
subordinate to the goal of advancing
toward communism. Put bluntly, it is
bener to go without if the only way
to obtain the desired material goods

is by becoming a new exploiter

state. The East bloc had no compunction against entering this reac-

tionary competition; they taught
their populations that the very goal

of socialism was more "goulash" on
every table (which is why Mao
ridiculed Khrushchev's "goulash
communism"). But in the final analysis the West proved a better source
of goulash than the East.
It must be added, however, that

the "scales" which the imperialist
West wishes to use to measure the

of its system
are rigged. It is easy to show, for
supposed superiority

example, that revolutionary China

under Mao or the Soviet Union
under Lenin and Stalin were poor
compared with the West. But what
about the countries the West
exploits? The imperialist system has
two "poles"
those who live in the
imperialist -citadels and benefit to
varying degrees from the privileged
position of these countries and those
who live in the vast reaches of Asia,

Africa and Latin America where
whole countries have been deformed
and put at the service of ensuring the

wealth of the imperialist countries.
China before liberation in 1949 was
exactly one of those countries which
had been sucked dry by the imperialist nations, and the scars of this
oppression were inherited by the

proletariat when it took power. But
despite these very real economic
hardships, revolutionary China was
able, step by step, to develop the
economy in an all-round way that
greatly raised the living standards of
the people, especially in such key
areas zts nutrition, health and education, and that also provided for fur-

ther advance along the socialist
road. In fact, the standad of living

of the

ment is to hitch a country's development to t}le "motor" of imperialism.
It is true that the imperialist exploiting machine is a powerful motor for
"economic development," It can
chew up people by the millions and
spit out tons of broken bones an( in

it can build modern
cities usually surrounded, in the
Third World at least, with equally
"modern" slums. Imperialism can
only develop a country by creating
in miniature what it does in the
increasing
world as a whole
wealth at one "pole"-while increasing misery and desperation at the
other "pole". Like a magnet, capitalism and imperialism cannot exist
without both poles, within a given
the process,

country and internationally.

The Soviet Union promoted a
"socialist" version of tltis same theo-

task of creating a whole new wodd.

The masses of people in the

in the Western
imperialist states as well, are being
propelled into struggle against the
and increasingly

ruling classes. This is because, as
Mao put it, "Wherever there is
oprpression, there is resistance." And

where there is resistance people
inevitably seek an ideology that will
teach ttrem whom and how to fight.
Right now many people are following various enemy flags, but they
cannot help but be increasingly disillusioned with such false promises.
The possibility of a new wave of

revolutionary struggle is certainly
not lost on the imperialist enemy.
One of their greatest concerns in the
East is to swiftly restore some stabil-

ity to the bourgeois order. The capitalists, East and West, must rapidly
the class
unveil the true meaning
of the "democracy" they
content

-

- heralding. Those who
have been
have been rising up against the
social inequalities and the privileges

ry, calling on the countries of its

of a few must nov/ be taught that

bloc to step in line with the "international socialist division of labour."
The disastrous results of this policy
in Cuba are one of the subjects of
the article by Rudi Mambisa in this

such privileges and inequality are

1SSUe.

The Situation is Excellent

The deep crisis of the East bloc
regimes and the collapse of Sovietstyle modern revisionism provide an
excellent opportunity for the gen-

uine communists. Although the
trumpets of anti-communism are
loudly blaring, the Revolutionary
Intemationalist Movement and other
Maoist forces are equipped with the
necessary tool to seize hold of this
excellent situation and advance the

revolutionary struggle. This tool is
none other than Marxism-lrninismMao Tsetung Thought
the resolute enemy of pessimism, agnosticism and all forms of revisionism.
The lessons that ttre proletariat have
learned in making revolution and

-

building socialism are not in vain;
they will permit us to sweep aside
the rubbish and construct the new
The fact that the socialist revolution
has proven complex and protracted
is no argument whatsoever against
launching the revolution, but rather

the very heart of the capitalist
democracies to be constructed. The
aroused masses must be put back to
and as quickly as possible,
sleep
given the hardships that are in store
for them. But history has shown that
this is not always so easily done.
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l.

In a speech to the 9th Plenum of the
of Labour Central

Albanian Party

Committee in lanuary 1990, Ramiz Alia,
leader of the PLA, describes the recent
events in E Europe as being "on the whole
favourable to capitalism"; he asks, "how is
it possible for the working class, for the
rnasses, to become protagonists and suprpo'
erters for the restoation of capitalism" and
concludes that the communists "should live
nith this tragedy parnfully, but of course
not in despair".
2. Nikita Khrushchev was the Secretary
General of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union beween 1953 and 1964. In

1956, shortly after the death of Stalin,
Khrushchev launched an all-out attack on
Stalin and ttre very principles of Maocism-

Leninism and the accomplishments of
socialism in the USSR. Ho presided over
the restoration of capitalism in that country

until he himself was overthrown in

a

palace coup by Brezhnev and Kosygin in
1965.

3. Cited in "Capitalist Roaders Are the
Bourgeoisie Inside the Party", Peking
Revr'ew No. 25, 18 June 1976.
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ao Isefung

A Crttique of Sovief
Economics
-Excerpfs
.1958

o

on
Moo Tsetung drew up the following orticle bosed on o tolk he gove in
Stolin's work, Economic Problems of Sociolism in the USSI?, which wos circuloting
widely ln Chino ot thot lime. Coming Just ot the time of the Greot Leop Forword,
the tolk wos port of Moo's intenslfying efforts to sum up the Soviet experience,
including the restorotion of copitolism there, to chort new poths for sociolist construction in Chino, ond to develop the lheory of confinuing the revolution under the
dictotorshlp of the proletoriot which poved the woy for the Culturol Revolution,
Following thls orticle ore Moo's notes on o Soviet politicol economy text book from
thesome period. -A\NM

a

Conceming Economic Problems of Socialism in the
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rovincial and regional committees must study this book. In the past
it without gaining a deep impression. It should be studied

everyone read

in conjunction with China's actual circumstances. The first three chapters
contain much that is worth paying attention to, much that is colrect,
although there are places where perhaps Stalin himself did not make things clear
enough. For example, in chapter I he says only a few things about objective laws
and how to go about planning the economy, without unfolding his ideas; or, it
may be ttrat to his mind Soviet planning of the economy already reflected objective governing principles. On the question of heavy industry, light industry, and
agriculture, the Soviet Union did not lay enough emphasis on the latter two and
had losses as a result. In the main they walked on one leg. Comparing the planning, which of us after all had the better adapted "planned proportionate development"? Another point: Stalin emphasised only technology, technical cadre. He
wanted nothing but technology, nothing but cadre; no politics, no masses. This
too is walking on one leg! And in industry they walk on one leg when they pay
attention to heavy industry but not to light industry. Furthermore, they did not
point out the main aspects of the contradictions in the relationships among
deparunents of heavy industry. They exaggerated the importance of heavy industry, claiming that steel was the foundation, machinery the heart and soul. Our
position is that grain is the mainstay of agriculture, steel of industry and that if
steel is taken as the mainstay, then once we have the raw material the machine
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industry will follow along. Stalin raised questions in chapter l: he suggested the
objective goveming principles, but he failed to provide satisfactory answers.

In chapter 2 he discusses commodities, in chapter 3 the law of value. Relatively
speaking, I favor many of the views expressed. To divide production into two
major deparUnents and to say that the means of production are not commodities
these points deserve study. In Chinese agriculture there are still many means
-of production that
should be commodities. My view is that the last of the three
appended letters2 is entirely wrong. It expresses a deep uneasiness, a belief that
the peasantry cannot be trusted to release agricultural machinery but would hang
on to it. On the one hand Stalin says that the means of production belong to state
ownership. On the other, he says that the peasants cannot afford them. The fact is
that he is deceiving himself. The state controlled the peasantry very very tightly,
inflexibly. For the two transitions Stalin failed to find the proper ways and means,
a vexing matter for him.

apitalism leaves behind it the commodity form, which we must still
retain for the time being. Commodity exchange laws goveming value
play no regulating role in our production. This role is played by planning, by the great leap forward under planning, by politics-in-command.
Stalin speaks only of the production relations, not of the superstructure, nor of the
relationship between superstructure and economic base. Chinese cadres participate in production; workers participate in management. Sending cadres down to
lower levels to be tempered, discarding old rules and regulations
aii these per- only, not politain to the superstructure, to ideology. Stalin mentions economics
tics. He may speak of selfless labour, but in reality even an extra hour's labour is
begrudged. There is no selflessness at all. The role of people, the role of the
labourer
are not mentioned. If there were no communist movement it is
- thesemaking
hard to imagine
the transition to communism. "All people are for me, I
for all people." This does not belong. It ends up with everything being connected b
to the self. Some say Marx said it. If he did let's not make propaganda out of it. €
"AI1 people for me", means everybody for me, the individual. "I am for all." o
E
Well, how many can you be for?
Bourgeois right is manifested as bourgeois law and education. We want to desuoy
a part of the ideology of bourgeois right, the lordly pose, the three styles [the
bureaucratic, the sectarian, and the subjectivel and the five airs [the officious, the
arrogant, the apathetic, the extravagant, and the preciousl. But commodity circulation, the commodity form, the law of value, these, on the other hand, cannot be
destroyed summarily, despite the fact that they are bourgeois categories. If we
now carry on propaganda for the total elimination of the ideology of bourgeois
right it would not be a reasonable position, bear in mind.

There are a few in socialist society
landlords, rich peasants, right-wingen
who are partial to capitalism and advocate it. But the vast majority are thinking of
crossing over to communism. This, however, has to be done by steps. You cannot
get to heaven in one step. Take the people's communes: on the one hand, they
have to develop self-sufficient production, on the other, commodity exchange.
We use commodity exchange and the law of value as tools for the benefit of
developing production and facilitating the transition. We are a nation whose commodity production is very underdeveloped. Last year we produced 3.7 trillion catties of foodgrains. Of that number, commodity grains amounted to about 800 or
900 billion catties. Apart from grain, industrial crops like cotton and hemp are
also underdeveloped. Therefore we have to have this [commodity] stage of development. At present there are still a good many counties where there is no charge
for food but they cannot pay wages. In Hopei there arc three such counties, and
another that can pay wages, but not much: three or five yuan. So we still have to
develop production, to develop things that can be sold other than foodgrains. At
the Sian Agricultural Conference this point was insufficiently considered. In sum,
we are a nation whose commerce is underdeveloped, and yet in many respects we
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have entered socialism. We must eliminate a part of bourgeois right, but commodity production and exchange must still be kept. Now there is a tendency to
feel that the sooner communism comes the better. Some suggest that in only three
or five years we will be making the transition. In Fan county, Shantung, it was
suggested that four years might be a linle slow!

At present there are some economists who do not enjoy economics
Yaroshenkor for one. For now and until some time in the future we

will have-to

expand allocation and delivery to the communes. And we will have to expand
commodity production. Othenrise we will not be able to pay wages or improve
life. Some of our comrades are guilty of a misapprehension when, coming upon
commodities and commodity production, they want to destroy bourgeois rule
every single day, e.g., they say wages, grades, etc., are detrimental to the free
supply system. In 1953 we changed the free supply system into a wage system.4
This approach was basically correct. We had to take one step backward. But there
was a problem: we also took a step backward in the matter of grades. As a result
there was a furor over this matter. After a period of rectification grades were
scaled down. The grade system is a father-son relation, a cat-and-mouse relation.
It has to be attacked day after day. Sending down the cadres to lower levels, running the experimental fieldss
there are ways of changing the grade system;
otherwise, no great leaps!

-

In urban people's communes capitaliss can enter and serve as personnel. But the
capitalist label should stay on them. With respect to socialism and communism,
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what is meant by constructing socialism? We raise two points: (l) The concentrated
manifestation of constructing socialism is making socialist, all-embracing public
ownershit' a reality. (2) Constructing socialism means tuming commune collective
ownership into public ownership. Some comrades disapprove of drawing the line
between these nvo types of ownenhip system, as if the communes were completely
publicly owned. In reality there are two systems. One type is public ownership, as
in the Anshan Iron and Steel Works, the other is commune-large collective ownership. If we do not raise this, what is the use of socialist construction? Stalin drew
the line when he spoke of three conditions. These three basic conditions make sense
and may be summarised as follows: increase social outpufi raise collective ownership to public ownership; go from exchange of commodities to exchange of products, fiom exchange value to use value.

n these two above-mentioned points we Chinese are (1) expanding and
striving to increase output, concurrently promoting industry and agriculture with preference given to developing heavy industry; and (2)
raising small collective ownership to public ownership, and then further
to all-embracing public ownership. Those who would not draw these distinctions
[among types of ownership] would seem to hold the view that we have aiready
arrived at public ownership. This is wrong. Stalin was speaking of culture when he
proposed the three conditions, the physical development and education of the whole
people. For this he proposed four conditions: (a) six hours' work per day; @) combining technical education with work; (c) improving residential conditions; (d) raising wages. Raising wages and lowering prices are particularly helpful here, but the
political conditions are missing.

All these conditions are basically to increase production. Once output is plentiful
it will be easier to solve the problem of raising collective to public ownership. To
increase production we need "More! Faster! Better! More economically!" And
for this we need politics-in-command, the four concurrent promotions, the rectification campaigns, the smashing of the ideology of bourgeois right. Add to this
the people's communes and it becomes all the easier to achieve "More! Faster!
Better! More economically ! "
What are the implications of all-embracing public ownership? There are two: (1)
the society's means of production are owned by the whole people; and (2) the
society's output is owned by the whole people.
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The characteristic of the people's commune is that it is the basic level at which
industry, agriculture, the military, education and commerce are to be integrated in
our social structure. At the present time it is the basic-level administrative organisation. The militia deals with foreign threats, especially from the imperialists.
The commune is the best organisational form for carrying out ttle two transitions,
from socialist (the present) to all-embracing public, and from all-embracing public to communist ownership. In the future, when the transitions have been completed, the commune will be the basic mechanism of communist society.

Excerpt from Mao's notes on the Soviet political economy textbook:
PART I: CHAPTERSZO-Z3
21. So-called Full Consolidation

"... fuIly consolidated the collective farm system", it says on page 407. "Full conphrase to make one uneasy. The consolidation of anything is relasolidation"
- ita be "firll"?
tive. How can
What if no one died since the beginning of mankind, and
everyone got "frrlly consolidated"? What kind of a world would that be! In the universe, on our globe, all things come into being, develop, and pass away ceaselessly.
None of them is ever "fully consolidated". Take the life of a silkworm. Not only
must it pass away at the end, it must pass through four stages of development during its lifetime: egg, silkworm, pupa, moth. It must move on from one stage to the
next and can never frrlly consolidate itself in any one stage. In the end, the moth
dies, and is old essence becomes a new essence (as it leaves behind many eggs).
This is a qualitative leap. Of course, from egg to worm, from worm to pupa, from
pupa to moth clearly are more than quantitative changes. There is qualitative transformation too, but itis partial qualitative transformation....
The present socialist economy in our country is organised through nvo different
forms of public ownership, ownership by the whole people and collective ownership. This socialist economy has had its own birth and development. Who would
believe that this process of change has come to an end, and that we will say,
"These two forms of ownership will continue to be fully consolidated for all
time?" Who would believe that such formulas of a socialist society as "distribution according to labour", "commodity production" and "the law of value" are
going to live forever? Who would believe that there is only birth and development but no dying away and transformation and that these formulas unlike all
others are ahistorical?
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ocialism must make the transition to communism. At that time there
(o
be things of the socialist stage that will have to die out. And, too, in the a
period of communism there will still be unintemrpted development. It is (,t
quite possible that communism will have to pass through a number of dif-

ferent stages. How can we say that once communism has been reached nothing
will change, that everything will continue "fully consolidated", that there will be
quantitative change only, and no partial qualitative change going on all the time.
The way things develop, one stage leads on to another, advancing without interruption. But each and every stage has a "boundary". Every day we read from, say,
four o'clock and end at seven or eight. That is the boundary. As far as socialist
ideological remoulding goes, it is a long-term task. But each ideological campaign reaches its conclusion, that is to say, has a boundary. On the ideological
front, when we will have come through uninterrupted quantitative changes and
partial qualitative changes, the day will arrive when we will be completely free of
the influence of capitalist ideology. At that time the qualitative changes of ideological remoulding will have ended, but only to be followed by the quantitative
changes of a nant quality.

The construction of socialism also has its boundary. We have to keep tabs: for
example, what is to be the ratio of industrial goods to total production, how much
steel is to be produced, how high can the people's living standard be raised, etc.?
But to say that socialist corxtruction has a boundary hardly means that we do not
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want to take the next step, to make the transition to communism. It is possible to
divide the transition from capitalism to communism into two stages: one from
capitalism to socialism, which could be called underdeveloped socialism; and one
from socialism to communism, that is, from comparatively underdeveloped
socialism to comparatively developed socialism, namely, communism. This latter
stage may take even longer than the first. But once it has been passed through,
material prcduction and spiritual prosperity will be most ample. People's communist consciousness will be gready raised, and they will be ready to enter the highest stage of communism.
On page 4@ it says that after the forms of socialist production have been firm1y
established, production will steadily and rapidly expand. The rate of productivity
will climb steadily. The text uses the term steadily or without interruption a good
many times, but only to speak of quantitative transformation. There is little mention of partial qualitative change.
PART II: CHAPTERS 24-29
29. Contradictions Between Socialist Production Relations and Productive Forces
Page 433 discusses only the "mutual function" of the production relations and &e
productive forces under socialism but not the contradictions between them. The
production relations include ownership of the means of production, the relations
among people in the course of production, and the distribution system. The revolution in the system of ownership is the base, so to speak. For example, after the
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entire national economy has become indivisibly owned by the whole people
through the transition from collective to people's ownership, although people's
ownership will certainly be in effect for a relatively long time, for all enterprises
so owned important problems will remain. Should a central-local division of
authoity be in effect? Which enterprises should be managed by whom? In 1958
in some basic construction units a system of fixed responsibility for capital
invesfrnent was put into effect. The result was a tremendous release of enthusiasm in these units. When the centre cannot depend on its own initiative it must
release the enthusiasm of the enterprise or the locality. If such enthusiasm is frustrated it hurts prcduction.

= We see then that contradictions to be resolved remain in the production relations
o
= under people's ownership. As far as relations among people in the course of
and the distribution relations go, it is all the more necessary to improve
a labour
them unremittingly. For these areas it is rather difficult to say what the base is.
e Much remains to be written about human relations in the course of labour, e.9.,

o
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conceming the leadership's adopting egalitarian attitudes, the changing of certain
regulations and established practices, "the two participations" [worker participation in management and management participation in productive labourl, "the
three combinations" [combining efforts of cadres, workers and technicians], etc.
Public ownership of primitive communes lasted a long time, but during that time
people's relations to each other underwent a good many changes, all the same, in

thecourseoflabour.
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f,'ootnotes

l. This talk was rcprinted n A Criliqw ol Soviet Econonics (Mcrthly Review Press, New York, 1977), which
also contains Maois critical comments an a Soviet political economy textbook from the same period, as well as
anotheranicle by Mao qr Sulin's Ecorcmic Problems of Socialbm in the USSR.
2. 'Reply o Cornrades A.V. Sanina and V.G. Venzher", includedn Economh Problems,
3. Recipient of Stalin's second lener, included in &onomic Problems.
4. The wage system established in 1953 emphasised preduninantly shon-term individual material incentives. It
established an eight-grade wage point system ranging frqn 139 to 390 wage points per month. Similar work in
differcnt regions would receive an equal number of work points, but the value of work points varied according
o regional co6ts of living. By 1956 the wage point systan had been rcplaced by a wage syst€rn, but the eightErade structure was retained,
5. Experimartal fields sought to develop new and advanced techniques, such as close planting, early planting,
deep ploughing, etc. If successful in increasing output, the techniques would bc popularised throughout China.
By increasing production and thus rhe toral wage fund, the experimental field concept cqrld help undermine the
ideological base of the graded wage system by demonstrating ihat specialists could leam from the peasants.
6. This is identical, in Chinese, to ownership by the whole people.
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Restoration of the Capitalist
Ownership System in
the Soviet Union

the labourer, that is, the wage earner,
in the process of production."
Today, a glimpse at the way the
Soviet proletariat and labouring peo-

Since the Khrushchev-Brezhnev
renegade clique restored bourgeois

ple are employed will demonstrate

dictatorship, the socialist public
ownership system established under
proletarian dictatorship has been
completely transformed into a new
system of ownership by the bureaucratic monopolist bourgeoisie. This

the substance of Soviet revisionism,
that is, that Brezhnev and his associ-

ates, wearing a cloak of socialist
public ownership, have usurped the
Soviet people's means of production

event

to serve the bureaucratic monopolist
bourgeoisie.
In the regulations governing the

demonstrates that after the establish-

socialist state-operated production

is a serious lesson. The

ment of the socialist public ownership system, the two possibilities of
advance in ttre communist direction
or retreat in the capitalist direction
still exist.
Marxism tells us that the nature

of the ownership system of
means

to appropriate various
"economic incentive
funds" which are stip-

ulated by the Soviet
revisionist leadership
as being reserved for

the enterprise's own
allocation.

tolist restorotion, The

excerpt

and bonuses; to sell,
rent, or lease the
means of production
of the enterprise; and

the

of production is ultimately

determined by which social group
possesses the means of production
and which social groups they serve.
How should we observe such possession and service? ln Capital,

enterprises, the Soviet revisionists
stipulate: "The authority over production and management shall be
exercised by the manager (adminis-

trator or director) in conjunction
with other responsible personnel
designated in accordance with the
division of their duties." The manager of the enterprise has the authority

to determine the level of employment and ttre strength of the penonnel; to recruit or dismiss employees;
to grant awards or mete out penal-

The Soviet revisionist "Regulations
Governing the Model Collective
Farms" stipulate that the chairman
of the collective farm possesses the

authority to rent, lease, or transfer
the land owned by the state; to
appropriate farm funds, or even to
freely buy or sell the means of pro-

L

remuneration and bonuses of the
farm members, hire outside people
to work at the farm, and so forth.
These "managers", or "farm chairmen", have this and that power.
What powers do the labouring people have? None. Their ownership
rights to the means of production
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duction, such as agricultural u
machines; and to decide the labour

have all been expropriated by the
bureaucratic monopolist bourgeoisie. By reducing the labouring
people of tle Soviet Union to wage
labourers "in the production process", [he bureaucratic monopolist

it is the
bureaucratic monopolist bourgeoisie. According to Soviet revisionist magazines, the monthly
bourgeoisie has proved that

piecework wages of a lathe operator

in a state enterprise in the Soviet
Union are as low as 50 to 60 rubles.
Medium wages are 70 to 80 rubles.
But what the manager, plant director, and other bureaucratic monopolist bourgeois elements get in the
way of wages, bonuses, subsidies,
and other "legal" means is more
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than ten times, or even several tens
of times, that of the worker. The net

monthly income of an ordinary

farmer is less than 60 rubles. But the
monthly income of a farm chairman
is generally about 600 rubles. Some
reach more than 1,000 rubles. One
old Soviet worker with more than
thirty years of experience said: "We
have a lot of millionaires here. They
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ttrrough constant corrosion and sab-

otage. The contradictions and the
struggles between the proletariat and

the bourgeoisie on the question of

are different from us not only in
standard of living but also in lan-

the ownership system are multifaceted. But they are mainly mani-

A manager of the construction trust of the Soviet revisionist
Ministry of Agriculture frantically
exclaimed: '"The trust is my home. I
am the master. I do what I like." The
kind of tree determines the kind of
flower, and the kind of class determines the kind of talk. From their
different standpoints and different

fested in the struggle for leadership
over the economy which is based on
a socialist public ownership system.
Whoever seizes leadership becomes
the de facto master of the ownership
relations. Once the leadership falls
into the hands of the bourgeoisie or
its agents, the socialist public ownership system not only cannot be

guage."

lo

On the other hand, the bourgeoisie
and all exploiting classes will resist
this kind of rule and transformation
in order to transform the socialist
public ownership system ino a capitalist private ownership system

angles, the labouring people and the
bureaucratic monopolist bourgeoisie
demonstrate one poinu The bureau-

consolidated or improved, it will
certainly degenerate. It is exactly
because a handful of persons in

cratic monopolist bourgeoisie

become the lords in production. Like

power in the Soviet Union taking the
capitalist road has stolen the leader-

the capitalists, they "do what they
like". On the other hand, the broad
masses of labouring people have
been reduced to wage labourers in
production. They are enslaved and

system has been transformed into an
ownership system of the bureaucrat-

has

exploited and are suffering miserably.

The fact that the socialist public
ownership system of the Soviet
Union has completely degenerated is
shocking. This demonstrates that
after the socialist public ownership
system is established, it will not
automatically consolidate and
become perfect; there will be a long
process of struggle.
The ownership system is not an
object; it is a social relationship. The
socialist public ownership system
embodies, for the labouring people,
a social relationship in which the

means

of production are equally

ship of the economy based on a
socialist public ownership system
that the socialist public ownership

ic monopolist bourgeoisie and that
the proletariat and the labouring
people of the Soviet Union have
been transformed from masters of a
socialist public ownership system
into slaves of an ownership system
of the bureaucratic monopolist bourgeoisie. Since the KhrushchevBrezhnev renegade clique usurped
the supreme power of the Soviet
Union's Party and state, capitalism
has been completely restored.

Struggle for the Consolidation and
Development of the Socialist
Public Ormership System

possessed and everybody is a mas-

ter. On the other hand,

it

also

embodies a relationship in which the

proletariat and he labouring people
expropriate the expropriator and rule
over and transform all members of
the exploiting class. In these social
relationships, the proletariat and the

labouring people must consolidate
their gains obtained through expro-

priation, strengthen the rule over,
and the transformation of, members
of the exploiting class in order to
consolidate and perfect the socialist

public ownership system by constantly sweeping away the conosion
and sabotage of the exploiting class.

in the hands of the Marxists and the
broad labouring masses.

The socialist public ownership
system demonstrates that the prole-

tariat and the labouring people are
the masters of the means of production. But, how can one tell whether
they are in fact masters of the means
of production? That depends on their

role in the production process. In
capitalist society, the labourer is
used in the production process as
labour power by the capitalist.
Through the use of labour power, the
capitalist extracts as much surplus
value from the labourer as possible.
The labourer is merely a paid slave.
The capitalist is the real master. This
leads to acute opposition between

the worker and the capitalist. In
socialist society, the role of the
labourers in the production process
is completely different. They partici-

pate

in the production process

as

masters. They create wealth for soci-

ery through conscious labour. Then,
who organises this production process? Ultimately, it should be the
labourer himself. Naturally, this does
not mean that all labourers directly

organise and manage production.
The broad labourers appoint representalives through the state and the
collective, or they elect representatives to organise production. But
here a problem arises: If the broad
labourers delegate to their representatives the power to organise production, can these representatives
represent the interests of the proletariat and the labouring people in

organising production? After the

labourer has delegated his power to
organise production to a representa-

tive, is tlere any power left to the
labourer himself? This problem has
occurred in history. At the end of the
primitive commune, public servants

of society elected by commune

After the establishment of socialist public ownership, the issue of the
ownership system has still not been
completely resolved. There still exist

members gradually became masters
of society, and this finally led to the
disintegration of the ownership sys-

the two possibilities of advancing
toward socialism or retreating back
to capitalism. This reveals to the proletariat and the broad masses of
labouring people an historical task:
lhey must conslantly sfuggle for the

organise production do not represent

tem of clan communes and the
emergence of private ownership.
This reflected a progtessive movement in history at that time. In
today's Soviet Union, those who

consolidation and development of the
socialist public ownership system.

the interests of the proletariat and
the labouring people at all. They

To consolidate and develop the
socialist public ownership system, it
is necessary first of all to ensure that
the socialist economic leadership is

represent instead the interests of the

bureaucratic monopolist bourgeoisie. The socialist public owner-

ship system of the bureaucratic
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monopolist bourgeoisie has become
the economic basis of Soviet society.
This is a big historical retrogression.
Under China's proletarian dictatorship, similar conditions have
appeared in certain areas. Before the

Great Proletarian

Cultural
Revolution, the real leadership of
some units, though nominally under
the socialist public ownership sys-

tem, had been usurped by a handful
of renegades, special agents, and
capitalist-roaders. Or it was still in
the hands of former capitalists. As a

result of the Great Proletarian

Cultural Revolution launched and
led by Chairman lvlao personallS the

leadership of these units was
returned to the broad labouring
masses who held high the red banner

that "it is right to rebel against reacfionaries", and "lessons from history
are noteworthy". The Tenth National

Party Congress summed up rich
experience and lessons and clearly
pointed out: "Leadership in ttre base
organisation must be strengthened so
that the leadership is really in the
hands of the Marxiss, the workers,
the poor and lower-middle peasants,
and other labouring masses. The
task of consolidating the proletarian
revolution must be put into effect in
every base unit." This has decisive
significance in consolidating and
developing the socialist public ownership system.

To ensure that the leadership of
the enterprise under the state economy and the collective economy is in
the hands of the Marxists, fte proletariat and the labouring people must
engage in a resolute struggle with
the renegades, special agents, and
capitalist-roaders who have usurped
the leadership and win it back. This
type of struggle cannot be resolved
with one Great Cultural Revolution.
In their futile restoration attempt, the
bourgeoisie will try everything to
usurp the leadenhip of fire state and
the collective @onomy. At the same
time, the representatives (cadres of
various levels) of the proletariat and
the labouring people who control the
leadership of the state and the collective economy must strengthen the
transformation of their world outbecome
Marxists so that they can truly represent the interests of the proletariat

look and try hard to

and the labouring people. If they do
not work hard in this direction, it is
possible that under the influence of

the bourgeois world outlook, they
may go against the interests of the
proletariat and the labouring people

in the process of organising production. Some people are interested in

material incentives, profit, and

restrictive measures in their operation and management of the socialist
economy. In other words, they do
not treat the labouring people as the
masters of the socialist enterprise.
This will inevitably impede and
weaken the socialist public ownership system. If this rend continues,
the socialist public ownership system will degenerate. In the Great
Proletarian Cultural Revolution, tle
broad masses and cadres criticised
and repudiated this tendency. But,
under certain conditions, things that
have been criticised and repudiated
can appqr again.

of

1974, some

At the beginning

of the workers in the

No. 5 Loading and Unloading
District of the Shanghai Harbor

Affairs Bureau posted a big-character poster entitled, "Be the Masters

of the Wharf, Not the Slaves of
Tonnage." It pointed ou[ "The leadership does not treat the workers as
masters of the wharf. Instead they
are treated as the slaves of tonnage.
This is a reflection of the revisionist
line in running an enterprise." These
words hit the crux of the consolidation and development of the socialist
public ownenhip system and are of
universal practical significance.
In order that the leadership of the

state economy and the collective
economy really be in the hands of
the Marxists, it must also really be
in the hands of the workers, poor
and lower-middle peasants, and
other labouring masses. These two
aspects are inseparable. Since the
labouring masses are the masters of
the socialist economy, it does not
mean that they no longer have the
right to interfere once the leadership
has been delegated to a few representatives. The revisionist "one-man
management system" championed
by the Soviet revisionists is an insti-

tutionalisation of this viewpoint.
Facts have demonstrated that this is
a chloroform spread by the bour-

geoisie and its agents in order to
usurp leadership. Engels once point-

ed out: "The inevitable result of
individual management of industries
is private ownership." If the leadership of the enterprise under the
socialist ownership system is not in

the hands of the workers, poor and
lower-middle peasants, and other
labourers, the revisionist "one-man
management system" will proliferate. Under the revisionist 'bne-man
management system", the labouring
masses are in effect separated from
the means of production. They listen

to the orders from the "head".
Without leadership over the enterprise, they are no longer masters of
the enterprise. If this develops, tley
will be treated as pure labour power
in the production process by the

"head". The labouring masses will
no longer have tlre right to question

whether this production process
serves the interests of the proletariat
and the labouring people. This way,

socialist enterprises will gradually
slide into the mudhole of capitalism.
But when leadership of the enterprise is really in the hands of the
Marxists and the workers, poor and

lower-middle peasants, and other
labouring masses, the position of the
labouring masses as masters of the
enterprise will surely be guaranteed.
As masters, they will fully mobilise
socialist activism.

If

some bad peo-

ple usurped leadership of the enterprise, the labouring masses would
take it back under the Party's leader-

ship. This has been proven more
than once by the practice of China's
socialist revolution, especially since

the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution. It will be proven again.
The crux of the question concern-

ing who controls the leadership of
the socialist economy lies in whether

or not the line implemented by the
departments in charge of the production operation or economic management represents the interests of the
proletariat and the labouring people.

The revisionist line always goes
against the interests of the proletariat
and the labouring people. It fosters

material incentives, profit, and
restrictive measures. On the other
hand, according to socialist principles, the Marxist line always insists
on having revolution guide production and strengthening operation
management by relying on tle masses as the masters. Therefore, firmly
adhering to the Marxist line and crit-

icising and repudiating the revisionist line is the ultimate guarantee for
the consolidation and development

of the socialist public ownership
system. E
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Cosf Away
lllusionsl

Revolution
All fheWay!
An Appeol to the People of Eostern Europe
from the Revolutionory lnternctionolist Movement
The following oppeol from

the RIM Committee wos lronsloted into Polish,
Czechoslovokion, Romonion, Serbo-Croolion, Germon ond severol other longuoges
ond tens of thousonds of copies hove been distributed throughout Eostern
Europe.-At44W
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Marxism consists of thousands of truths, but they all boil down to the
one sentence, "lt ii right to rebeT!"
- Mao Tsetung
The old order in Eastem Europe has been dramatically shaken. Where yesterday
protest was whispered, today it explodes in fierce rebellion in the streets. The corrupt gang of E. European "communist" party bosses are now reeling, scomed and
reviled. The situation is excellent!
But for the guardians of the established order East and West, things have gone far
enough; they wam darkly of "mob rule" and direct people to "settle down" and
"get back to business"
"fi19 revolution is over", they declare. We Maoists in
the Revolutionary Intemationalist Movement reply: No! The revolution has only
just begun
and it still has a long way to go.
The sight of the former bosses of E. Europe hounded and on the run has given joy
to the world's oppressed. These were great criminals. In the name of communism,
these "red bourgeoisie" exploited the toiling masses, they talked piously of "egalitarianism" while stuffing millions into Swiss banks, they declared their "proletarian intemationalism" while enforcing Soviet social-imperialism's empire from
Czechoslovakia to Afghanistan, they quoted Lenin while secretly living like the
Tsar. Today their parties are tossing aside the label of "communist" and adopting

-

-

new names

-

fine, let them call themselves what they are: the Party of

Privileged Parasites or, more precisely, the Party of Bureaucrat Capitalists.
For capitalisrs is what they are. It is said ttrat E. Europe is being rocked by the
"crisis of communis6"
but E. Europe is not communist! Does anyone seriously believe that Honecker, Zrivkov, Jaruzelski and their parties were struggling to
advance the world revolution towards Marx's vision of classless society?! How
ridiculous. The doddering corrupt old dictators who ran E. Europe were the representatives of bourgeois classes that exploit the masses in much the same way that
capitalists do anywhere else. They used the forms of socialism they inherited, but
the essence was the same: a small minority used their control of the means of production and the state to suck the blood of the workers and accumulate wealth and
privilege. Some, like the E. German bourgeoisie, even rose to become imperial-

-
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ists, and profit from activities abroad, in Angola, Cuba and elsewhere.
Today, the entirc Soviet social-imperialist bloc is in such deep crisis ttrat its most
powerful rulers, Gorbachev and the Soviet bourgeoisie themselves, have undertaken a program of unprecedented change. This has unleashed decades of pent-up
fury resulting in an explosion of anger and protest from below. The ruling classes
are divided and in disarray; the masses of people have awakened to political life.

Unparalleled oppornrnity exists to intensify the struggle of the people, but in
developed capitalist countries like E. Europe, such moments are rare and shortlived. By common consent, the ruling classes of East and West are deploying
their considerable forces to establish a new stability. Either you will advance the
people's struggle in the face of this, or you will be defeated by the masters old
and new.

Stabilisation is now the common prograrnme of all the ruling classes. One of the
chief weapons in their arsenal is the introduction of the parliamentary democracy
that so many of you look to. They say that because you now have parliamentary
democracy you can cease your fight, that this democracy is the guarantee that you
can solve your problems and better your lives. This is a lie. Look at Poland: why
is it that despite the collapse of the vicious martial law regime, despite the introduction of multiparty elections, free press, free speech, and even the electoral victory of the pro-Westem opposition, the suffering of the masses has become even
worse?

Parliamentary democracy has never brought freedom to the broad masses.
Everyone is free and equal, it is said, "one man, one vote"; but one class controls
the wealth and power
the means of production, the mass media, the army and
police
and is free to-use all this to exploit, supprcss and manipulate the people.
Parliamentary
democracy is a means by which capitalist rule is disguised as the
rule of the people; the masses' hopes are pinned to illusions that one or another
representative of the ruling class will bestow changes upon them, instead of relying on the only force for real change: the revolutionary struggle of the people
themselves.

L

Parliamentary democracy is democracy for the privileged. They now have more o
=
competition in their own ranks over who will have what share of the rights to rule D
and exploit and live leisured lives. New sections of the elite previously out of tr
power are being let into the privileged ranks. "Comrade" party bosses will give
way to modem Westem-style executives, collective farm managers will be d
replaced by big farm owners
but often it is the old party managers who will s
become the new owners, since they have the money, connections and know-how e
to profit from the new opportunities. But the concentration of power and wealth (o
(o
in the hands of a small minority, and the propertyless and powerless condition of
the broad masses, will remain unaltered, for this is the essence of capitalism in a
Ot
both its Eastem and Westem forms.
It is not democratic reforms from above but the people's struggle from below
together with the disarray of the rulers that has brought forth any truly fresh and
vital change. Look at the seizure and destruction of the Stasi headquarters in E.
Berlin. Imagine what would happen if youth in democratic W. Germany were to
try to stonn the secret police headquarters there
how many would be gunned
down, how many imprisoned? Look at Romania, where across the country workers have gone on strike, held mass meetings, forced out hated factory administrators and chosen new ones themselves. Such things rarely happen in the "democratic" West, and if they do they are quickly and viciously suppressed. As soon as
your ruling regimes get back on their feet, then they too are sure to crush any
such fruits of popular power
undoubtedly under the banner of protecting the
new-bom democratic power!

-

-

-

As for the grand promises of change to be wrought by free enterprise and Westem
investmenc a few privileged will benefit, the basic masses won't. Look at what
Westem technology is bringing Poland: some get computers, others get laid off.
Competition is intensifying, ils is polarisation; the rich grow richer and the poor
poorer. But make no mistake: all these measures chiefly serve to accelerate processes already going on. Profit has been the driving force of the E. European
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economies for years; the gap between the rich and poor was already enormous;
total debt to Westem banks already stands at near $100 billion
every year they
suck billions in interest payments out of E. Europe.
The change in E. Europe is not from stagnant socialist economies to dynamic
capitalist ones, but from disguised to undisguised capitalism. What is new is a
desperate attempt by your rulers to replace inefficient capital with efficient capital, to streamline the mechanisms of exploitation and make the wheels of capital
accumulation tum even faster, including by expanding the share of the Westem
imperialists in this process.
Look at what's already going on in Poland and Hungary where Westem penetration and Westem-style reforms have gone farthest. How many more soup
kitchens will Poland need, as hundreds of thousands are laid off because factories
and mines are "not profitable"? How many more homeless will join the thousands already huddling on Budapest's streets, because new housing is "not profitable"? The regimes are now freed up from the compromises made by the state
capitalists to maintain the facade of socialism; like people in the West, you are
free not only to vote, but to be unemployed and homeless.
Westem propagandists tell you to forget the evidence from Poland and Hungary
of what more Westem penetration will mean for you; look instead to Germany,
if you adopt democracy and join Europe, someday you
Scandinavia or France
too will live like this, they claim. What poison pours from their lips! Of course
the West is richer
it has been more successful than its Soviet-bloc rivals in
building a worldwide empire. Their exploitation fields stretch from Chile's copper mines to South Africa's gold mines up through the Middle East oil fields
through South Asia and into the Far East, where tens of millions produce textiles
and electronics for pennies an hour. Because the West is richer and has a relatively large middle class, it can allow some of its people to say what they want (some
of the time) and go abroad (tf tLrcy can afford it). The West is not rich because it
is democratic, it is democratic because it is rich and it is democracy/or the rich;
the secret of its riches, and hence of its democracy,lies in its empire built on
bloody conquest and maintained through savage wars like Vietnam, continual
invasions of little countries like Panama, Grenada or the Malvinas, and perpetual
misery and suffering for hundreds and hundreds of millions under apartheid
regimes and military juntas and including within the borders of the imperialist
countries themselves. If you want to know what Westem democracy is really
about, tum off Radio Free Europe and find the way to ask South Africa's blacks,
or Palestinians in the Gaza strip, ask Arab dustmen in Paris or T[rrks in Hamburg,
get them to tell you
ask England's coal miners or Chicago's ghetto inhabitants
about the "marvels" of Westem democracy. Or you can just wait to find out for
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yourselves.

The Westem imperialists' promise of better lives if you tie your dreams to them
amounts to an invitation to join them in their plunder of the world's people. It is a
shameful invitation; it is also a lie, a lure to get you onto their hook. Do you really think they're going to allow the likes of Polish, Romanian and Bulgarian workers to pull up a chair and dine on the fruits of their worldwide plunder side by
side with respectable German burghers?! Of course not. They don't want to and
they can't, for the Westem imperialists are also facing a worldwide crisis. There
is simply no room left at the imperialists' feast for more chairs. At most a few
if they leam to beg properly
while the
crumbs will be tossed to your elites
majority of you will find that you are to be served up as part of the next course! It
is time to cast away illusions. You Polish professors teaching your students about
the Swedish social welfare system, you Romanian doctors drawing up health care
plans based on the French model
Wake up before it is too late! You have
btter try
drunk too much of their German schnapps and French champagne
some Yugoslav brandy or Portuguese madeira, for there are the models which the
Westem imperialists have in mind for you.
Do we exaggerate? Consider their plans for Poland. Have the German imperialists remoulded themselves, do they now generously and unselfishly want to

-

-

build up a new, prosperous, strong Poland, as they claim

-

-

are they
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scheming and plotting to subordinate the Polish people as subjects of a new
Reich stretching from the Baltic to the Black Sea? Just look at the new swagger in the W. German rulers' step as they goosestep around Central Europe, or
listen to the strains of "Deutschland Uber Alles" belching forth from W.
Germany's Parliament or the chauvinist crowds chanting "Ein Volk! Ein
Vaterland!", and you know the answer.
There are those of you, particularly from E. Germany, who might be able to successfully integrate yourselves into this nightmare: you will find that living in the
belly of this powerful imperialist beast exacts a severc price. The drive for a
German Reich helped fuel two bloodbaths already and produced the concentration camps which shocked the entire world. But such horrors have not even given
pause to the German imperialists' renewed march to Greater Germany. We say,
Deutschland, never again

!

We know that words like "Marxism" and "proletarian revolution" sometimes
sound in your ears just like "democracy" and "freedom fighter" do !o Westemers
who have heard them used to justify the US war against Viemam or CIA goons in
Central America. But even as the Soviet bloc rulers buried genuine Marxism and
kept only a deceptive mask to legitimise their oppressive rule, Mao Tsetung rose
to oppose their betrayal of Marx and Lenin. He showed how they had restored
capitalism and he called for a new revolution in the USSR and E. Europe. Mao
upheld the accomplishments of the October Revolution under Lenin and Stalin,
including Stalin's leadership of the Soviet people in defeating the Nazi invaders
in World War 2, but he recognised that Stalin made serious errors, that he failed
to understand that the revolution had to be continued so as to prevent the rise to
power of a new class of bureaucrat capitalists, as indeed happened. Mao showed
how socialism is a transition period, full of revolutionary leaps and struggle, to
classless society, it means the proletarians and all those who have been on the
bottom of society for generations rising up and seizing and wielding power themnot a stagnant bureaucratic system where party bigshots govem "on
selves
behalf of ' the people.
Mao sought to avoid the fate of the USSR by mobilising the biggest mass movement in human history the Culnrral Revolution, to drag would-be party bigshots
from their thrones and chase them from power. This sent Brezhnev and your own
rulers into a fretuy; they declared Mao a "madman" and vilified, distorted and,
most of all, censored his teachings. For many years the Chinese people succeeded
in fighting off attempts to reverse the revolution, however, following Mao's
death, Deng Xiaoping & Co seized power and restored capitalism in China; the
bloody fruits of this werc seen in Beijing's Tiananmen Square in June 1989. Even
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though capitalism was restored, the struggle waged during the Cultural
Revolution gave the present generation in China a revolutionary point of refer- a
ence that people in the USSR and E. Europe sorely lack. That Mao's authentically
revolutionary vision is still alive could be seen on Beijing's streets as many workers carried pictures of Mao and called for a new socialist revolution, and student
rebels sang "The Intemationale".

ln the last few years Maoist forces from around the world have gathered in the
RIM and are waging revolutionary struggle against all oppressive systems, East
and West. Wherever they exist, the organisations of the RIM have sought to
mobilise those who have nothing to lose, the downtrodden proletarians and their
allies, to rise up in revolt and to organise for the revolutionary overthrow of the
ruling classes. The RIM salutes the rebellion of the peoples of Eastem Europe
and calls on you to attack the old order more thoroughly, more radically and with
more determination, to take up the revolutionary weapon of Man<ism-LeninismMao Tsetung Thought which your rulers have hidden from you, and to establish
contact with the RIM and its participating organisations so as to strengthen the
ties of those from all parts of the world who are resolved to struggle until all
oppression and exploitation under any name are done away with forever. n
Committee of the Revolutionary Intemationalist Movement
20 February 1990
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fhe Appeal to the People of Eastern Europe lrom the
Committee of the Revolutionary lnternationalist Movement
has been translated into most languages of Eastern Europe
and distributed broadly in a number of those countries. The
response was exciting: crowds sometimes gathered around
leafletters, even forming queues; one lealletter was pressed
against a wall by dozens of people rushing to get a copy
before they ran out. And everywhere, among the more
advanced, there was a common response: "Please give us
more information about the RIM and especially about Mao
Tsetung."
As the Appeal itself notes, in capitalist countries like those

of Eastern Europe such a deep crisis is rare. lt offers an
unprecedented opportunity to spread the understanding
developed by Mao ol the lessons of capitalist restoration in
the Soviet-led bloc, and the path of proletarian revolution
which alone will end oppression and exploitation there and
around the world. lt is a chance to put those who want an allthe-way revolution there in contact with those from the rest
ol the world who share this vision.

RIM supporters leafletting in
Bucarest

From: Romeo XXX in Bucarest,

One weapon needed urgently to meet this challenge is

Romanla
I am a Romanian citizen

revolutionary literature, most of all from the 1960s to today,
when the people of the Soviet bloc were cut off lrom the rest
of the world revolulionary movement by their revisionist masters. lt is a lact that, lor the nearly 500 million people in the
USSR and Easlern Europe, Mao's analysis ol what hap-

and I want

to build a party with a human and
social platform. Please give me your
program... Also, lwould like to correspond with the RlM.

From WoJcik, in an industrial town

in Poland
Please send me more information
about your movement. I would like to
have news of what you are doing as
well as the general views of your
movement. lwould also very much
like to have information on lhe subjact of Mao Tsetung Thought.

From: lna XXX ln E. Berlln, East

Germany
I have read your "Appeal to the

People ol the East'with great inlerest. For the most part I agree with
you and leel mysell in unity with you.
I am 27 years old, single, with one
child. I am one ol the so-called
marginal ones in the GDR. As a
woman, lfeel lwould be even more
restricted by the capitalist system
I feel myself overrun, powerless,
betrayed. (l am here talking mainly

-

about my personal situation.)

Lasafriluziilet
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Whal is coming? I think that I will
lose my job as a "paper-pusher'
(which I did not exactly choose, but I
am forced to work a normal job, the
hours are much too long, it is so routine). Like so many others, I am worI am being
ried about the future
forced to give up my independence,
to get into a relationship without really wanting to. This depresses me.
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As for the change in our country:

Preczziluzjami!
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pened in the USSR and his great battle to prevent capitalist

the last province ol W. Germany?
But I don't know the way fonrvard
either. How could our economy have
improved? Do you have an idea
what we here should have done
with all these different types ol people? What about the Wall- should it
have remained until we could have
stabilized ourselves, etc?

restoration in China simply has never existed in their languages. ln the land which gave the world Lenin, Mao
Tsetung is praclically unknown. News too of the people's war
being led by the Communist Party of Peru has been completely suppressed. Millions hunger for the understanding
that Maoism alone can provide
- yet what is being shoveled
down their throats are the glittering lies of the West.
A World to Win is calling on its readers and sympathisers
to mobilise to meet this challenge. We need to be put in
touch with anyone who can translate into these languages;
we need copies of whatever relevant works already exist in
these languages (the Little Red Book of Quotations from
Mao, lor example, was translated by the Chinese revolutionaries into many languages of E Europe and the USSR).
Seize the time yourself: put the Appeal in the hands of people with contacts in the East. Above all, funds are needed lo
ensure that revolutionary literature can be printed and dis-

-

I would really like to know about the
Revolutionary lnternationalist
Movemenl, how big it is, how it is
organized, etc.
who are the
founders and what do you do con-

-

cretely?
Also, what do you think of Bahro's
Alternative? [trans. note: a book by
Rudolf Bahro, a lormer E Germany
ruling party functionary who was
jailed for criticizing the ruling pafty,
then expelled to W. Germany where
he became a leading figure in the
Greens. He has reappeared lately
with a new book and speaks against
reunif ication.l

tributed.

lf you can help with any of these tasks, send a cheque or
international postal rnoney order to A World to Win and contact either AWTW directly or one of the parties or organisations in the RlM. Copies of The Appeal are currently avail-

ln addition, I would like to know
everything about Mao Tsetung.

able in: Polish, German, Czechoslovakian, Romanian,
Serbo-Croatian, French, Spanish, Farsi, Turkish and English
(

Russian forthcoming).

so make so many compromises just to
look keep from going under.
around-the world
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From Jneusz, ln a worklng class
suburb of Warsaw
I was able to get a copy of your
Appeallo the People of Eastern
Europe lrom a lriend who visited
West Berlin. lam very interested in
can you
the problems it discusses
please send me any other publications of your Movement.
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From Doina,

in Brasov, Romania:

I read your leaflet with interest. I will
write you more after lhe elections.
Please send more inlormation, especially about your Movement.
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By Frank O'Malley
(Late winter 1990)
The West has been saturated with stories of how

rLillions of

Romanians are

awalening from the
Ceausescu

nightrare

and

as they learn to build

a

Western-style democracy.
This twisted view of what
was

all

about and what the peopLe
hope

for has been greatly

order. That's sor.ething
the ruling classes East

One

nan asked whether television scenes he had
watched

going through a difficult
period of apprenticeship

the revolt there

pondering from afar.

New

and West are trying to
understand - and so

of horeless ln

York City rLight have

should the revolutionaries.

been staged-managed by

the Ceausescu regine Anerica j-s so rich, such
poverty could not possibly be perroitted to o<ist

there, he reasoned.
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One of the dividing
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over Romania is the stand
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present them as the sole

voice of the people.

The people who speak
through these pages are

not goverffrent bureaucrats, nLilj"tary officers,
university professors or
anyone else from the

As for the peopJ.e of
Eastern Europe in genera1, one Westem edit.or

Roranian

t.one

elite.

They are

people, who Iook
westward not only with
curiosity but often with
dread. Sonetines they are
wiIdIy ignorant of eleconmon
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west; sonetines their
comnents reflect. a lifetj.re of looking on and
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pal Petru,
the sons
of workers

o
should
refreshen a sense of the
need to do even rtpre to
bring an end to a system
that does indeed permit
this and many other horrors, in New York and in
Bucharest.
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servj-ng the 21 nonths

rLilitary service compul sory for all Ronranian
mal-es, agreed to do an
interview on the situa-

tion in the army. But it
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Top: Women with rifle celebrating the fall of
Ceausescu.

Bottom: University building on left, site of initial armed struggle against Secuitate.
On the left: 21 December 1989. Debate rages
everywhere.
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pretty nelodies from
few radios installed

ORCP

(Romanian
Communist

Party)

Securitate

television and make
excuses for themselves
and say Lhey didn't know

goverffrent, they go

Agents
The Mines
-

lying;

Graffiti in

are nembers of unit xxxx,
who fought during the

uprising around the

Sibiu. We Romanian soldiers continue t.o lead a
hard Iife, a life persecuted by the officers and
who

still

h

cling to their Ceausescu
principJ.es, thelr old
expJ.oiting principles;
they drive us conLinual.ly
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and nrercilessly. A

soldier has

no

righls, not even the
right to speak - the only
rights we have are to be
rnistreated and beaten.
"Durl-ng the revoJ-ution,

the officers should

have

- and they
it - of courage j-n

set an exarpl-e
know

front of the soldiers who
fought and died. And nnny
of us died, but very few
of them. Instead of }eading us into battle, they
sat behind and ordered

to the front.

us

They should

be ashalred. The soldiers
were brave because they
were wj.th the people,

the soldiers represent our brothers and
sisters, our parents and

because

friends, the children and
the old people, all the
people of the country. We
risked nuch for the revolution; since then, we
have Listened to the
reforms announced by Ion

ILiescu and Petru Rorun,
but uhat have we
received? Nothing but

was they who

change. lie rrust st.op

being afraid, too ruch
blood has been shed to be
now

front.s,

-

make

Roranian worker never had
any of this.
"Look at what has hap-

l4inister of

pened

Romanian

world sent aid to the
people and

to the solyet the

sel

we

to steal right
out of the mouths of others. l{hile they drank
their boLtles of French
champagne, they gave us a

chocolaLe bar and a glass

of port wine. As if this

is

what the Romanlan sol-

diers needl

Even so, with
our heart. we thank
everyone abroad who sent

all

aid.

.I

want to say, with
aJ.I my heart, that I am
not anybody's pawn - I am

an individual soldier

who

in the difticult battle for Sibiu. I
took part
saw

with

my own eyes most

of qz unit

killed.

wounded

How

can

it

or
be

that after the revolution
nolhing has changed?
"Dear Romanian sol-

diers, let us be heard
you know we speak the
truth, you know that

-

Ceausescu

clained by nnny, especially Lhose petty,
banal, hideous personali-

conspiring to carry
"Ceausescu

wilhoul

was

on

policies"

Ceausescu?

How

long would it be before
the Securitafe were i-n
action again, with only

lo carry
forward the sLruggle, yet

their

young

own

outrage

clear idea of

for

any

who could

lead such a s[ruqq1e,
how, against

whom and,

fina1ly, for what.
Despite their hatred of
[he officers, chey harboured illusions abouL
what the army was.

-

However much

[he so]-

diers' hearts

nLight be

wj.th the people, their
marching orders care from

the Romanian High
Conmand. Though the arn'qr

finally

of the Romanian officers

been

exist,

So nuch bl^ood has
the mj-ners in

anywhere

in

to

a

the

be

our dead and

all

those who have shed their

for

many

soldiers thouqht Iike
..AlL

of us",

Many

talked of how
it had been the afiry who
carried out much of ihe
actual kiJ.ling in
Timisoara and other

cities.

The army

is

a

thoroughly reactionary

institution that

must be

smashed, not made more

to the rank
and today it is
being used Lo lmpose
order and stability and
keep the masses of people
doun throughout the coun"responsive"

and

file,

try.
Nonetheless, these sol-

freedom."

asked them how

elite, not for

Romanians

friends with the people
of Europe and the people
of the whole world. This
is what we Ronanian soidiers want, in the nane
of our children, our fam-

ilies,

and lhe

the people.

world. What we want is a
betler life. We want to
cooperate and

cofie out

against Ceausescu, iL
fought for the interesls

spilt,

Petrosani ln 1977, the
workers in Brasov in
1987, the uprising now.
Never again should such
party be alLowed to

I

a

nane change?
These two soldiers

Party.

answered.

it is now

NationaL

had

ished, cold and sj.ck.

clan, as

that the

the country was taken
over by the Ceausescu
clan and the Corrnunist

this.

wasn't just the

show

Salvatj.on Front (NSF)

were slrainlng

Defence him-

nr:st be completed. We
want Romania to be a
counlry worthy of pride
it once was, in 1944 we
fought heroically, and
even helped Liberale
other countries, before

nothing, J.ess than dogs,
beaten, downtrodden, fam-

It

proof they had conrnritted
any crines. Dj.dn't this

they often substituted

blood

under Ceausescu we were

com-

and this is not whaL
want. The revolution

try,

soldier

how

the

the

soldiers, are
prepared for a new revoIution, though we have
seen too many die and too
ruch death in our coun-

Ronanian

only

demands

f.

Romania,

received nothlng. Wirere
has it gone? Ask the
officers, those who know

to

"!!e, a group of

diers of

has

your

known, confront

nanders, go

from abroad. People from
all over Lhe

organise

into soldiers'

Ieges, advantages; the

with all the aid

ernnent said there was no

sou1, things have got to

afraid

but large
of Securitate,

sone said 350, had been
released because the gov-

to be change in the army,
from the bottom of nry

Ceausescu system, they

big salaries, priv1,-

numbers

dangerous, impossible
orders. Refusel There has

yourselves

Europe and

Military Hospita] in

elite,

it

who knew only to
lock others up so as to
take what they had for
their own. Ronani-an soldiers - cease following

benefitted from the
had

Bucharest

the

on

what was happening. They
lie, you lnow they are

Are llaiting
for You! "

CD
CD

i.n

t.he barracks.
"The officers and the
oId bosses have kept
their positions and have
burrowed into the new

Activists,

trial in Sibiu,

ties

a

Petru

We discussed lhe trials
going on then in Sibiu of

diers' stat.ercn[ stirred
the heart - at a tire
when the Army

chiefs

were

everywhere procJ-airning themselves the

strutting

saviours of the revolu-

Securitate agents. Petru
said that the governrent

tion, this sta[erent
vividly exposed thelr

was going

hypocri.sy. Nor was theirs

to put

150 on
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of those voices which
set Western journal.ists
drooling by its whining
for the petty comforts of
one

Western

life; it

was a
roar of rage from below,
and one which anyone who

had served

tionary

in

any reac-

fascists before World War
2. A group of three or
four workers from the
Augusl 23rd factory was
at. the centre of the
debate with him, Ied by
another younq man, ta1l,
with a hawk face and
flashing eyes.

army anywhere

could ident.ify with.

The NPP representatj,ve
was arguing that, even

***

it is

if

necessary to keep
few of Ron'ania's most

The "Passage de Jos",

the \nderground passage", near the
University of Bucharest:

from early morning till
late night, hundreds of
people gather to discuss

"RcP bos

ses

a

criti-cal enterprises in
the hands of the governrcnt, the key to economic
recovery is reliance on
the nechanisms of the
free narket.

-

Who's going

to benefit

il3';,'iil
haven't you heard :';[fi;""
",".
of hari-kirt?" II^':ll'"t'"
urrc av, r€fd.I
- Graffiti in

the

passase

II3[

de Jos

l::::d: ""
- Look,

We're better off starting at zero, with what we
have now, than relying on

-

capitalism.

-

Then we'I1 never get
anywhere. The problem

wi[h

conrnunism

is it

utopian, people just

was

aren't like that. They
need incenti,ves to work,
That's why the West is
rich. Even if you don't

want the West here, we
have to have the free

market. Then soreone
that's got a good idea or
works extra hard can buy

what's needed

their

to star[

- If

own business.
sorneone cofles

this

fancy restaurant

and says,

I

want

to you
to buy

from the governnent and
up my own business,

slart

you're not going to wonder where they got their

it's

money from? Maybe
worker, maybe an old

a

Securitate or party boss

an Ceausescu was no good,
- you don't know and you
inprovised funeral bier, but before World War 2 we
don't care?!
adorned with flowers and had your free market and
- If he's not a crinLinaL,
dozens of candles, marks things were bad then too.
it's a free worLd. If
[he spot where two of t.he * But Iook at Lhe West.
he's a criminal, that's
first victims fe1I to the the free narket and demo- different, and you have
sniperscopes of the
craoT rade them rj-ch.
to find out.
Securitate. Each night, a - What do they want with
- Then just answer this
few youth huddl,e in their us though? We don't want
one question: who has
meager cloth coats near
to end up as nothing but
lhat kind of money? Where
the candles' warmth,
cheap hands working to
can anyone get such money
telling and retelling the make the West rich.
in Romania today?
story of the two victims That's aII they want from - Maybe you just sold
to passers-by.
your house to start a
us. f say, No to the
Glued to the wal1 are
West!
business.....
posters and leaflets
- No to the Russians too, - And where'd I get such
which people straj"n to
soreone else cried.
a nice house?
read in the dim Iight;
- We don't need any for- - You can borrow noney
the favourites are the
eign help, another threw
from the bank - that's
handwritten staterents: in for good reasure.
what they do in England.
poetry euJ-ogising dead
The I'IPP representative
- And what bank is going
martyrs, satires of the
countered: Where are we
to give so nuch money to
Front, letters denouncing going to get nndern tech- a worker who makes 2500
one or another local
noloqy from? Who, s going
fei [150$ officia] rate,
tyrant who has sonehow to set up conputer facto- $30 on the bLack marketl
managed to hold onto his
ries for us? That tales
a month? You're just
post.
going to reward speculaexperts, and the best
The groups that form to
ones are in the West.
tors who sit around and
debate politics invariWho's going to do it if
trade, buying from one
ably polarise around the they don,t help - can
person and selling to
you?
Front. Tonight, the
another. There's nothing
Iargesl group forned
- Why do you say they,re honest in that. There's
around a young represen- out to help us? They,re
nothing in this for the
Lative of the National out to make money any way workers.
Peasant Party (NPP), a
they can.
- But this is the way you
Christian Democrat-style - So are you going to do
can get sonething, not
party which had even
just for yourself, but
it.?, the I'IPP person
politics.

0n one side

aLlied with the Romani-an insisted.

for your children, so

they can have sorething

to start. their lives
with. This is how they
got ahead in the West.
- Thi.s is the sare shit

we had al-ready, all those
people who just gave
orders aII the tine and

didn't

know how

to

work.

But they'Il have to
learn how to manage the
work or they won't get
ahead, see, that's the
difference free enter-

-

prise makes. It gives
lncentives. Why else is
soneone goi.ng

to

spend 10

years in the university
learning sclence, while
you're out working and

naking money, unless
therer s sonething extra

in it for them?
- Look comrade...,
- Who are you calling
comrade?
- lleLl what do you want
re to caII you - Sir?
- I don't know what we
!

should call each olher.
That's our problem, isn't

t?
If

tive

the

NPP

was

represen[a-

trying to hit

a

of accord, it backfired. The worker turned
to several other nembers
in the crowd and sarcasnote

tically

asked, Dear
Gentleren, Hi.s Lordship
wants to know which of
you have a few nril-lion
Lei to start a business
and help free enterprise
get going in Romania?

-

Several people laughed.
The only people that

have

that kind of

money,

he continued, are the
sare people who've
already been ruling us

Ij.ke deviLs. If we go
your route, it'II be just

Iike with the old

the party bigshots

bosses,

-

them

tellj.ng us what to do, us
obeying

like slaves,

us

al.l the work. He
who does not work shall
not eat, that's what I
doi.ng

say.
The discussion raced on
for hours. For anyone who
knew how this kind of

debate among the masses
had been frozen for many

years by the vicious

D
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repression throughout the

Soviet imperialist b1oc,

it

was

exciting to

see

the hunger and passion

with which these workers
sought to understand what
had happened to their
society, and where it was

going next. Yet

it

was

also painful. Though they

were desperat.ely staving
off the swel] of propa-

at convincing

ganda aj-ned
them of the

superiority

of Western capital.ism,
they failed to
understand that their
society was a state capitalist one they had their
because

backs up against the wall
coming up

Soviet system and
Anprican-style capitalism
(which provoked deep

skepticism); they imagined Romania following
the path of Sweden or
social -democratic France.

lo

\g)
ct)

=
o
=
a
tr

o
=
s

in

rnore thoroughly understanding and settling

accounts with the country's inurediate past.

others believed that

the future

was b1eak, and
simply hoped that the

- poster,

***
In a fonrer classroom

escape.
wondered too at the

way they looked

at their

relationship to the
Even

nilitant

!'JesL.

workers

Iike these viewed openi,ng
up to the West as if it
vrere a new question

-

whiLe for years Romania
had been paying off bil-

were active in the
uprising, were instalLing
a radio transmitter prowhom

vided them by

FUN

radio

use

FUN

had put. on

of the radio in

a

formal contract, that the

"affi.liate station" play "at l-east 50t
music" and renain strict1y "apolitica]" (or el-se
Roranian

the Parisians had the

right to take back their
radio eguipnent!)

.

While

ridiculous to say they're
"apolitical-" when they

forbidden

to travel, to

ers,

whj.1e the country's
actual econornic relations

were covered

lrith

the

blanket of Ceausescu's

nationalist

demagoqy.

While there were indeed
many new questions coning
onto the people's agenda,

it

just

overthrew Ceausescu,
others argued that being
"apolitical." had been a
way of fighting the
regine. Sayings of the
Ceausescu clan had been
used to rationalise every

oppressive neasure. Being

oapolitical" neant
rejecting all governnent
intervention in the people's affairs.
Towards rnidnight,

I

l.,ent down with a few of

the students to

where

they slept: the 0ffice of
the Unj-versity Rector. A

translators for Japanese
reporters, making $30 in
a single day - equiva-

though technologically
sinple, had driven the
goverrurent's main radio
off the airwaves with its
non-stop Western rnrrsic,
which was piped into most

cafes, restaurants
even

and

in the tube sta-

tions.

everyone was sure, he

not

be

Suddenly the doors
in walked a
nan in uniform with a
I/olashnikov .. . then
another, and another. A

The Rector had not cone
back. But his office was
now occupied by the
Assistant Rector. The

students had moved their
mattresses up to the

radio station. one stu-

dent brought rc up to
date on what had happened

opened and

with the radio. He nentioned that they had an
offer of more aid, this
ti.ne from Radio Free

student explained to ne
that they had asked for
protection: - We're

Europe.

broadcasting all night
Iong about "Eree
Romania", and

A

at black narket
rates, to a nonth's wages
for a worker. FUN radio,

Bucharest

wouLd

Intercontinental Hotel.
young architecture student and sonB of his
friends were worki,ng as

J.ent,

debate. No one knew where
the Rector had gone.'But,

returning.

lions of dollars to

have foreign orrrency, or
even to talk to foreign-

of

definitely

Western banks and expor[ing the cream of its

@rmany, France, Italy
and the U.S. But the people had been isolated,

University

aL the University of

sonE students remained
adamant that
is

agricultural and industrial produce not only to
the USSR but also to W.

televised polit.ical

Bucharest, a group of
students in and around
the leadership of the
Student l€ague, most of

conditions

I

a

wolf changes his
coat but not his nature.
Be careful."I

themselves,

individual

guLtars and watching

("The

in Paris. The Romanians
hotly debated one of the

sone

installed along with five
or six old rattresses,
and the students were
alternately strunmj.ng on

atentiune. "

opening t.o the West would
al1ow a few, including

to find

television had been

"Lupul i;i schimbd pdrul
dar nravul ba. Facefi

with any real

alternative. I',lany talked
of a third path, an
alternative between the

I',lany

sore of the most inportant ones still consisted

with the

Securitate still on the
Ioose, we were worried

about being at.t.acked, so
we asked the Front to
protect us.

Did he know who they
were?
WeJ.J., they'd heard that
the CIA might be involved
in Free Europe. But the
students had a pLan to

handLe them. FUN
Bucharest was going to
denand that aid from Free
Europe be

limited to

This continuing fear of
the Securitate hovered

equipnent, with no personnel or taped programs.

ty,

penetration had turned

over every public activibut no Securitate
had attacked anyone in
over two weeksi sore nore

attentive

Romanlans were

discussing whether the

Front fanned or even
inst.igated such rumours

to justify the continuing

presence of the Army
everywhere. In any case,
it seered that the students had invited the fox
to guard the henhouse.

A week passed before I
saw the l€ague students

again.

One was now a

reporter for FUN radio
Bucharest, rushing off to
an interview she had
lined up with sore goverment dignitary in the

How

quickly

Western

sone of the student leaders into its open

hirelings. But even [his
kind of influence was
restricted mainly to narrow circles i.n Bucharest
and a few other big

cities.

Beyond those con-

fines another story waited to be told.

***
Brasov, Transylvania.
was near midnight; we

It

had

left

Bucharest

fol-

Iowing a rowdy demonstration of thousands against
the NSF, at which the
leading nembers of the
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personally Brasov suddenly has the
tried to appease the mil- nakings of a real conitant crowd, without nuch frontation.
success. Suddenly we
The crowd calLs for the
heard noise and shouting Leader of the NSF.
and saw shadows moving Brasov, one of the larger
over the crest of the
cities in Romania, is
goverrxrent had

hill.

Tonight everything has

got to
The

officer finally

gets going and states

that the local

NSF

is

holding an urgent rceti.ng
to discuss the events
taling place in Bucharest
and that the head of the
NSF wiII rcet them early
the next morning. He goes

and only a few hours drive
mid- from Bucharest. But the
night creature was a
Cstance between them is
demonstration - 50 or 100 not reasurable sinply in
youlh marching through miles. Brasov is an
back and for[h with the
the street, chanting
industrial city, mostly crowd, urging them to be
patient and invoking the
boisterously. Ihey had
workers, with many
heard the events in
Germans and Hungarians. NSF's incantation that
Bucharest on the radio
There is less talk here Rone wasn't built in a
while at a football
of elections and no one day and "free Romania
match, and decided to
asks about vacationing in won't be either".
head for the city's NSF the west. The main chant
I ask sorc workers why
headquarters. Even in
of the protestors tonight they are denpnstrating. A
slor*ed down

We

discovered that

this

Grant NiCU and the fest Of

the

CeaUSeSCUS

theif IaSt

woman,

Marina, points

ro rhe

younq

siil

she's holding by the
hand, rook

a[

my

all the *Xf iii; H:'":i:
family to be together
5:3::,:""#:'*::;

wish

the right for

- Bucharest srarriti :X|,l"::":'iil,,,

what we're here for.
We need food. We nude a

backward is simpJ.e and lo the
horse- point: No more food
revolution, yet nothing
carts outnunber cars on
rationirq!
has changed.
most roads in the counA silver-haired, pudgy r asked about rerations
tryside, protest Literal- Army officer finally
between the different.
ly leaped across the air- conEs out with a sheet of ethnic groups in the facpaper in his hand. It
waves from city to city
tory. Marlna, a Romanian,
in the electrified post- takes a few minutes
responded: - The
uprising atnnsphere. before the crowd alLows Ceausescu regine tried to
At the city centre, I
him to speak.
pit us aII against each
found that a line of sol- - "Comrades..." he
other, Romanians,
diers already stood guard begins.
Hungarians, Germans, aII
at the NSF headquarters - "No npre tcomrades'I', of us. But it didnrt work
entrance - the NSF too
he is interrupted at once too well. We,re all in
was learning quickly.
by a scattering of voic- the sarp situation here.
The crunching of snow es. Laughter ripples
We have sore of every
ard the ruffled voices of through the crowd. "rt's
nationality in the factothe waiting workers was probably the first speech ry, and we get al-ong well
suddenl,y interrupted by
the old buzzard ever
enough. Ask Valentin,
gave," soreone mutters. he,s of lfungarian origin.
the rhythmic sound of
chanting. A group of 60
People hiss and "hoo",
I 1ooked over at
to 80 marchers round the but not too nenacingly Valentin, who nodded
corner: "Steagul Rosu lhe workers here, as
agreenpnt.
noi sintem poporul!"
throughout Ronnnj.a, sti.ll
Around 2 g1'1, the group
("Red Star Factory, we
indulge the army. It's
broke up as Marina took
are the peoPlel") They
fortunate for the eJ.derly her daughter honp and a
move straight to the
officer, for he's barely few of the others drifted
entrance of the NSF head- nanaged to begin anew
off. It was well below
quarters, and Iike a mag- when he is shouted down freezing, but Valentin
net. pull with them all
once more.
planned to stay the
the strays nilling
- "No hands, no hands," night, and offered to
around. There are only a
the crold begins to
show np the scene of the
few hundred people, but
chant. A woman explains battle with the
the fragility of porer in that he was using the
Securitate.
Romania is still on
sarre exaggerated hand
Valentin first pointed
everyone's mind. At 1 AM, gestures as Ceausescu. out where, back in 198?,
relatively

Romania, where

the workers from Steagul
Rosu and 23rd August

change.

Tractory Factory staged a
rebellion, seizing the
centre of Brasov before
they were crushed by the
SecuritaEe and the Army.

-That's why ue have such
harsh rationing here.
Ceausescu started it back
in 1987 to punish us for
rebe11i,ng.
We

ing,

talked of the uprj,sand what was happen-

ing now.

He said

that

of their

demands

that

one

night had been the over[hrow of the factory

director at Steagul

Rosu.

He was a Ceausescu-style

tyrant, but so far the
NSF

had 1et him stay on.

The situati.on was similar

at the 23rd August

Tractor Factory, the

Iargest factory in
Brasov. Valentin didn't
know what was happening
elsewhere in Romania.

In fact, many factories, especially in the
cities, were seething
with rebellion. Pitesti's
Dacia plant, Romania's
rain car factory, had

witnessed repeat.ed demon-

strations and a factory

€
o

I

occupation. The workers

U

elected

d
s

new managers from

the shop floor; the old
ones remained, but now
worked on the line li.ke

=

ordi.nary workers.
But neither Valentin
nor the workers in the

(o
(o

Pitesti plant had a clear
idea of what these
dranges would bring. What

Ot

pushed them was deep

hatred of the uay they
had been forced to live
and work. The new managers should be "people
who know

us,

who think

Iike us",

t,he workers
would say. There was a
sense that the overthrow

of

Ceausescu and the RCP,
combined with changes in
managercnt at the factory
LeveJ., might be enough.
0r at least. this was all
that was possible.

At the factory IeveI,

these rebellions were
spontaneous.

"Alternative" trade

a
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unions like Poland's
Solidarnosc did not
o<ist, and the new bour-

geois opposition parties,
if lhey played any role

at all,

opposed such

"chaos". By the end of
Januaryr so rnany plants
were idled by the "chaos"

that the governrent
decided to let workers in
affected plants stay hone
for a month at 2/3 pay.
While touting this as a
reform, part of the
intent seened to be to
clear the fact.ories of
rebellious workers.
Valentin also discussed
the problems of the
ttungarian ninority in
Romania. They number

6\

Hungarian rninority, guite
a few had indeed charged
that the Hungarians wanted to "take Transylvania
away" from Romania.
Ceausescu's ghost still
haunted Romania, but this
was

hardly surprising:
was still in

his class
power.

of any clear
for resolv-

The lack

road forward

ing the national guestion

in

Ronania nade

sorely

felt.

While

were drawing

derarcation

itself

-

many

lines of
betlieen

officers and soldiers,

million out of
the total population of
23 ttLil-lion. Under

between workers and bosses this was aII taking

Ceausescu,

the only
lfungarian university, in

work

Cluj, had been shut down,
as well as rruny

Ronania recover i-ts

almost 2

lr)

I thought back to the
Student league leaders in
Bucharest. In response to
a question about the

-

place within the frare-

of the nationaL
state: !'{hat wilJ. help

strength? lihat should
Ronania do to Lake its

schools. Valentin and his

place

wife were both of
lfungarian origj.n,

corrm:nity"? As Iong as
the bourgeois parties

spoke Hungarian together,

yet their chil-dren

to
at

were

Ct
cl)

forbidden
lfungarian

=
=
P
a
tr

knew

they visited his nother,
who spoke only Hungarian,
for his own children

o

could not understand her.
Did they want to rejoin

=

bitterly.

school and

only Romanian. This

hurt him most of

in the "European

all

when

Hungary? Valentin laughed
This was what

Ceausescu had clained
every tire Hungarians
protested - that they
were really agents of the

tfungarian goverruent, who
wanted to seize
TransyJ.vania and rejoin
ltungary. A few thought

terms

to set

the

of discussion,

historical battles.
How could this frane-

work resoLve the
Transylvania c{uestion,
where roughly equal num-

bers of Romanians and
Hungarians had

lived side

by side for centuries,
ruled now by one govern-

ttpnt,

now

by another,

with each nationality
repressed in turn as the
other took power,

in

which concluded: "The

Steagul
Too

nuch blood already had
been shed fighting over

Transylvania. tlhy
couldn't it be run for
all its inhabitants?

a

seemlng).y endl-ess cycle
of revenge? The Hungarian

culture. But

in

it

would be impossible to
settle thousand-year-old

Hungarian

dj.dn't agree.

"liber-

a1" monarchy(!) while the
Romanians had

a "to[a]i-

party, recently
poJ.icy state-

its

nent on Transylvania,
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
was a -liberal state",
thus its treatrnent of the

minority at that
tine "can in no way be
corpared to the situation
of rninorities Ilvj.ng

Ronanian

factories and institutes
had a qynecological
police: wonen were subjected to monchly checkups or surprlse raids
where they were rounded
up and given conpulsory

vaginal exams to check
for ilJ,egal contraceptives or abortions. One

nonarchy Romanians often
were serfs of Hungarian

wortun cerrnented

Iords, nor that

Gypsies

had been chattel slavesl

National
Salvation

Front =
"National
RCP Front"
- Bucharest graffiti
As

for

lip

sewice to

changing Ceausescu's

thai

ing a boyfriend

hav-

felt like

playing Russian roulette.
No one knows how many

died of i}1ega1
abortions, but very many

wonen

people

I

talked to

knew

so(eone who had died or

suffered serlousLy. In

Pitesti, site of

the

factory, a male
nurse recalled an incident: "I had been working
in the erprgency ward of
Dacia car

nry

clinic

wonran

when a young

cane l-n bleeding

bad1y.

that

It

becane obvious

she had

tried

t.o

give herself an abortion
and had conplicaLions.

Unfortunately for her, a
Securitate agent happened

policies, but in practice, like Ceausescu,

to

devoted mrch npre atten-

was

see her and questioned

the doctor. The doctor

afraid and so adrLit-

tion to raising the spectre of separatism in
response to Hungarian
demands for equality, a
policy which paved the
way for the anti-

ted the woman probably
had an abortion. So the

Hungarian pogrom which
erupted in the

wonan

Iransylvanian city of
Tirgu l,lures i-n March,
Such were the "solu-

tions" these different
bourgeois forces offered

to the national questi-on.
**r(
The women

Securitate began to
interrogate the worran,
den'anding the nanes of

all

who helped

her.

The

denied everything;

but the Securitate had to
have

j.t their

way

-

they

said she had co understand that she would get

nedlcal treatment only

after

she cooperaled.

They held her in another
room so the other

patients wouldn't hear
her moan. After sone tine

J.eading pro-Western

issued

Ronania's workforce. Not
only was abortion iJ-legal
and contraception virtua1ly unobtainable, many

tarian" regire, No matter
that under the AustroHungarian "liberal"

paying

and

would never give the
ttungarians the right to
their own Ianguage and
Hungarians

Hungarians had a

nationalism

Derocratic Forum, the

Rosu

rn:ch preferable to
Romanian rule because the

were able Lo impose such

this was the only solution, that the Romanians

most

Transylvania had been

Romania's NSF,
they were monentariJ.y

Eurocentrism

speak

systems of the twentieth
century." In another
words, Hungarian rule of

Save-the-

Hungarian-language

and

under erergent dictatorships and totalitarj"an

of

Romania

suffered i-n sone particu-

larly difficult ways, not
least because of the neasures taken to inplenenl
Ceausescu's demand that

every Romanian

woman

should produce 5 children, which would essen-

tially turn the wonen

in[o rcre breeders for

they finally let us
intervene, but it was too
She died. I
couldn't get her out of

late.

my nLi,nd, she was young,

healthy. I asked for a
transfer from the energency ward. I couldn't
stand it any more. Now

that doesnft

happen.

Those monsters are gone."

37
that. fo11owed, revela-

UnfortunateJ-y, "the

wolf has only
coat . "

changed

his

***

tions provided mounting
evidence for the coup
theory, including the
faking of the

in

mass grave

Tirnisoara, which

Romania Eilms presents:

unleashing a torrent of
popular revolt against

fired on the demonstrators, never on the secret

him. However majestically
[he masses played their

police.

part, the script was
already written, the climax set: a new

the Slaughter ! "
Directed by fon lliescu, in
collaboration with MoscowFilm
Studios, Featuring a Cast of
Thousands
Right beside the

-

!
above

anonlrrpus poster was a

signed, handwritten

ter

let-

pasted up on the

cement.

waII of the

Passage de Jos:

"In the tradition of
city has
been fi.lled with rumours
that what, happened was
Ceausescu, the

not a revolution buL

a

coup d'Etat." The l-eaflet
argued that this was a
corrnon view and then con-

cluded:

"We

stress that

of the point of
view that these runpurs
are part of a psychological war which 1) we don'L
we are

believe j.n ourselves, and
2) have the goal of
introducing dissenslon
between the people and
the Nalional Salvation
Front, by sensationalizinq the view that the
greaL sacrifices

of

our

pointed to the involvenent of high-ranking nembers of the old regine,
people like Mazilu, the
fomBr Securitale boss
and at that tine Forei.g
i4inister of the Front.
A few Ronanians said

that it had been evident.
to the denpnstrators

themselves even before
Ceausescu fled that the
Army had broken with him,
and that this knowledge

helped embolden people to
rLse up. They poinled to

the "suicide" of the

- it

Defence Minister
was
conmonly asswed that he
was m-rrdered by Ceausescu

establish their new posi-t. ions . "
This public letter
seened to be an effort to
expose that a coup had
talen pLace while pretending to be against

that the
masses

pointless or

even

reactionary? No, no more
so than in any of the

other rebellions and
revolts where Ieadership

many

seized by other class

forces

who manage

to

does

illustrate that,

chaoti.c and violent in
was, along with
the harsh condiIions of
Romania

[he masses, the relative
r.realness of Soviet influence there, including

that

replace one reactionary
set-up with another. It
Mao

were numbered. Further,
the Soviets had the
strenglh to oversee this
transition in Eastern
Europe - one of the main
reasons why this was more

it is

Warsaw

as

said, wit.hout state

power, all is illusion.
The sare class retained

state power throughout
the revolt, and managed

the only
Pact country where

the Soviet army lvas not
presen[.
Behind Deng and Co.

stod the U.S. irperialists - and they did not
want to shake up the

Deng

iII-

dccording

to this

scethen, wj-th the

and

it

was

in

decided

not at

in the control of

Romanj-an

the

ruling cIass.

borders, powerful forces
donest

sion

noes against Romania's

ically ranoeuvred
crisis to save

during Lhe

the system by sacriflcing
Ceausescu. The bloody
scenes from Ti-misoara

unpopular thls

faltered, the coup-makers

desert Ceausescu, thus

in

Romania

fail

to

save the Ceausescu
clique, whil-e in China

Chinese regine. Henee
only a few months after

the students' blood dried
on the stones in
Tianaruren Square,

still

all

advance thaL
things uouLd remain with-

Thj.s tine, however, the
people were not abl-e to
fight under the banner of
genuine liberation.
lliry did bloody suppres-

gathered strength and, at
a decislve monent, had
the army ostentatiousLy

view still was in
January. But in the weeks

(Ean

reformists; everyone knew
the old regines' days

sion and exploiLation,

minutes before
Ceausescu's finaI,

were staged to inflane
the populace and Lhen, as
Lhe initial repression

showed how

this

to rein in

masses once

backed reform and

units from Bucharest only

such a view - the sort of
tactic long used throughout the Soviet bloc. That

the author felt oblj.ged
to resort to such a ruse

equaLly deter-

own reasons,

the social imperialists

President Bush sent his
personal envoy lo t.eII

nario,
international stage
already set by regines in
the rest of Eastern
Europe falling Iike doni-

using the popular hand to

and

understood that,

rebelling against genuine, deeply felt oppres-

a Tianaruren-style massacre - and especially
the withdrawal of Army

Ceausescu's clan who
sensed that the end was
head,

-

it

for their

ouL

for refusing to carry

fated speech.

near and preferred to

with their

Captain

powers behind

to use that to assure its
continued rule. But, as
is illustrated by the
interviews in this article, the masses were

peopLe were manipulated
by long-tine nembers of

elininate their

down

struggle of the

is

the major imperial.ist

nade

the

was

is

by high-ranking

mi.ned

aga1n.
Does

occurred

with the role of

Gorbachev-styIe
governnent led

officials deterrnined not to go

Bucharest poster

this

the two
regires and aligments
within the donestic ruling classes. Gorbachev

refornist

"Iile Led Them to

l'lhy

bound r:p

that Yresident

regards you as his

friend, a friend forever", while in Romania

Ceausescu is nothing but
worm food and the only
rressage he was likely t.o
get from Gorbachev was

"good riddance". It is
ironic and fitting tesLircny to what western

"denocracy"

it

Bush

is aII

about

that, arLidst aLL the celebration of its [riumph

in

over "cormunism", it was
in Romania and China, two

of the regine there. One
irportant difference was
that the top forces in

countries where Western
"derocracy" had the most
influence, that the popu-

succeeded? The protests

China certainly
reveal,ed no less hatred

of the forrerly sociali.st

the Chinese goverment

Iar rebellions

did not crack and turn on
each other, as in Romania

nost savagely

- in China, t.he army only

repressed.

!

were the
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order, with is supposedly unquestionable "wisdom" and power, can
lose its legitimacy and its loyaltyinducing "sacredness" in the eyes of
the broad masses, was displayed
before the oppressed the world over.

With astonished
eyes, the

The following orticle by tlrc TKP/ML,

Mooist Porty Centre wos shortened

by the oulhors from o brochure
published in Turkish in Jonuory
1990,- AWM

whole

bound to leqd to war unless revolu-

tion prevents

it

the world'
through
established
and in the aftermath of World War II
no longer correspond to 'peacefully' extend and expand their profit
empires. While the post

"...No war is any longer possible for
Prussia-Germany except a world
war and a world war indeed of an

extent and violence hitherto
undreamt of. Eight to ten millions

soldiers

will

of

massacre one another
and in doing so devour tJre whole of

Europe until they have stripped

lence, general demoralisation both

of the armies and of the mass of the
people produced by acute distress;
hopeless confusion of our artificial
machinery in trade, industry and
to

E
q)
(},

=
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credit, ending in general bankruptcy;
collapse of the old states and their
traditional state wisdom to such an

extent that crowns

World War

has

Ths

it

barer than any swarm of locusts has
ever done. The devastations of the
Thirty Years' War compressed into
three or four years, and spread over
the whole continent; famine, pesti-

will roll by

dozens on the pavement and there
will be nobody to pick them up;
absolute impossibility of foreseeing

how it will all end and who will
come out of the struggle as victor;
only one result is absolutely certain:
general exhaustion and the establish-

ment of the conditions for the ultimate victory of the working class."
(F. Engels)t
:t*ti,t,t*!i

Yet another crown has hit the
pavement. Its echoes are still reverberating from one end of the world
to the other.

Within a week of his visit to

world

II

world

under-

Flnu

wit-

nessed once again
how suddenly the question of political power could slip

away from being a monopoly
behind the closed doors of the state
and be taken into the streets and
among the masses, and what terror
and panic this srikes within the ruling class. All this was there for the
benefit of the oppressed who everywhere live just waiting to seize the

opportunity offered

by

such

moments.

In this old rotten imperialist world
system that is coming apart at the
seams, where exploiting classes are
so desperate as to lacerate the hide
of some within their own clan with

changes as a result

of conflicts between the
imperialists and, especially, as a
result of revolutionary struggle,
today it is this entire network of economic, political and military relations that is being called into question." (emphasis added)
And in the light of this analysis,
our Movement particularly emphasised that the world would witness

bullets in order to save their own
hide, and where, due to the same

dramatic events:

logic and despair, they have already
pointed the barrels of their guns
towards their rivals, if anyone still

tions is now drawing, and will do so

has any doubts about whether revo-

lutionary opportunities are indeed
fermenting or noq then they should
ask Ceausescu how the hell he failed
to hold onto his hide.

"The heightening of contradiceven more dramatically in the future,

all countries and regions of the
world and sections of the masses
previously lulled to sleep or oblivious to political life into the vortex of
world hisory." (emphasis added)

Furthermore, our Movement

"...The rivalry between the two
blocs of imperialist powers led by

called attention to the fact that East
bloc countries would not be immune
to this world scale crisis:
"In the capitalist and imperialist
countries of the Eastern bloc important cracl<s andfisswes in the relative
stability of the rule by the state+apitalist bourgeoisie are more and more
apparent... In these countries also,
possibilities for proletarian revolution
are developing and will be heightened by the dcvelopment and intensi-

the US and the USSR respectively is

fication of world contradictions."

Teheran on December 18 as the honour-guest of the mullah chieftains of
the comprador-feudal state of the so-

The Verified Analysis of Maoists

called Islamic republic, Nicolae
Ceausescu was already lying dead
next to his wife, unceremoniously
dumped at the foot of an ordinary

Revolutionary I nternationalist

wall in an othenvise undistinguished
courtyard at a Romanian Army garrison not far from Bucharest.
The speed with which the reactionary bourgeois state and social

and this rivalry is

greatly affecting world events.
"The post World War II world is
rapidly coming apart at the seams.
The international economic and
political relations
the 'division of

In the Declaration of

the

Movement (1984), which our party
participated in the formation of, the

developments we are witnessing
today are analysed in a farsighted
and scientific manner:

39
(emphasis added)

The rivalry between the US-led

Western bloc and the USSR-led
Eastern bloc for world hegemony
and repartition
which is lurching
towards an imperialist
third world
w:u'- is already wreaking havoc in
the political and military positions
of the 'Cold War" period.
In this tense sinradon, ttre imperialists and social-imperialists are
doing their best to repair anflor sub-

bloc.The anarchy/ organisation contradiction innate to imperialist capital
which pits imperialists and the
international blocs of capital against

-

one another and pose each as an
is aggravat- under
ed even more sharply
these
circumstances; and this inevitably
both intensifies the oppression and
exploitation of proletarians, toilers,
peoples, and oppressed nations,
obstacle to ttre other

enslaved to the gears of these value-

stitute any structural weaknesses in
their existing military and economic
alliances that can be exploited by
their rival's strategy for carrying out
a third world war, according to a war
strategy that they consider more
advantageous and flexible
- even at
the cost of extremely dangerous
political disorders. On this increas-

producing mechanisms which operate on a world scale and, at tle same
time, enflames their revolutionary

ingly slippery ground, both

Each of the imperialist capital
dynasties is faced with a double
threat: on the one hand, that their
rival, with whom they are breathing
nose to nose, might suddenly seize
the upper hand in war preparations

blocs are now consider-

and, on the other hand, that world

ing new, untried
scenarlos ln

struggles.

-proletarian

revolution will gain

momentum and gather its forces and
strength once again.

A

The explosion that ripped open
holes in Ceausescu's hide and
knocked his crown onto the
paYement is the product of

L00u$0$0 .I r
possibility

I I
I I
I I
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that

these efforts to consoli-

these contradictions interpenetrating and intensifying on a
world scale; it definitely cannot be explained by the polit-

ical and economic crisis

merely within the national
borders of Romanian state
caoitrlism.

In a siruation where imperi-

exist on the Black Sea front of tlp continent?!

No matter who says what, tle thunderbolt has scorched its mark where
it struck. And nobody will be capable of covering it up!

Both the international situation
and Moscow's undertakings in relation to it turned what. was once tre

West's fir-trees in Romania into
cracked wooden mugs (an expression meaning things are not what
they used to be
trans.), and fur-

-

thermore created glounds where the
cost of all this could well be thrown

on Western shoulders. That's why
articles in the Western imperialist
press that used to praise Ceausescu's

"anti-Stalinism" and the "defiant
and courageous" attitude of this
"daring maverick" toward Moscow
were being replaced as early as the
summer of 1989 by exposures about
the "last Stalinist" dictator. Moscow
for its part had no intention of allowing others to enjoy the ripe fruits of

all the "tolerance and patience" it

had shown Romania in the past.
However, there were others in this

world who had nothing in common
with either them or their Western
imperialist counterpafls.
As the pulse of history beats more
and more rapidly and intensely, what
Engels once said about those orfters

tr

the once-friends-turned-fake-prosecutors of the Ceausescu regime in

d

East and Wes[ "hislory is the judge,
the proletariat its executioner"!

their weight around and mak-ing a show of force with ttreir

At a time when Eastem European
countries are passing through a
tumultuous period instigated by

nuclear arsenals,
colliding with and

and to heighten

their flexibility will

lead to a loss in
theii rivai's
The CfiSiS Of the
cal. and military rrrarlr{ irnnarirrlicl
rvorld imPeriolisl

rying o gmb posi-

imperialist rivalry and Gorbachev's
reforms, and millions of people are

keep their respective

opinion

imperialist competition and war strate-

thunderbolt: dear

righteously standing up in fierce
revolt against bourgeois dictatorregardless of their lack of
ships
- and despite all the bourexperierce,
geois democratic prejudices and illuit was no
sions they might have
little threat that masses-of people in
Romania took to action to get rid of

bourgeois gentlemen, is it only an

parasitic nature that had-reached

illusion, a "mtacu-

monarchist proportions was disgustingly showing from under its make-

poriti
pos,r,ons.
o#".iii:Tlj:

ll system exisls

"...1o such on exlent
gies at the maxi- lhol crowns will roll
mum level of yield

and reliability lead
bottr to the intensifi-

cation of positiongrabbing between

the two blocs

as

well as to the fuel-

by the dozens on lhe
povement ond lhere
will be nobody lo
pick lhem up..."

tions from each
other, one question

suddenly struck
the European continent and the vstex of world public

like

a

lous prophesy",
that masses of

peo

ple will want to

take up

arms

against the existing

ing up of conradic-

order even in Europe, and that some

tions within each

such forces already

o
D

points to a danger which horrifies

alist warlords are throwing

date war strategies

L
€

this bourgeois dictatorship

shift "socialist" mask

whose

without

asking for or expecting- any help
from the former friends of the
Ceausescu regime in East or West.

(Continued on page 84)
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...The recent events in
Eastern Europe have been
viewed differently in differ-

Crisis in

ent quarters. The entire
Western media shouted
about the crisis of "socialism" and "communism"

By

among them. Thus on the unification
of Germany, Gorbachev has his own

solution: unification is acceptable

within a Soviet-dominated "common

the economy, the second !o cover his

ugly face. Further, Lenin noted that

with more serious implications.
It is correct to note that the contention berween the nro blocs has in
part become less sharp or is taking a

and Westem imperialists do their best
to obscure ftis important ruth.

=

These political and economic
developments require opening up
and luring in Western and Japanese

socialism and communism but a crisis
of state capitalism, which is, more-

world imperialism. Bottr the Eastem

o

omy is not there.

ing up things that are outmoded and useless to him.
And, while strengthening
ties with the West, he also
wants to widen the cracks

fte ruth is that the crisis behind the
present turmoil is not a crisis of
over, rooted in the deep crisis of

=
o
=
lo
tr

remain in the Soviet-led
bloc. Here too Gorbachev

Europ--an home". For the U.S., unifi-

Whatever their lies and slanders,

q)

other side, while overall they

capital, especially for East Europe.
Gorbachev thus has many birds to
kill with his two stones, perestroika
and glasnost
the first !o reshape

screaming abuse against it.

ct)

ups there mean that these
countries will have a freer
hand in dealing with the

wants to make gains by gw-

the Leoding Comrnittee, Revolutionory Communist
Cenhe of lndio (Moxist-Leninist)

of revolutionary Marxism leaped out
of their holes like rats and began

6\

these countries; the new set-

(Excerpt)

year 1989 was "as symbolic as
1848". In addition, all the enemies

u)

maintain its tight grip on

Revolution is Finest,
ond Urgently Needed!

democracy. The Eastern

towards "revitalising socialism". New Times, a Soviet
magazine, declared that the

the Soviet-led Bloc:

It is Fine!

and about how this proves
the superiority of Western

media joined this chorus,
but meekly, interpreting
these events as steps

economics and politics, the
USSR no longer is able to

Insofar as the moves of the Soviet
rulers are concerned, they want to
resolve this crisis by transforming one
form of capitalism into another, while

simultaneously trying to integrate
their bloc on a much greater scale
with the U.S.-led imperialist bloc. It is
not a case of capitalism replacing
socialism, nor of introducing more

capitalism.

It is simply the snake

"throwing away the old skin", asNew
Times itself puts it
one form of
capitalism replacing another. Changing its skin does notchange the nature
of the snake. Though the masses of
people may be misled for a while,
they will not be satisfied wittr such a
change. What they really need is not
"changing the skin" but real revolution and communism o srike right at

-

the head of ttre snake and finish it
for once and for all....

off

Gorbachev wants to reshape the

crisis-ridden Soviet-led bloc and
broaden its global power base. He
wants

0o

restructure the bureaucratic

system of privilege with openly
marketoriented privilege, and to use
marketoriented measures to tighten
financial control. At this point their
tattered socialist mask has lost all its
usefulness. Furthermore, the capital
needed to revamp, retool and stabilise the shgnant, debt-ridden econ-

-

even for the imperialists nothing in
this era can be accomplished without
the masses; and so Gorbachev tries

to remotivate and reactivate the
Soviet people.
Throughout all this, Gorbachev is
doing his best o cash in on the situation. Old tyrants are replaced with
new ones
old wine in new bottles
and the rigging up of multiparty
elections, a "free press", etc., is also
hailed as new. But this is nothing but

-

-

the very old mask of bourgeois
democracy being brought out to
replace the socialist mask over t}te
same bourgeois dictatorship.
Even so, everything is not going as
the Soviet mlers wistr. They are losing

their grip on events, and new problems are arising. In the USSR, the
nationality question is developing in a
direction they don't want. Problems

continue to mount in the Baltic

Republics, and they have even used
armed force to suppress the Azera fact which sttows
baidjani people

-

how much ttris problem terrifies them.
With mounting difhculty, Gorbachev
ftrces to keep ahead of events, manipulating the tide of revolt with political "
pluralism, $re time-tested instrument
of all bourgeoisie, which serves as a
safety valve and means of channeling
discontenL

In Eastern Europe, while Gorbachev carries out his moves, the Westem imperialists counter with their own

designs. From the point

of view of

cation is acceptable within a U.S.dominated "Free Europe". This question is assuming bigger dimensions

less intense form in the present
situation, but it would be altogether
another matter to conclude that contention has already taken a back seat.
On the surface, the two blocs are
manoeuvring with some degree of
compromise, but underneath, the contention has assumed a much more
profound shape. If both imperialist
blocs and their bosses appear to be
united, it is the unity of devils wittt
daggers in their underwear. Mao's
words about compromise are true:
that such compromises are bound to
give rise to more intense contention....

The high tide of revolution is
surging forward like the force of a

thunderbolt during the last few

years. Many once calm countries
which seemed to be hard nuts to
crack have been stormed by millions

of rebellious

masses. The RIM

should certainly take note of this, for

it is due to the lack of proletarian

leadership that the masses are being

led astray and/or manipulated by
imperialists in one way or another.
This deception must be shattered by
mobilising all the forces at our disposal. Genuine communists may or
may not be able to capture centre
stage for a long time in leading the
rebellious masses in picking up the

fallen crowns, but "work in this
direction" must be provided added
attention.

n
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...The state capitalist char-

is also full of examples of a
dead, sterile Marxism. Here

acter of these countries and

the people's antagonistic
contradiction with it were
pinpointed by Mao Tsetung
back in the 1960s. He had

materialist dialectics is
transformed into a mumbo-

Beyond

also predicted that the people
in these countries will rise up

against the neocapitalists.
Mao had also equipped the
masses and the Marxist-

the Crlsis of

Leninists with the necessary
theory and practice to recog-

Copitolism

of
capitalist restoration in
socialist countries. This is
why the Marxist-Leninists
who have remained consis-

jumbo which is used to
explain away and tidy up
lhe "mess" stirred up by
new developments. It is

nise and defeat the danger

high time to bury the dead
and earnestly promote live,

revolutionary Marxism. To
take up this task, the

upheaval

(Excerpt)

seen also as an exposure

in the international communist movement touching ide-

From Mos [lne*

ological, political

tent to Mao Tsenrng Thought

the challenge of bourgeois propa-

of commu-

nism". Unlike the CPM-CPI revisionists, who are still groping in the
dark, the Marxist-Leninists have
waged a determined struggle to clear
up the web of lies of the bourgeoisie
and propagate Mao Tsetung's teach-

ings which point to the vibrant
future of communism.

In this entire activity they have
repeatedly stressed the point that the

crisis, be it in China, the Soviet

Union, Eastern Europe or elsewhere,
is a "crisis of capitalism". They have

pointed out that the upheaval witnessed in Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union will erupt in China,
Albania, North Korea, Vietnam and
Cuba also, even though the social
fascists are dominating ttrere today.
All this is completely correct. At a
time when bourgeois propaganda
against Marxism is raging, repeated
propagation of the truth and reaffir-

mation of Marxism is absolutely
necessary. Yet the question remains:

Is this sufficient? Can the Marxist-

Leninists remain satisfied with
clearing up misconceptions? Or educating the masses with Mao Tsetung
Thought both through propaganda
and revolutionary practice?
The Marxist-Leninists need not

worry about the unpredictable turn
taken by world events. They are not
fortune tellen. But they should cer-

of

the as yet unresolved crisis

could immediately take up
ganda on the "collapse

in the former

socialist countries must be

imperialist blocs (let alone talk of
the virnral collapse of any bloc without world war) was treated as

Kautskian "ultra-imperialism".
Srategies and tactics were built up
on the bedrock of denying such
"impossibilities". Line struggle was
waged within paflies and between
them on such issues. Today, the danger of world war has clearly receded

and
organisational aspects. It is
so because tlese events have shown
ttrat ttre Marxist-Leninists were only

partially equipped to grasp the
dynamics of the world situation and
the crisis in these countries. This is

equally true in their efforts to put
forward a revolutionary alternative
before the peoples of these countries. The structures against which
ttre people of Eastern Europe and the

and the dissolution/reconstitution of
blocs has come on the agenda. Yet
analysis often follows the categories
set up in the past. An instance of this

Soviet Union have struggled took
root even before Khrushchev and
others came to power. A simple
going back to pre-Khrushchev posi-

is the continued presence of U.S.
troops under NATO in Europe. (the

alternative. In China the situation is

Soviet roops of the Warsaw Pact are

in the process of getting out.) Can
this still be seen as an expression of
inter-bloc contradiction? Evidently
what we have here is a case of new
wine in old bottles. The U.S. troops

remain in Europe to protect U.S.
interests in Europe. Not against the
Soviet Union. But against the rising
German power. Similarly, U.S. relations with China should also be
viewed in relation to is need to contain Japan.

Recognising new world conditions and reorienting strategies and
tactics in accordance to it is one
thing. But more important is a deep
analysis of the ideological factors
which blinded the Marxist-Leninists
to such a possibility itself. Marxism
has remained fresh and developed

o

tions can never be a revolutionary
qualitatively different because Mao
and the Cultural Revolution stand

d

out as revolutionary reference

points. But even there Mao's teachings and the Cultural Revolution

were only a beginning. Like all

beginnings they are not complete
and more has to be done to firmly
implant the banner of communism
once agam.

It is completely

necessary to

expose the "crisis of capitalism" and
the solution of bourgeois democracy
put forward by ttre imperialiss. But
if things are left at that, the defence

of Marxism will rapidly turn into

a

stifling of Marxist thought. It is time
to go beyond the "crisis of capitalism" theses and take up the problems of the international communist

movement. World developments

tainly worry over the fact that a
number of aspects of the new world

the height of Mao Tsetung Thought
precisely because of its capacity to

have posed this on the agenda.

Dle by most of them just a couple of
years back. For example, any talk on

situation were ruled out as l'mpossi

absorb the new and break out of
beaten tracks. Its revolutionary
dialectics based on its class stand-

*Editorial by Mass Line (April

between the U.S. and Soviet-led

point has made this possible. But the
history of the communist movement

an easing of the contradiction
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... What is happening
in Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union and

another to offer loans
Poland and

to

Hungary? Why does
West Germany put

Sociolism with o Humon Foce such effort into luring
p 6m writh o New Foce?; '*r'"9=::,"#fr"?:
r*3:*r",,'i.:il
more confounded by or Copitoli
the border? Why is
China? Most people
are confused and the

political commenta-

tors who do not know
what they are writing
ahut except that they
cannot hide their glee
at what is happening.

By N. Sonmugolhoson,

is people's faith in socialism that
many people find it difficult to
believe that capitalism could have
been restored and state power
removed from the hands of the

ct)
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working class....
Mam and Engels pointed out in the
Contntnist M anife sto: "Ttte proletariat will use its political supremacy to
wrest, by degrees, all capital from the
bourgeoisie, to centralise all instruments of production in the hands of

the state." Engels said in AntiDlihring that the proletariat seizes
political power and turns the

want to give him

a

hand? Even the IJNPI

President Premadasa

whether capitalism has been restored
and state power removed from the
hands of the working class. So great

b
q)

that Gorbachev could
fall and why do they

GenerolSecretory of lhe Ceylon Communist Porty

Some commentators even invent
new theories (they call it new(?)
thinking) to blame the whole thing
on socialism. But what they do not
do is to explore whether socialism
still prevails in these countries or

u)

the West so frightened

(Excerpt)

ism, were responsible for some of

is an admirer of Gorbachev's pere-

the best creations in art, music and
technology. One doesn't easily forget the Sputnik or the artistry of the
Bolshoi Ballet roupes or the revolutionary Chinese opera. Can you
think of anything more creative than
the defence of Stalingrad, where
Soviet soldiers died with the name
of Stalin on their lips, but never
retreated and then turned difficulty

sroika. Why?

into victory.

Even in the cultural field, the
restoration of capitalism has led to
the degeneration of moral values and
all that is worst in Western culture.
Mannequin parades and beauty
queen competitions where lascivious

men drool at semi-nude females are

common. Prostitution has reemerged in all these countries
a

-

sure sign of capitalism....
Some commentatrors seem !o sug-

Could such praise, encouragemen[
and help have been forthcoming if
these former socialist countries were
building better or more socialism?
Then there is the question of state
power. All these countries have abandoned the dictatorship of the proletariat. In his time, Khrushchev abandoned
it and ransformed it ino the dictatorship of the entire people which was
another name for the dictatorship of
the new bourgeois ruling class.

Lenin said, "The transition from
capitalism to communism certainly
cannot but yield a tremendous advance and variety of political forms,
but ttre esse.nce will be the same: the
dictatorship of the proletariaL"
The dictatorship of the proletariat,
as Irnin explained it, is democracy

for the people, and suppression by
force, ie, exclusion from democracy,
of the exploiters and oppressors of

means

gest that Lenin's New Economic

of production into state property.
Of course a cenEalised economy

Policy ffiP) was the basis for the
building of socialism in the Soviet

and collectives suffer from distor-

Union. Lenin proposed NEP only

as

the people.
Tirday there is again talk of plural-

tions of bureaucratic inefficiency
and bungling. But one does not
throw the baby out with the dirty

a temporary retreat from socialism.
It lasted only one year. To see any

bourgeois democracy or the dictator-

bath water.

Shortcomings and the inefhciency
state bureaucracy are now being used o discredit cenral planning
and restore individual ownership.
Private ownership has a history of
several cenorries. All the same, let us
remember that originally, in the
world, there was no private ownership. Everything was owned in common, But today man has an inherited
feeling for private property'. It is this
that is being used by the reactionary
forces to lure the people of tie former
socialist countries o capitalism. Nobody defends inefficiency. It is found
under both capialism and socialism.

of the

But to say that socialism is not
creative is to fly in the face of facts.

Both socialist Russia and China,
before their descent into revision-

similarity between Lenin's NEP and
present Soviet policy is meaningless
except that both are retreats from
socialism. The earlier one was a
temporary retreat. Now it is a permanent one. All that Gorbachev is
doing is bringing about changes in
the political superstructure of the

ist democracy which is nothing but
ship of the bourgeoisie. Democracy
always has a class base. It is because

proletarian state power was overthrown in the former socialist countries and the dictaorship of the proletariat abandoned that it became possible for the bourgeois forces to raise
ttreir heads and restore capitalism.

state so that they will conform to the
economic changes that have already
taken place due to the restoration of

Some of these former socialist
countries have committed aggression against their neighbours. The

capitalism. Thus the point that is
being made in this article is not to
deny the sorry state of affairs in the
once-socialist countries, but to point
out that this sorry state of affairs is
due to these countries abandoning
the revolutionary socialist path and
restoring capitalism under revisionist leadership. Why does the Pope
bless Lech Walesa? Why do the
imperialist banks jump over one

Soviet Union carried out aggtession
against Czechoslovakia and Afghan-

istan. Vietnam occupied Cambodia.
China attacked Vietnam. These are
actions which no socialist country
could have been guilty

of-

another

proof that they are not socialist. [1
Footnote

1. The reactionary ruling party in
Sri L-anka.
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... More than a few
of the miliant petite
bourgeoisie who
lacked the courage
and sincerity to see

lions of workers and
peasants, and socialism was built on a

the imperialist nature

Soviet Union; many

of the Soviet Union

working masses became conscious of
the possibility of a

are now stunned.

When Mao

ex-

plained the oppressive nature of Soviet

relations with its

deeper and broader

scale than

Revisionism ls Deod,
Long Live Communism!

in

the

bourgeoisie emerg-

ing from inside the
communist party and

socialist state to

Cenral Asian repub.
lics and with Eastem
Europo, these people

(Excerpt)

snatch power from
the working class,

covered their ears,

Fom Hoghighot'

and they learned from

and now they are
being slapped by the

bitter experience that
the road to commu-

waves of mass upris-

ings in the USSR
and Eastern Europe.
Those among them
who are least sincere

are blaming Marxism-Leninism
instead of themselves. These opportunists should be bluntly told:
"Gentlemen, the problem is not the
socialist theories but your own deeprooted hisorical opportunism...."

The internationalist proletariat
confronts a problem in the social
base of proletarian revolution in the
countries of Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union itself. Objectively the
masses in the East have risen against

the capitalist system, but they do not
it is a capitalist system

realise that

that has ruled over and exploited
them under the signboard of socialism. They do not realise that the

Soviet superpower and the governments of Eastern Europe constitute a
social-imperialist bloc. There has
never been a Maoist party to awaken

the working class and the revolutionary intellectuals in various ways
to this truth and to the tremendous

international struggle that was
waged precisely to clarify this issue

under the leadership of Mao, nor

that could organise them to preparc

for another socialist revolution.
There has been no Maoist movement to serve as a reference point
for the rising masses. So the spontaneous movement of the masses in
these countries takes on an "anticommunist" appearance. This is not
a good thing, even though it is hardly surprising. The governments that
have been grinding down the masses
of these countries and smashing
them under their boots have been
doing ttris hypocritically and crimi-

the Soviet Union's

nally under the guise of "socialism"
and "communism".

But this particularity of the mass
movements in Eastern Europe is no
reason for underestimating the revolutionary potential of these revolts!
It is right to rebel against reactionar-

ies! This is a universal truth of
Marxism. It is up to the class-con-

nism is marked by
repeated advances
and setbacks for the
revolutionary international proletariat. All this marks a
significant point of reference for the
masses of workers, peasants and
revolutionary intellectuals in China
and will assist them in their struggle.
In the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe some of the aroused masses
held up photos of Gorbachev as a
"saviour", and some others pinned

tered by the West European
imperialists. Unaware of the real

o
T

movement

in China. In Eastern

character of Gorbachev's "democrat-

Europe the masses angrily turned
against the communist symbol of the

ic development", the masses believe
in peaceful economic and political
struggle and in elections. This is not

o
o

hammer and sickle, whereas in
China mass demonstrations would
sing the communist, anthem "The
Intemationale". In Poland, the workers form Catholic trade unions and
crave a Western-style capitalist system, in China the workers form trade

unions which write, as in one of
their leaflets, "... Chairman Mao has
said that whoever oppresses the students will meet a bad end. Dust will

remain where the broom does not
reach. we have to sruggle to overthrow them (the dictatorship of a
handful of bureaucrats that wave the
banner of socialism but in practice
exercise the policy of suppressing
the people and oppressing the intellectuals). We want to be masters of

ttreir hopes on the developments fos-

L
€

scious forces to solve this problem.
In Eastem Europe there are important differences with last year's mass

strange. In the absence of a truly revolutionary tradition of struggle and a
genuinely revolutionary party, when
ttrey first enter the scene the masses
grab whatever me:ms are immediately accessible (which is usually whatever is dominant in bourgeois society) in order to advance their struggle, and usually il is after sacrifices
and spending some of their revolutionary energy that they see the shabbiness of these "accessible" means.
But the rapid pace of developments
will help them understand the incorrectness of many of these illusions
and prejudices sooner than might be
imagined....

The mass movement in China had

It is a fact that a revolutionary
spirit is taking hold among sections
of the masses in the East bloc coun-

the shortcomings of any sponta-

tries. The intemationalist proletariat

the world."t

neous movement, but there exists a
rich tradition of struggle to establish

and defend socialism, waged under
Mao's leadership and involving mil-

*This article appeared in No. 6 of
Haghighat, the organ of the Union of
kanian Communists

(S
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must rely on this spirit and seize
precious opportunities. For the first
time the doors stand wide open for
introducing revolutionary communism (ie, Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung Thought) to the masses of
the USSR and the other countries
the East bloc....

of

With the changes in relations
between the U.S. and Soviet imperialiss, it is possible ttrat there will be

more collusion and cooperation
against revolutionary and liberation
movements around the world. This
may make the situation more difficult for these movements in some
ways. But it also has a strategic ben-

efic it will strengthen the revolutionary conception of self-reliance in
these movements; moreover, it will
limit the freedom of both imperialist
blocs in influencing and peneEating
the liberation movements. All this is
gmd for revolution!
Events in the world today are
amazing and moving rapidly, and a

deep understanding of them is
essential for communist activists. In
such a situation, there is a danger of
becoming "confused" by the uproar
of events and losing the vigilance
needed to see opportunities and to
act rapidly to organise and carry out

revolutionary work in the midst of

complex, rapid developments.
Revolutionary communists should
grasp the urgency of the situation
and not lose a second o mount the
political assault needed for the revolutionary mobilisation and organisation of the masses and the build-up
of revolutionary forces. The most

important point in the present situation is that all the threads of ttre old
order are unravelling, and the masses arc grasping that "all-powerful"

govemments are in fact disgusting
and low-life creatures, and this will
only increase their contempt for the
enemy. This is important for revolution, and provides a great opening

for the advance of the revolutionary
proletariat. E

Top: With

Poland's crisis
still unresolved,
many militants
are slipping out

of the grip of
established
organisations,
pro-West and
pro-East.
Right:

Footnote

A

l. kom the leaflet of the independent confederation of Peking workers, 29 May
1989, fiananmen Square, reprinted

Revolutionarll Worker (Voice
RCRUSA) 29 Janury 1990.

in

of

the

the

Czechoslovakian
at a mass rally
exposes the
invasion by the
Soviet Union in
1968.
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Top : Demonsffation against Romania's
National Salvation Front government,
May 1990.

Bottom: Snushing the East German Stasi
se

cret police headquarter s.
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tVlay Day 1990

Revolufion:
All
By

fheWay!

the Committee of the Revolutionory
nternotionolist Movement
I

lst, 1990, the Revolutionary Intemationalist Movement proudly affirms
anew its dedication to an "old" idea: that the proletarians of the world must
undertake "the forcible overthrow of all existing social conditions", as Marx
declared in the Communist
On May
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Manifesto; they must carry
out revolution until exploitation and oppression and
their roots in class-divided
society are abolished from

r
o.:i;.:rj {$d

face of the earth. An
= the
"old" idea, certainly, but one
o
=
l- which has lost none of its
a vitality or urgent necessity

tr

".otb\ * lf rl
It?

and corresponds to the reali-

o ty of the contemporary
=

world more than ever.

Today, in the East, one of

the two major imperialist
blocs is shaking with unprecedented crisis. One after

another ruling regime collike a house of cards
and oppressed masses the
world over saw that nothing
of the old order is sacred and viable, despite all the efforts of the Soviet rulers to
pass their exploitative and rotten state capitalism, their oppressive political system and stagnant social life, as "progressive" and "communist". As the rulers of
the East imperialist bloc try to repair their system, the cracks open even wider
and bring to the surface the just rebellion of the masses. The struggles of the people in East Europe against the ruling revisionist parties and their remnants is just
and shows the revolutionary potential of the masses there, despite their confusion
about the capitalist nature of the system they are fighting.
Soviet-style false communism is dead. The Soviet social-imperialists and proSoviet revisionists finally have dropped their claim to be against imperialism and
for revolution and communism. This offers a significant opening for genuine
lapsed

Kreuzberg district in
West

Berlin,W.

Germany. May First,
1990. 10,000 protested German unification, battling tear gas
and nightstick-wielding police.
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communism. False communism spread reformist illusions and confusion, it distorted the vision of the oppressed of what they could achieve, giving a brutally
twisted view of what communism is really about. Now the tum of world history
is ripping the disguise off these monsters and helping
the masses to sort out truth from lies.

The Soviet rulers virtually have announced that they
are now abandoning communism. They are lying.
when
They completely abandoned it long ago
after the death of Stalin the new bourgeoisie,- headed
by Khrushchev and other top members of the Soviet
parry and state, seized state power and full control of
the lifelines of society. They canied out a thorough
restoration of capitalism in the USSR but continued
to use revisionism, ie, the mask of communism, as an
ideological weapon in order to consolidate their
power and compete with the U.S. imperialist bloc for
world hegemony. What they are doing now is merely
abandoning communism officially. The Soviet socialimperialists and all the so-called communist parties
in East Europe have not opposed capitalism, for they
are capitalists themselves. They have not been for
abolishing all kinds of exploitation of man by man
and all oppression, including that based on race, sex
or nationality, for their system has been the source of
all these. They were not for destroying war by {!t,
destroying imperialism; for they have been one of the
biggest warmongers in history. All this is why their
own society has been so hideous and ugly and their
actions around the world so full of naked imperialist
aggression and exploitation.
Mao_Tsetung_ exposed the capitalist nature of the- Trarctation inTurkish and
U-S|R and_ called upon-the proletarians. and oppress?d C"rr""',- ir;s Right to Rebet!
of the world not to be fooled by its socialist name; the
Chinese revolutionaries called the Soviet rulers social-imperialists: socialists in
words, imperialists in deeds. Ever since then, Maoists have called upon the proletarians and oppressed in the USSR and all of the East European countries to rise
up and make a fresh socialist revolution. Today, the Maoist critique of East bloc
capitalism has been fully vindicated.
Though it is changing its disguise, the Soviet Union is still pursuing its imperialist interests as before. Most recently, it has been collaborating with U.S. reactionary schemes in Palestine and South Africa. After years of betraying the struggles there behind the scenes, the USSR and its clients are now doing qo in the
open. The Soviet Union never looked at liberation movements as anything other
one day they use the Sandinistas
than instruments for their imperialist interests
- imperialism, all for their selfand the next day they tum them over to Yankee
reformist and revisionist parties and/or armies
serving interests. Soviet clients
- for a new arrangement
in these countries were never
of society based on the
-abolition of all exploitation and oppression. Instead they were only for an accommodation with the enemy. Now they are openly embracing the swom enemies of
the masses. Maoists always have said that nobody should be surprised by these
activities of the social-imperialists and their clients
they are reflections of their
class nature.

-

The Westem imperialist powers arc trying to make the best out of the socialimperialists' troubles and further their own objectives; they are rushing to support
the newly formed phoney "revolutionary" regimes in the East European countries
and prevent the weakening of the bourgeois order there. They have accompanied
all of this with rabid anti-communist propaganda. They tell the oppressed that the
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exploitation of the people by a handful of bloodsuckers is "liberation" and this is
what the people in the East and all the world should want. The U.S. went so far as
to boast that its act of naked aggression in Panama is fanning the winds of "liberation" across Central America.
The U.S. and its Westem imperialist allies are up to their necks in crisis, and they
are trying to ride roughshod over the masses in the countries they dominate and
in those countries themselves. Under the cover of the "war on drugs", the U.S.
imperialists are intensifying their intervention in Peru and even preparing open
aggression against the People's War being led by the Communist Party of Peru, a

participant

in the Revolutionary Internationalist Movement (RIM).

Revolutionaries around the world must be prepared to defend the People's War in
Peru in the face of such a crime.
The imperialists East and West have stepped up their collusion against revolutions
around the world. Though this poses new difficulties, it also can be useful, because
it will help dissipate illusions about relying on one bloc to fight the other It will
help teach the revolutionary masses to rely on their own forces !o score victories.
Imperialism can never stop giving birth to armies of its own gravediggers.
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Today the world has entered a period of great unpredictability and extreme
volatility. The imperialists have not been able to cure their crisis-ridden system
even a bit and, despite all their talk of peace, the volatility of world affairs brings
with it the danger of world war. Yet fundamentally the great disorder is
favourable for revolution. The more the imperialists try to bring differcnt forces
in the world under their control, the morc their grip on the world is loosened. A11
this is bad for reformists and "part-way revolutionaries", who detest disorder,
even disorder in the old order. But it is fine for thorough-going revolutionaries.
Many so-called communists have joined the reactionary chorus of those who call
communism a futile dream; today it is clearcr than ever that the parties and organisations that make up the RIM are the most resolute fighters because they are
armed with Marxism-ltninism-Mao Tsenng Thought, the most correct, resolute
and uncompromising view of the future of mankind and what is required to
achieve it. Unlike the revisionists and reformists and other opportunists, they do
not use the struggle and sacrifices of the masses to come to some kind of agreement with the reactionary rulers, nor do they preach to the masses some kind of
accommodation with the system and acceptance of half-baked "solutions" that
would only clog the windpipes of the revolutionary masses.
The death of Soviet-style "modem revisionism"
35 this brand of false communism was called
is a welcome development and must be used to spread genuine communism amongst the masses, who urgently need revolution, including in
the East itself. It must be seized upon to strengthen Maoist parties where they do
parties that should command their own
exist and form them where they don't
revolutionary armies to carry out the armed revolution of the masses to wrest the
world out of the hands of the imperialists and reactionaries and lay the basis for a
new world.

-

-

-

Soviet-style False Communism is Dead, Long Live Revolutionary

Communism!
Make Revolution! Build and Strengthen Maoist Parties United in the

RIM!
Support People's War in Peru!
Break the Chains! Unleash the Fury of Women as a Mighty Force for
Revolution!

Forward Along the Path Charted by Mao Tsetung!
Prevent World War, Step up the Struggle for Revolution throughout the
World!
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On fhe lnvasion
of Panomo
- Stotement by the Committee of the

RIM

The Committee of the Revolutionary Intemationalist Movement strongly condemns the U.S. imperialist aggression against Panama, and supports all the forms
of resistance being canied out against the invaders.
The U.S. govemment sent its 24,W troops swarming out of the Canal Znne tn a
manner meant to be as brutal and bloody as possible. Panama is vital to the U.S.,
because of the Canal, and because the huge military facilities of the U.S. Army
Southem Command headquartered in Panama is the nerve centre for U.S. military
activities in the region and the springboard for future aggression and wars. But
Noriega and his 10,000-man forces had long been on the U.S. payroll, and did not
represent a real threat to U.S. domination. The main point of this invasion was to
serve as a demonstration of American military might, to intimidate the peoples of
the region which the U.S. has long called its "backyard", and to prepare politically and militarily for even greater crimes.
The U.S. imperialists seek to reinforce their authority in Central America and
South America, in the face of an increasingly unstable situation, including the
mood and revolutionary potential of the masses of people brought about by U.S.
exploitation and domination. In the last few years the crisis of the imperialist system as well as the continuing manoeuvres by their Soviet imperialist rivals have
made this situation all the more explosive.
The U.S. is inciting its murderous puppets in El Salvador, stepping up threats
against Nicaragua (despite Sandinista efforts to appease them), and intervening in
Colombia. Under the guise of the same "war on drugs" that has served as a pretext in Panama, the U.S. has already installed a military base in Peru, escalating
its attempts to stop the revolutionary war led by the Maoist Communist Parry of
Peru, which alone in Latin America is unleashing and relying upon the armed
strength of the masses. Positive and negative experience in Latin America and the
rest of the world shows that only such a people's war can really defeat the imperialists, and nothing less than total defeat will do.
ln Panama, after the initial thrust in which U.S. helicopter gun-ships firing rockets destroyed a good part of the capital, the fighting took on the character of a war
by imperiatist troops against the masses of downtrodden people who rose up, in
poorly-armed crowds and in some cases with rifles, against all the armoured
might of the invaders. They robbed the U.S. of the quick and cheap victory it
sought in a country created by the U.S. army in 1903 (when the U.S. stole
Panama from Colombia to have a place to put the canal it needed to widen its
empire) and which the U.S. has invaded nine times since then.
Drugs were an excuse for the invasion, but it was the world's biggest drug traffickers themselves who attacked Panama. First as CIA head and then as VicePresident, Bush himself was Noriega's boss. Another former CIA Director,
Admiral Stansfield Tirmer, asked, "Do we really want Noriega on trial and talking about his past secret relationships?"
The invasion and the continuing U.S. occupation of Panama must not go unop
posed. Further, the RIM Committee calls on people to be on their guard against
further imperialist aggression in the wake of this invasion.
December 1989
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Messoge of the Committee of the RIM
to the Nepol Communist Porty, (Moshol)
Dear Comrades,

The Revolutionary Internation-

alist Movement (RIM) hails the
Nepalese masses for their currsnt
heroic upsurge and wholeheartedly
supports the genuine revolutionary
democratic aspirations of the
Nepalese people. The Revolutionary

Internationalist Movement also
recognises the decades-long untiring

tant, even revolutionary they may

ple's war along Mao's path under

if they lead to a change

the leadership of revolutionary communists in Nepal can, as Mao argued

be, and even

of regime, cannot spontaneously
develop into revolutionary war, let

in summing up the experience in

alone Eansform the socio-economic
system. Launching a revolutionary
peoplc's war and leading it o victory requires conscious and planned
efforts by the party of the proletariat
armed with a correct line guided by

China, definitely exerciss a serious
and positive influence upon these
ongoing and upcoming revolution-

efforts of, and important role played

Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung

by, the genuine communist revolu-

Thought. This was proved by victories of China under Mao Tsetung

tionaries of.Nepal to develop an
uncompromrsrng mass movement
against the monarchist regime. But

and the CPC and today is again
being proven in life by the experi-

more importantly our movement
supports the efforts by our Nepali
revolutionary comrades to prepare
and launch revolutionary people's

ence of the advancing people's war
in Peru under the leadership of the
Peruvian Communist Party.
In Nepal, as in other semi-feudal,
semi(neo)-colonial countries, as the
Declsration poins out, "the situation
is generally revolutionary" and
Mao's line is the sarting point for the
elaboralion of strategy and tactics:
unleashing peasant guenilla warfare
under proletarian leadership; establishing base areas in the backward

war which alone can bring about the

new democratic revolution. The
NCP (Mashal) has been correct to
point out that the aim of the people's

struggle must not be limited to
achieving some concessions of
democratic rights from the monarchy, or so-called multiparty democracy or even the overthrow of the
monarchy itself. Rather, the movement must have as its aim the total
revolutionary overthrow of semifeudal and imperialist exploitation
and domination and the building of
new democratic Nepal worker-peasants' rule under the leadership of the

proletariat, guided by Marxismlrninism-Mao Tsetung Thought" Our
Nepali comrades were and arc correct
o explain to the masses during this
mass movement that only by waglng
a protracted people's war, along the
path charted by Mao Tsetung, can
the people achieve liberation.
The tragic betrayal and shameful
compromise by the Nepali Congress
and also by the 7-party left alliance

ary upsurges in neighbouring India.

Indian expansionism is a great
and direct threat against the develop-

ment and advance of revolutionary
struggle under the leadership of genuine revolutionary communists in
Nepal. The presence of a counter-

revolutionary revisionist Chinese
regime to the north of the country
also adds difficulties. Nevertheless,
the recent movement in Nepal has
shown that despite its apparent
mighty strength, Indian expansionism is a paper tiger, which is increasingly in serious trouble from the various growing mass upheavals in different parts of India. If India dares to
intervene directly, it can only help to
deepen its own internal crises and
troubles on fie one hand, and on the

the countryside, carrying out agrarian

other ignite an eventual united
national awakening and national

revolution, i.e. revolutionary land

resistance in Nepal and bring another

countryside, encircling cities from
reform on the basis of the principle of
"land to the tiller", and establishing
worker-peasant political power in the
base areas and countryside. Mao
argued that armed struggle must be
the main form of stmggle, the army
the main form of organisation and
that all other forms of struggle and
organisation must serve the waging
of people's war. The crurent, revolutionary upsurge in Nepal underscores
the need to apply Mao's line to the
concrete situation in your country.
These pressing tasks are all the

shameful defeat for the Indian
expansionists like what the IPKF
("Indian Peace-Keeping Force")
experienced in Sri Lanka by the
"small" "inferior" Tamil people. In
this way Nepal's smtegic disadvantage
being surrounded by big

-

can be tumed to
strategic advantage. Hills, mountains
and plains awash with revolutionary

reactionary states

struggle

will

-

serve as a source of

sEength and inspiration in the region
and win the support of the masses in
all these neighbouring countries.

more important given Nepal's geo-

Comrades, please convey to the
militants of your party and to the

led by the pro-Chinese and proSoviet revisionists once again
proved that the Nepalese people

Nepal's neighbouring areas in northeastern India are becoming more and

workers, peasants and revolutionary
masses of Nepal our congratulations
for the advances already made and

need revolutionary proletarian leadership. This berayal has shown once
again that as in all oppressed countries, mass movements and mass
upsurges, however widespread, mili-

growing and strengthening sruggles

political position in the region.
more volatile with increasingly

of the oppressed

masses and nation-

alities, although still lacking correct
revolutionary proletarian leadership.
The launching of a powerful peo-

our full support in the up-coming
battles for which comrades are
preparing.
Committee of theRIM

May 1990
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* The Infmation Burceu of the RIM hs :nnouncod that the Organixtim of
the Revolutionary Communists of Afghanistan hes bccn accepted es r
sigmtory of thc Dechration of the Revohttiorury Intermtiorclbt Moverunt
and u e participeting mganisatim ofthe RII'I
In addition to the ebryc lis of thosc whcc participation in thc Movmmt hes
ba publicly arnonccd by the Cmineq a nmbcr of other organistioro
work closely with thc Movemcnt to &dvancc its cause and build and
stragft eo vmgwd ccnmuist o4gmisaticr.
Tlte Declaratioa of the Revolutiomry Inamtiomlist Movercnthubq
printed in wer 20 lmguga. Not shom hele: Gujenti, Nepal*, Japanesc
and Kamada.
1. Punjabi.2.
8. Bmgali,9.

Itrliu;

3.

Crolc,

10. Gcnnrn,

Faxi,4. Hindi,

ll.

5. Fmch, 6. Chincsc, ?. lvGhyalanr,
English (U.S.) 12 Enelish (Indian), 13.

Spanish(Spain) 14. Spenish (U.S.) 15. Sprnish (Pcru); 16. Spanish
(Colmtria), 17. Tu*ish, lt. Trmit 19. Anbic, 20. hnish, 21. Kudish.
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In Celebrotlon of

the Fortieth

By Communist Party of Peru Chairman Gonzalo
A recent peech by the Choirmon second revolution, and thus
of the Communist Porty of Peru on the Chinese revolution
tlte 40th onnivenory of the I949 vic- requires us to consider not
tory of the Chinese revolutionory only the democratic revoluwor onolyses lhe importonce of tion, but also how it went over
Mooism for the people's wor being witlrout pause [o socialist revled by his porty in Peru.
olution. In a country such as1
ours socialist revolution is not[
possible without first carryingl
out the democratic revolution.l

POINTS FOR REFLECTION
AND FOR SPURRING US ON

TOMOREDEEPLY FULFILL

Chairman Mao showed that

OUR DUTY AS COMMTJMSTS.

the socialist revolution is a
continuation of the democratic revolution, and further-

I. The Chinese Revolution
Clearly the Chinese revolution has
had far-reaching consequences for
humanity, and this is true for several
reasons. One is the sheer immense

number of people who took part:
u)
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400 million at first, and 800 million

by the time of the

Cultural

Revolution. It was a region of earthsluking struggles, with a vast tradition of conflicts involving the masses of people, the peasants, whose

struggles went back to the most
ancient times, and wars such as the

1840 Opium War, for example.
During the Cultural Revolution, in

summing up China's long history, it
was said that a hallmark of the country's history was the way its development was marked by many different aftrud struggles. This is the context that gave birth to the CPC and

Chairman Mao, Marxism's third

leading light and highest peak. All
this served to create very special
conditions in China, and what happened there shook the world.

Consider lhe democratic revolution: lt is essentially a revolution, the
overthrow of one class by another by
means

of people's war, of violence.

This is a universal law, especially
important today when some people
seek to discard it as outdated. The
democratic revolution in China is a
model, a prototype of a revolution
against imperialism, feudalism and
bureaucrat capitalism. The democrat-

ic revolution inevitably leads to

Chinese

a

more, tlrat in the form of the
cultural revolution it is a con-

tinuation of the revolution

under the dictatorship of the
proletariat based on the people's army which can defend
the new State founded on the

broad masses. He made

it

clear that the task of socialist
construction arises with the
revolution itself, and that this
process is extremely complex
and protracted; furthermore,l
Chairman Mao said that wel

communists

still lacked al

thorough and complete underl One of the
ftrst people's militias formed during
standing of the laws of social{
ism and that such an underl
sranding would take a long time tof it clear that the class struggle would
achieve. There would be sharp andl continue to be acute, that the centre
violent class sruggle, he said, and the of the battle is for the dictatorship of
confrontation between two different the proletariat, which relies on the
roads: the capitalist road and the broad masses.
But furthermore, he Chinese revsocialist road; the question of which
would win out was not settled. Of olution has shown the necessity for
course he never doubted that in the cultural revolution, a fierce but neclong run socialism would triumph, essary struggle !o continue the revobut he specifically emphasized the lution under the dictatorship of the
proletariat. Clearly the Great
sharp class struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat.
Proletarian Cultural Revolution repHe taught that socialism required resents a world-historical epic of
relying on the broad masses, the revolution, a victorious high point
peasants, proletariat and people, in for the world's communists and revorder to develop new things and olut,ionaries, an imperishable

avoid the old capitalist roads that,
had been defeated by the revolution
and that would lead away from the
socialist road. Socialism would have
to give rise to new forms. He made

achievement. Although we have a
whole process ahead of us, that revolution left us great lessons we are
already applying, such as, for example, the point that ideological trans-
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Anniversory of the
Revolution
olution, the socialist revolution, the

greatest expression, is Maoism.

Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution,

Thus, for us communists Marxism is
an irresistible force, living, always
pushing forward, developing. Just
when fools declare it dead it devel-

and restorations and counter-reslorations, or in essence, the permanent
revolution, as Marx called our class's

stormy march forward to achieve
communism ttrrough the dictaonhip
of the proleariar

Today more than ever, we proclaim that our goal is to make communism a reality, and nothing can
stop our march towards that future.
This ineluctable march must go
through difficult stages and processes, each stage involving new and

difficult problems, but we
communists possess the necessary
strength to overcome tlem because
we possess the most powerful ideology. We reaffirm that as communists, this must be our final goal, no
matter how great the difficulties that
our class, the proletariat, must vanquish. The problems we see today,
the restorations in China and the
USSR, do not negate this goal, but
more

rather underline the length and
complexity of the process of the
the people's war

in China.

formation is fundamental in order
for our class to seize power, which
today means bringing about an ideological leap in order to seize state
power.

march towards communism. Today,
when some people proclaim that
communism is finished, let us grasp
the Chinese revolution, and let our
Party, as part of the world revolution, serve its goal: communism.

This is what we draw from the
Chinese revolution and the role of
Chairman Mao.

In addition to these two points,

II. Maoism

the Chinese revolution has shown
how revolution takes place within

ops further and refutes them
resoundingly. Even in Marx's day
such nonsense abounded, and the
same was true in Lenin's time and
today as well. It should be no surprise when these would-be buriers of
Marxism Eot out their lies. They aim

cunning and sinister attacks at
Maoism because Maoism is humanity's most advanced outlook.
It is exactly when the ideology of
our communist parties reaches geater
heighs that it is attacked, negated and
and this is
declared outmoded. But

- gibberish
all this
about ttre so+alled deattr of Marxism
very important

is only tla prelude to a new development of Marism, as it was in Marx's
and Lenin's times. Maoism is the
most advanced scientific ideology,
and therefore the most transforming
reality. It, arose from matter and is a
material expression, because the spirit
is simply a form of matrer. We have
been given humanity's most advanced
ideology: Maoism.

We must reffirm our great slogan of 1979: Uphold, defend and
ap ply M ar xi s m- L

e

nini sm- M aoi sm,

principally Maoism! (Ihis slogan has
been updated, because at that time we

said Mao Tsetung Thought). Those
who think they can negate it are
dreaming!

the context of a process of restoration and counter-restoratian (a con-

Chairman Mao teaches that the ideo-

class has ever seized power at one

everything, and we have but one ide-

Maoism is something new, and
new-born things have never been
easily accepted. Its authority has
been established through fierce
struggle, by the proletariat's leader-

ology: Marxism-Leninism-Maoism,
principally Maoism. This is not ttre
place to outline Marxism overall,

communist parties. Lenin called
Marxism the ree of life and ideal-

tradiction with two aspects). No

go; rather, each has faced

the

restoration of the old power and had

to fight fiercely for a counterrestoration until finally that class

for good. The proletariat has already travelled the
geaterpar of ttris road.
seized power

Thus the Chinese revolution bids
us to reflect upon the democratic rev-

This is the decisive question.
logical and political line decides

nor is

o

it

necessary; our point here is

see the proletariat's ideology as a

great reality that develops by leaps
and through stages. Its first stage
was Marxism, its second, Leninism,
and its third stage, its highest and

ship in the revolution,

the

ism a mere parasite; oday, the ideal-

ism being propagated is simply

a

rotten parasite of Maoism, which is
the living tree of life. We are convinced of the greatness of Maoism,
and we owe it everything, for with-
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out it we would not even be together
here. Without Maoism there could
people's war be a bright flame pre-

The point here is that the Chinese
revisionists and the imperialists are
in collusion against Mamism.
Regarding the role of the Church:

vailing against wind and waves.

A Peruvian entrepreneur, a member

Maoism has the most far-reaching
importance for the international pro-

of the big bourgeoisie tied o imperialism, especially Yankee imperial-

be no people's war, nor could this

letariat and the world's peoples.
Therefore it remains a necessary
task to struggle to makc it the commandcr and guide of the world revolution. Consider the immense power
contained in Maoism, all the power
with which it can arm the proletariat
and the people. Chairman Mao said
*rat in difficult times we should consider our all-powerful ideology; we
have Maoism. He was right to say

that the proletariat had the most
powerful atomic bomb: Mao
Tsetung Thought, as was said in
those days.

Thus, let us reaffirm our Maoism,
the most glorious peak.

III. The New CounterRevolutionary Offensive Being
Carried Out by Gorbachev and
DengWorld-Wide
to
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ism, says that the country's economy

is heading inevitably towards

an

explosion, and ttrat therefore, togeilrer with the Church, they are carrying
out schemes designed to contain that

explosion. The Community in
Action charity scheme administered
by Caritas is a part of these efforts to
stop the revolution and O traffic in
the masses' hunger. In China today
they are calling for recognition of
the Church's new role; they are say-

ing that under socialism religion is
not the opium of the people. This is
an open negation of Marx, which.
they justify wittr the false claim that
Marx's judgement was made before
Marxism had come up with a scientific analysis of the role of religion.
This, too, is an example of how revisionism coincides with reaction. We
are very clear on the role of the
Church. We have put forward our
views before, distinguishing between the class interests of the

with a solution to its problems and
therefore is not headed for collapse.
They want us, the peoples of the
earth, the proletariat, to believe that
capitalism is eternal. They want to
pull the wool over our eyes in the

political sphere as well, when these
fools try and make us believe that
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie is
not a system heading for ruin, that
the bourgeoisie is not outworn but
has received a new lease on life, that
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie is
also eternal. Ideologically, they
preach an idealism shot through wittt

most reactionary religion, especially

Catholicism, loaded with more
superstition and fraud.
Armed with Maoism, which is the
peak of lvlamism, with people's war,
with the Party, mobilizing the masses,
we must expose and smash all these
schemes, and above all, serve the
advance of the world revolution.

IV. The PCP

The PCP is Marxist-LeninistMaoist, Gonzalo Thought. The

ism, because it suits their convergent

of the people; furthermore,

Communist Party and the people's
war it leads are proof of the invincibility and vitality of Marxism, of
Marxism-Leninism- Maoism, principally Maoism, and this entails the

who could ever forget the Pope's

greatest responsibility. Therefore we

interests.

The sinister and perverse nature
of Gorbachev and Deng's new

furious threats, when he warned us
to "change your attitude" while he
blessed the reactionary armed

offensive becomes clearer every day.

forces? Wherever there are problems

They negate the most basic points.
Thus Chinese revisionist followers
of Deng put forward the idea that
capitalism goes through four stages

the Pope always shows up to play

Clearly they are carrying out this

offensive in collusion with the
blackest world reaction, imperial-

the embryonic, primary, sec-ondary
and highest stages
- and
that since World War II capitalism

its highest stage. They
negate Lenin's central thesis of
imperialism; furthermore, they say
has reached

that capitalism is far from being out-

moded, that

it

enjoys sufficient

strength to overcome its difficulties.
Articles in the international press
argue that the world capitalist system, the U.S. system, gives the lie to
lvlarx's ideas, that essentially Marx

was wrong

in holding that under

capitalism overproduction gives rise
to crisis, since today such crises can

be managed and therefore do not
mean that the system is outmoded.
At the same time they admit that a
crisis of overproduction could arise,
and therefore conmdict themselves.

Church hierarchy and the religious
feelings

his counter-revolutionary role.
Poland is another example of this.

Thus revisionism's negation of
Marxism is taking specific forms
and this is leading to its own death
and disintegration.

Our Party said that there would
come a time to wage a geat battle to

defend Marxism in every sphere.

This time has come; it is time to
defend Marxism-Leninism-Maoism,
principally Maoism. This means we
should study revisionism thoroughly,
as one studies the enemy, because
we are locked in a war to the death
with it. We should study it and rip

out its guts so as to expose its
hideous features for the world to see.

We have to show how revisionism,
imperialism and world reaction col-

should develop the people's war in
order to show the validity and power
of Maoism and seize power.
The seizure of power will have
far-reaching consequences because

we are in a key part of Latin

America at a time when this continent, in comparison with Asia and
Africa, is undergoing the most
severe economic, political and ideological crisis, a general crisis with
no solution in sight in the coming
years. This can be seen in the fact
that while countries are growing at a
rate of over 9 percent a year in Asia,

at 3 percent in Africa, and 2.5 percent in the backward European
countries, North Africa and the
Middle East, the growth rate for
Latin America is 1 percent" and this
in turn should be measured against

the continent's high population
growth rate.
Consider the role of the PCP and

what the country-wide seizure of

lude to put Marxism into question

power would mean. It would change

and refute

sphere they pro-

history. Facts are confirming our
Party's analysis in this regard: for

claim that capitalism has come up

example, that the 1990s will be even

il

In the economic
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worse for the reaction than the
1980s, as they themselves admit.
Let's seriously analyse U.S. imperi-

alism's campaign which Bush
claims is aimed at drugs. Peru is the

main producer, Bolivia the second
and Colombia the third. This much
is true. But what is the U.S.'s aim?
To escalate their counter-revolutionary wilr in the Andean countries
which are the backbone of Latin

Messoge of the
Connmittee of the RIM

to the
Communist Porty

America, especially South America.
Where, along this backbone, is peo
ple's war raging? In Peru, under the
leadership of the Party and through
the actions of the masses. Therefore
their campaign is aimed at us. What
does this mean? It is leading to the

of Peru (PCP)

development of the contradiction
nation/imperialism, principally U.S.
imperialism, without forgetting the

other superpower and the other
powers. It means a change in the
contradiction. Let's not forget that
other countries could be used in
this; serious complications could
arise, especially for the southern
pail of Peru, from Brazil's demand
for an outlet to the Pacific through
the port cities of lvlatarani and Ilo,
or the widely-exposed policy of &e
Peruvian state to move away from
Bolivia and closer to Chile. Yankee
aggression, whether it be direct or
indirect by way of puppet governments, is bringing about a war of
national liberation, and despite the
sacrifice and the efforts this would
require, there will be a magnificent
opportunity to unite 90 percent of
the Peruvian people, at a time when
the Party is calling for the countrywide seizure of power, and this will
mean more favourable, though more

difficult, conditions for

the Peruvian

revolution. Imperialism is dreaming
if it thinks it can snuff out the revolution, and while this period will be

extremely difficult, complex and

bloody, it will lead to the people's
triumph and serve the emancipation
of the class and ttre world proletari-

an revolution, and, the decisive

point,

it will

make MarxismLeninism-Maoism, principally
ldaoism, the commander and guide
of the world revolution.

Only through great

storms,
Chairman Mao said, can the world
be changed. Let the Chinese Revolution spur us on to fulfill the
Party's tasks here where it is our
responsibility to do so! D

Dear comrades,

The Committee of the Revo-

lutionary Internationalist Movement
sends you its greetings and congratulations this May 17th as we celebrate with you the tenth anniversary
of the day when a handful of fighters of the PCP seized and burned the
ballot boxes in the Andes mountain
village of Chuschi and launched the
people's war.

On that day the downtrodden of
Peru began to stand up. Today, thou-

sands and thousands of sons and
daughters of the people are marching in great armed battalions behind

the Party's streaming banners,
developing people's war in the ser-

vice of world revolution, while the
system of domination and oppression in Peru is sliding into a chasm

the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution. In a period when many
other so-called revolutionary forces
in Latin America and elsewhere

were negating the necessity of a
communist party, and communist
party leaders were negating the
necessity of violent and thoroughgoing revolution, the comrades led
by Comrade Gonzalo fought for a
party that would be ideologically,
politically, organisationally and militarily capable of leading the armed
seizure of political power in Peru
and advancing towards socialism
and communism.

Your Party studied the concrete
conditions of Peru today from the
point of view of seeking to apply
Mao Tsetung's teachings on New
Democracy and people's war. As &e

of disaster. This lifts the hearts of Declaration of our Movement says,
revolutionaries and oppressed peo- this is "the point of reference for
ple everywhere and fills them with elaborating revolutionary strategy
confidence. The Revolutionary and tactics" in the countries
Internationalist Movement is proud
to count you amongst its ranks. We
know that Maoist revolutionaries in
other countries are learning important lessons from the experiences for
which our Peruvian comrades are
payrng in blood, in the service of the
revolutionary war they themselves
must lead.

Your Party was founded in 1928
of the Third International by
Jose Carlos Mariategui. After his
death the Party fell into the clutches
as part

of revisionism, from which it

reemerged through a long series of
struggles inspired by Mao's intemational polemics with revisionism and

oppressed by imperialism, where in

tle revolution must follow
the path of arousing the peasants
under the leadership of the proletarian party, seizing political power
general

piece by piece, carrying out agrarian

revolution and establishing revolutionary base areas, sunounding the
cities from the countryside in a protracted war so as to build up the

strength to take political power

country-wide and complete the New
Democratic Revolution, and thus

open the door to socialism. The
Declaration also affirms that "in the
oppressed countries of Asia, Africa
and

latin America

a continuous rev-

olutionary situation generally
exists." Your Party thoroughly
grasped this responsibility to actual-

ly launch the armed struggle

and

acted accordingly.

In the course of the war itself,
your Party has been further forging
its ability to carry out its tasks, especially by drawing in and training a
grcat many poor peasants as well as

proletarians from the shantytowns
and factories. You are building a
strong People's Guerrilla Army as
the main form of organisation under
the Party's leadership, because, as

Mao said, "without the people's
army the people have nothing". In
$e countryside you have established
hundreds of people's committees

where the oppressed along with their

allies wield the political power that
is the embryo of the New Democratic state. You are developing the
revolutionary base areas that nourish
your people's war.
These accomplishments are insep-

arably bound up with the overall
stand, viewpoint and method developed by Marx and Lenin and taken
to a qualitatively higher stage by
Mao. Other armed struggles led by

non-proletarian forces in Latin

America and the world have either
failed to hold out over a protracted
period of time or lack any real per-

spective of countrywide political
power and at best hope to enter into
some kind

of arangement with one

or another oppressor, even when carrying out some sort of guerrilla warfare. In contrast, the PCP is known
to friend and foe alike for its most
uncompromising stance: it is determined to seize all power for the pro-

letariat and the oppressed masses

on Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought it is not possible to defeat
revisionism, imperialism and reac-

tion in general", the

RIM

Declaration states. The truth of this
assessment, confirmed through so
many tragic negative experiences, is
also being borne out today in a positive way by your victories.
Because yours is a genuine people's war, in ten years has

it

advanced far beyond any other

recent revolutionary attempt in L.atin
America. You have spread it through
22 of the country's 24 departments.

The ambit of your military action
extends through the country's central mountain ranges from north to
south and through the valleys leading to the jungle in the east and the
coastal cities in the west. The cities
themselves, especially the capital,
have been shaken again and again
by the armed actions of the organised urban poor. From the initial
period, when the first detachments

lacked eYen arms, through the
extremely difficult years of 19831984 when the people's war first
found itself locked in battle with
Peru's 300,000-strong regular armed

forces and up to today, lhe reactionaries have exacted a price of
14,000 lives. Now the U.S., backed
by all the imperialist powers East
and West, is pouring the concrete for
new military bases and preparing for
the possibility of a major intervention which could demand even more
immense sacrifice by the people and
have enormous, far-reaching consequences for both sides. Momentous
battles can be seen on ttre horizon.

The vicories of
in Peru under the line and leadership

the people's war

and to continue to shoulder its duties
as a detachment of the intemational
proletariat until classes and oppression are eliminated the world over.

of is Chairman, Comrade Gonzalo,

Further, guided by Mao's line of
frghting in a way that mobilises and
relies upon the masses in every

due to the single-minded determination of your Party, its leadership and
its members, to overcome all obstacles, throw everything into the
breach and defy death itself to initiate, sustain and carry tkough a people's war. We pledge to the revolutionary workers, peasants and comrades of Peru that we will continue
to support them and to play our own

aspect of warfare, from the very start
your Party unfolded the war as a war
of the masses themselves and has

entirely and wholeheartedly based
itself upon the masses and sruggled
to unleash their boundless potential.
The way in which you fight is determined by your aims and outlook.
Only Maoists, the representatives of
a class that aspires to communism,
can fight a people's war.
"Without upholding and building

are victories for the world proletarian revolution, which took an impor[ant step forward on May 17t]r 1980

part for the sake of our common
goal.

May 17th 1990
The Committee of the RIM

Stotement by the
Communist Porty of
Peru
On this the tenth anniversary of
the people's war, we salute with rev-

olutionary reverence the proletariat
and people of Peru, especially the
peasants, principally the poor peasants. We salute the masses of people
because the masses make history
and they are carrying out the people's war, because with the fighting
steel forged from their poverty and
their inextinguishable shining struggle they have given rise to and
developed the people's war, and we
also salute the leadership, cadres
and members of the Party, the fighters of the People's Guerrilla Army,

the thousands upon thousands of
sons and daughters

of the people

who are shaking and transforming
the old Peruvian society to the very
core, and with the devastating language of arms are building a new

society for all the oppressed and
exploited.
We salute the proletariat and the
people, the masses, because in the
heat of the people's war their hunger
and their blood have become ennobled and have been Eansfigured into
the ardent, unquenchable flames of
Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, the

true and all-powerful ideology of
the international proletariat; because
their actions sustain and advance the

struggle against the new counterrevolutionary worldwide revisionist
offensive being led by Gorbachev
and Deng, and also make it possible

to confronl. the all-out, evil cam-

Drawing by revolwionary prisoners of Peru.
"We are slnck troops of
the world revolution.

PCP"

Honour ond Glory to the
Proletoriot ond People of Peru
paign against Marxism being led by
the imperialists, in collusion and

contention with the revisionists; in
sum, because their actions serve the
unceasing and implacable combat
against imperialism, revisionism and

reaction around the wodd, making
Marxism -Leninism-Maoism the
commander and guide of the proletariat and peoples of the world by

developing the world proletarian
revolution.
We salute the proletariat and the
people, the masses, because with
their tireless, strong hands of creativity and combat they have given
rise to the three tools of the revolution; because their unbending rebel

spirit and their inexhaustible wisdom nourish the Communist Party
of Peru, the organised vanguard of
the proletariat, the leadership and
guarantee of the Peruvian revolution, the axis and centre of all revolutionary organisation, based on

Marxism-Leninism -Maoism,

Gonzalo Thought; because their
unyielding heroism reaffirmed daily
in the hearts of the People's
Guerrilla fury, an army of a new
type, the complete opposite of the

beats

reactionary armed forces, which
under the leadership of the Party
carries out the political tasks of the
revolution, acts as the basis of the
New State and serves the people;
because their tremendous ability to
transform and ttrcir powerful ability
to build are what underlies, sustains

and builds the New Political Power,
the joint dictatorship based on the
worker-peasant alliance led by the
proletariat through its Party, the
New State which for several years
now has been blossoming and grow-

ing stronger every day in the
People's Committees and Base
Areas which shine defiantly in the
bright sunlight in the countryside, in
the very bosom ofthe people.
We salute the proletariat and the

people, the masses, on this tenth
anniversary of the people's war,
because without their unparalleled
support in Peru there would be no
people's war; because without the
bread that they share, without their
indefatigable, consianf efforts and
without their precious blood, the
people's war would not be what it is,
the Peruvian people's greatest and
most far-reaching epic of transformation; because without their sup-

port

it

would not be, as

it

is,

irrefutable testament to the invincibility of people's war, worthy proof
of the vitality of Marxism-Leninism-

gfeat leap in the involvement of the
masses in the people's war, countrywide political power will not be
seized.

For all these reasons, and because
our s[arting point is always t]at the
masses make history that the masses
wage the people's war, that tttis war
is and has been a continuation of the
class struggle with arms in hand, we
salute the proletariat, the people and

the masses for the great victories
they have won in ten years of people's war, and call on them to increasingly take their destiny into
their own hands through the people's
war led by the Party, and to Seize
Power Countrywide!, Organise the
Seizure of Political Power!, Forge
tle People's Democratic Republic of
Peru!

Long Live the Tenth Anniversary
of the People's War!
Long Live the Communist Party
of Peru!
Long Live Chairman Gonzalo!

Maoism, principally Maoism;

Glory to Marxism-Leninism-

because without their growing contribution to the people's war in Peru
it would not be, as it is, a hearth of
hope fgr beyond our borders, and is

Maoism!

future triumph a key for the development of the world proletarian revolution; because without the prole-

tariat, the people, especially the
peasants, principally the poor peas-

ants, without

fully carrying out a

Honour and Glory to the
Proletariat and People of Peru!
Central Committee,

CommunistParty of Peru
Peru, May 1990
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Afghoniston Mooists on
World Revolution
The following ore excerpts of the
founding document of the Orgonisotion of the Revolutionory Communists of Afghoniston (ORCA) which
formed recently through the merger
of the Revolutionory Cell of Afghon

Communi$s (RCAC)'ond the Uni6n of

Morxist-Leninists of Afghoniston

-

(Moo Tsetung Thought) (UMLA-MID,

The lnformotion Bureou of the RIM hos

onnounced thot the ORCA hos been
occepted os o member of the RlM,
-AWT/'/.

The formation of the Organisation

of Revolutionary Communists of
Afghanistan (ORCA) marks a quali-

opment in the science of our class.
The Declaration clearly states that:
"Without upholding and building on

Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought [Maoism - ORCA) it is not

possible to defeat revisionism, impe-

rialism, and reaction in general."
The Declaration conectly consid-

ers that, Mao Tsetung Thought
(Maoism) and its main principle, the
continuation of revolution under the
dictatorship of the proletariat, is the
demarcation line between Marxism
and revisionism: "Lenin said, 'Only

he is a Marxist who extends the
recognition of class struggle to the
recognition of the dictatorship of the

tative step in the work of the
Committee of Coordination and proletariat'. In the light of the
Unity [see AWTW 1989/13]. We invaluable lessons and advances
hope that publication of this docu- achieved through the Great
ment

will

advance the work and

struggle of different sections of the
New Communist Movement (MLM;

of Afghanistan and bring about
more favourable ground for a qualitative advance of the CCU's efforts,
so that soon we can draw up the progrurmme of the Communist Party of
Afghanistan (lvILM) on a principled
basis and form the proletarian vanguard party in this country.

Proletarian Cultural Revolution led
by Mao Tsetung, this criterion put
forward by Lenin has been further
sharpened. Now it can be stated that
only he is a Marxist who extends the
recognition of class sruggle to the
recognition of the dictatorship of the
proletariat and o the recognition of
the objective existence of classes,
antagonistic class contradictions and

of the continuation of the

class

struggle under the dictaorship of the

Provisional Centre of the ORCA
(19e0)

THE WORLD SITUATION AND
THE INTERNATIONAL

COMMI.'MST MOVEMENT

proletariat throughout the whole
period of socialism until communism. And as Mao so powerfully
stated, 'Lack of clarity on this question will lead to revisionism."'
It is on ttre basis of tiris clear ideo-

...The reconstruction of the inter-

Leninist-Mao Tsetung Thought
(Maoist) parties and organisations
has international significance because it is a qualitative advance in
this direction.

The Declaration of the RIM is
based on the clear ideological-political view that Mao Tsetung Thought
(tvlaoism) is the next stage of devel-

- relating to the international
tions

communist movement and upholds
Mao Tsetung Thought (Maoism) as
a new stage in the development of
the proletarian science of revolution.
In relation o ttre Soviet Union
and the Comintern, based on the principal aspects of socialist construction

-

in ttre Soviet Union and the role of
the Comintern in advancing the
world proletarian revolution, it points
to the defects of socialist construction
there and to the Comintern's mistakes
and shortcomings.

In regard to Mao Tsetung, the
Cultural Revolution and the Marxist-

-

Leninist-Mao Tsetung Thought
(Maoist) movement, the Declaration
explains the fundamental points and
correctly indicates highly important
and interesting poins.

defines the tasks of
- It correctlycommunists
revolutionary
in the
present situation and distinguishes
different features of tlese tasks in
the oppressed and in the imperialist
countries.

It firmly clarifies the world orientation for the ideological, political
and organisational unity of communists, that is, the formation of a new

-

communist international and, with

this orientation, it lays out important.
tasks for the RIM and the world's
taken correct and principled positions
communists.
on a series of fundamental questions On the basis of these points one
in the international communist move- can certainly state that the ideologimenL They are the
cal-political line expressed in the
In analysing the present world Declaration of the RIM is a solid
situation it points out the three major basis for achieving uniry in the intercontradictions and stresses their con- national communist movement and
tinued intensification as well as the for leading the process of regrouping
further disintegration of the imperi- the genuine communist forces and
alist world
advancing towards the formation of
It describes the two component a new Communist International.
parts of the world proletarian revolu- Furthermore, in order to rupture
tion and, based on their unity, with all ideological-political cbnfuexplains the international strategy
sion, form communist parties and
theinternational
advance the process ofrevolution in
In relation to proletarian inter- different countries of the world,
nationalism, the Declaration cor- including ours, i[ is crucial [o rely on
rectly stresses the point that the con- this line.

logical view that the Declarationhas

national communist movement on
the basis of a correct ideologicalpolitical line is essential for providing leadership to the world revolution. In our view, the formation of
the Revolutionary Internationalist
Movement at the Second International Conference of Marxist-

tent and nature of the struggle of
communists all over the world in the
main is determined by the interests
of world revolution.
It correctly discusses the ques-

following:

-

order.

-

proletariat.

-

of
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Today the detachments of the
woild proletarian revolution, gathered in the RIM, are advancing the
revolutionary struggle against imperialism and reaction worldwide.
For several years now, the
Communist Party of Peru has been
leading people's war in that country
with revolutionary and principled
effoctiveness, so that it has become
an inspiration for communists and
revolutionaries around the world....

Thought is a new stage in the devel-

opment

of

Marxism-Leninism.
Without upholding and building on
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung
Thought it is not possible to defeat
revisionism, imperialism and reaction in general."

PROLETARIAN
INTERNATIONALISM

...On proletarian internationalism
one can state the following:

MARXISM.LENINISM.MAOISM
Maoism
A New Stage in the Development
of
the Proletariat's Science of
Revolution
The science of revolution of the
international proletariat has been
applied, streng*rened and developed
during more than one and a halfcenturies of class struggle, since the

publication

of the

Communist

Manifesto. Marx discovered this science and established its basic foun-

dations. Lenin raised

of revolution of the international
proletariat has developed through
three qualitative stages and become

l)

Marxism-Leninism-Maoism is
basically the ideology of the international proletariat and not that of ttris
or that country's working class. This
is, above all, because the proletariat
is an international class...
...The third stage of development
of the proletarian science of revolution, i.e. Maoism, is not the particular product of Chinese society. First
of all, its principles are the develop-

1) The

final political goal of

communists is to reach a classless

communist society. This task can
only be accomplished on a world

first condition for this is
eliminating the world system of
imperialist exploitation. Talk of
building communism in one country when there is a world imperialist system is empty talk. Thus the
scale. The

final goal of communists is a global
one and not one limited to a nation
or country. The political struggles

of communists must be oriented

towards this goal, a goal that should
not be forgotten even for a second.
Diverging from this, our struggles
will be at best national socialist and
not communist...
2) ...Paying attention to the internal situation of a country has fundamental importance for the victory of
revolution there. But, imperialism is
a world system and today, with the

worldwide domination of imperialism, the internal situation of each
country is mainly conditioned by the

it to a new ment of the basic principles of international situation; different

level, and then Mao developed it to
a still higher level. Thus the science

more complete:

Proletarian Internationalism
Ideologically

in this case:

Marxism, 2)

Marxism-Leninism, which were not

the product of Chinese society.
Although the main principle of
Maoism, continuing the revolution
under the dictatorship of proletariat,
was applied in the form of the Great

countries should not be looked at as
independent phenomena outside the
world imperialist system....
3) Considering the final goal and
the decisiveness of the international
situation, it should be emphasised

Leninism, and 3) Maoism.

Proletarian Cultural Revolution in
China, it was, however, based on

that for communists the overall
interests of the wodd revolution are

summing up the negative experience

contributions to this science and his

of the restoration of capitalism in the

higher and more important than the
interests of revolution in any particular country....

In today's situation it is vitally
important to stress Mao Tsetung's
qualitative development of it. This

emphasis separates the ranks of pro-

letarian revolutionaries from those

of various revisionists who have
betrayed proletarian revolution and
revised the basic foundations of ttre
science of revolution of the interna-

tional proletariat. As the
Declaration of the RIM states:
"Upholding Mao Tsetung's qualitative development of the science of
Marxism-Leninism represents a particularly important and pressing
question in the international movement and among the class conscious

workers and other revolutionary
minded people in the world today.
The principle involved is nothing
less than whether or not to uphold
and build upon the decisive contributions o the prolearian revolution
and the science of MarxismLeninism made by Mao Tsetung. It
is therefore nothing less than a ques-

tion of whether or not to uphold
Marxism-Irninism iself....
"...'We affirm that Mao Tsetung

Soviet Union.
Ioday, the RIM has made impor-

tant summations of Marxism-

Leninism-Maoism and the experience of the intemational communist
movement. These summations are
the product of the international communist movement, even if they are
marked by names of individuals or
parties in this or that country.
Marxism-Leninism-Maoism is the
ideology of the international proletariat. Precisely for this reason, its
basic principles hold for the struggle

of the proletariat in every country,
by applying these universal truths to
the concrete conditions of a specific
revolution, and it in turn grows richer in the course of applying it. This
is the meaning of proletarian inter-

nationalism from an ideological
point of view.
Proletarian Internationalism

Politically
Four points should be focused on

Revolution in one country is a
link in the chain of world revolution
and should serve iL Socialism in one
country is a base for world revolution and should be looked at as such.
Socialism in one country which is
based on ttre interests and well-being
of one nation is nationalism, not

communism. The question is not
whether the interests of any particular revolution should be taken into
account, since this too is fundamental for the interests of world revolu-

tion. The point is that in periods
when the interests of a particular
revolution seem to be in contradiction to world revolution, world revolution is primary....
This is proletarian internationalism from the point of view of the
relationship between the interests of
world revolution and revolutions in

different countries. Keeping this
point, constantly in mind has not
been easy for communists in the
past, it is not now, and it will not be
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in the future. Continual effort to be
conscious of this is unavoidable and
imperative.
4) In any given country, the communists' share of their intemationalist tasls is, first" to analyse correctly
the political and social situation in
their respective countries on ttre basis

of a correct class analysis

Pick Up the Weopon of MLM

The Fufure

and

of

advance the proletarian revolutionary

sruggle by relying on the universal

principles of Marxism-LeninismMaoism. The communists in every
counEy should turn their countries
into strong bases for world revolution by carrying new democratic and
socialist revolutions to victory. This
is the only way they can avoid falling
into nationalism or dropping the task
of advancing the sruggle for revolution in their own counEry.

,,*
.i!

Proletarian Internationalism

Organisationally
Forming and strengthening com-

munist parties in all countries
should be looked at as a fundamen-

tal task of communists. On the

basis of proletarian internationalism, these parties must shoulder the
task of leading revolutions to victory in their respective countries. To
advance and lead revolution on a

world scale is a responsibility
much more complex than that of

any single country. Since the world
revolution is not merely the sum
total of the revolutions in each different country, its principled
advance is impossible without an
international organisation. There
have been three international
organisations for the advance of the
world revolution in the history of

the intemational communist movemenc the First, Second and Third
Internationals. Since the liquidation
of the Third International in 1943,
the intemational communist movement has lacked an international
headquarters, and now the struggle

for the formation of a

.., ,,,, i!

nationalism organisationally.

tr
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new

Communist International is a fundamental task. The formation of the
RIM is of fundamental importance
because it has been a qualitative
step in that direction. In this period,

taking part in the struggle of the
RIM to advance the cause of world
revolution, including by forming a
new Communist International, is
the realisation of proletarian inter-

tl
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Sharpeville, 26 March I 990
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lie of the world's bourgeois media
tlat "peace fever" is breaking out all

region, as well as the "independent"
bantus[ans of Bophuthatswana, the
Transkei and Ciskei, rebellions have
reached a height comparable to the

over South Africa in response to the

last major upsurge

white minority regime's current
acrobatics of negotiations and

some places pushing even beyond.

The struggle of the Azanian masses has again blasted a hole in the big

ffi

::lr

reforms. Ever since the announcement by South African President
F.W. DeKlerk in early February that
Nelson Mandela would be released

of

1984-86, in

In the rural areas (where 50Vo of
Azanians live in impoverished,
overpopulated reserves), the people

demanded their puppet leaders

resign and that this bantustan system

after 27 years in their jails and some

built to keep blacks out of white

thirty political organisations would

areas be done away

be unbanned, ttre black masses have
turned up the heat on the apartheid

rulers. From Sebokeng township
southeast of Johannesburg to
Sharpeville, to the Maritzburg town-

ships and all through the Natal

with. Coupled
with widespread protests against
increases in rent and basic necessities was renewed fury against
vicious police violence and the collaboration of black authorities with
the white state.
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After police opened fire on 30,000
Azanians in Sebokeng in March, for
example, killing 14 and wounding

nearly 500 others, the youth righteously tlrew up barricades in the
streets and fought running battles
with police, attacking government
cars and offices and stoning the
homes of town councilors. White
people were pulled from their cars
and beaten after white vigilantes had

b
ot
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=
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hold nothing but contempt for the
future of oppression, discrimination
and life at gunpoint being "negotiated" for them in high places.

To the extent they have leaked

tle government and
Western press have fied to reduce
them to fighting between organisations and "black on black" violence.
these incidents,

One Azanian

ing at blacks.

described the contradictory situa-

appointed itself a new president and
declared that a new era was dawning
in their racist slumyard of apartheid:
'Justice and equality are on the horizon, if you just believe in us". The
people launched mass boycotts, rent
strikes, stay-aways, demonstrations
and mass funerals of police victims,
as a widespread atmosphere of defiance spread once again throughout
the country, as it had five years earlier. This is the context in which the
apartheid rulers are trying to zrssume
their new posture of political concessions to "lhe black community"

revolutionary

tion: "Much of the violence is

between the masses themselves,
some between old people opposing

the youth, and there are some
interethnic clashes, too, because the
situation is so bad in there, the people react. They were also disappoinr
ed by the reforms
they heard peo-

ple were getting- some things in
some places, but haven't themselves

seen any changes. Especially in
Natal [where Zulu puppestan Chief

Butialezi's armed Inkatha vigilantes
have been attacking political oppo-

nents and rebellious youth

AWTWf, the state comes into the
UDF-Inkatha violence and takes one
side or the other, fanning the flames.
But mostly it is the youth against the

in the form of proposing reforms

establishment, trying to destroy

and negotiations, and a truly difhcult
position it is.

every symbol of the establishment."

No, t}te fascists running the 20thcentury plantation in South Africa
for Western imperialism have not
laid down their swastikas for peace
symbols. Quite the contrary. They
are drowning the struggle in blood
more
nine hundred people
-have beenthan
gunned down by state
bullets since the beginning of the
year. Over the past three years they
have detained more than 30,000
people, more than a third of whom
were children. And if Mandela got
the world spotlight and royal treatment when he was set free, several

A Strategy for a Weak

Pan African Congress leaders mys-

teriously ended up dead in a car
crash several montls later, at least
one of whom was released from
prison wittr ANC (African National
Congress) leaden last fall. The four-

cal opening that allows some black
bourgeois political leaders to participate in schemes for constitutional
reform and establishes some political channels that have not, previously
existed. While a few minimal rights
may be $anted formally to the black
majority as a whole (which includes

Africans, Indians and so-called
Coloureds that make up nearly 31
million people, or 85Vo of the population), these channels seek mainly
to appease the black middle classes
through some freedom of expression
and sampling a few of the wisps of
bourgeois democracy they have been
denied. The whole srategy depends,
in a sense, on tle regime's success at
building up these black bourgeois

strata that will be more closely

linked to the ruling class itself.
This buffer class of blacks will be
key for many reasons: not only will
they be called upon to debate the
terms of "integration" and constitutional procedures such as voting and
national representation for years to
come, but they

will fill

some impor-

tant posts in government, management, education and international
diplomacy. Most of all, however,
they will be expected to help rein in
the struggle of the masses where the
regime's bullets have failed. They

The white ruling class is in serious
crisis
economically and politically
and is comered by the struggle of
tle masses that continually resurges
to pound away at the regime's untenable position; it seems to face literally no other alternative than to scrap

must develop the needed literature
and organisations to derail or snuff
out the masses' struggle and persuade them that a long process of
"democratisation" is unfolding and
that "patience" and "education" are
the "modern" way to express
grievances. They will speak and
write volumes trying to soften the
racial lines and combat nationalism.
And significantly, as the regime's
spokesmen have put it in some more

-

-

some of the ugliest features of its
apartheid laws and try to find a way
to soothe the political situation. It is
rue they have gone tirough this routine before (combining small carrots

with heavy repression after every
major round of mass upsurge since
1976), but ttris time the reforms must
have some substance. Desegregation
of public amenities such as buses,
beaches and hospitals, talk of nar-

rowing tlre gap in education, even of
abandoning the homelands policy
and township councils so hated by

still the law of repression and armed

promise of some political and civil
rights being accorded to blacks are
aimed at showing their "good intentions" to evolve towards "a new

Their order is continually thrown

There are several different components to the present apartheid government strategy. First, a tiny politi

Ruling Class

year-old state of emergency was partially lifted only in June 1990, two
months after the first talks between
DeKleft and the ANC. Their law is

might. But they have a big problem,
because this hasn't worked either.

South Africa".

and the rebellious youth especially

cruised the streets randomly shoot-

In fact ftre resurgence of struggle
particularly
began long before
- the latt€r part
gaining momentum in
of 1989 as the white government

v)

into the most combative disorder

the masses: all these along with the

candid moments, they

ed

o

will

be expect-

help to single out, expose and

crush the revolutionary elements that

refuse to go along with the "post-

apartheid" program and insist on
opposing the oppressor state.

Many forces refer to this process
as "power-sharing",

in the anticipa-

tion that soon black candidates will
be on the ballot. While the capitalist
state may "darken" itself a little with
a small number of privileged blacks,

its goal is precisely to reinforce its
own bourgeois political rule by con-
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solidating power agains, the masses

of black people, who fundamentafly
have no political voice and never

will until ttrey seize ttre reins of society in their own interests by force of
arms. As is generally the case in the
dominated countries, imperialism
cannot bring about even bourgeois
democracy for the oppressed in
South Africa.

Armed terror

will remain

the

foundation of white-centred reactionary rule, despite the necessary
raising of a neo-apartheid black

"peace" corps, just described. The
regime has already reorganised its
central repressive apparatus under
government, rather than military
command, which includes shifting
security forces from other areas to
the police, an immediate doubling

of

the police force, followed by an
increase of more than tenfold over

the next several years, with special
emphasis on riot units, "terrorist"
investigative units and security at.
key communications and transport

reassruances that whites have "noth-

double-barreled "development aid"
to its neighbours of the most obvi-

ing to fear from us". And he immediately agreed in principle to give up

ous kind.

the "armed struggle" (which the
ANC has always seen as a pressure

The white settler state has long
followed a policy of virtually na
investment in social services for the
black majority. Now they will most
likely set up some vehicles to ease
some aspects of the double standard
they have built their prison camp on,

although how exactly is not yet
clear, perhaps through integrating
some schools and housing for a
minority.

The regime's strategy is a sEategy
for a weak and desperate ruling class
looking to keep its system afloat by

any means

it

can. The trouble is,

their crisis is deep. They are not able
to and do not intend to improve the

lives of the masses to any real

extent, or to alter the basic nature

of

their system which has always
depended on the most vicious

points. Since the withdrawal of

national oppression and superexploitation of the black population. If

South African troops from Angola,

a few blacks are able to benefit from

there has been a 20 percent increase

the minor concessions tossed their
way, conditions for the broad masses
may well worsen.
Still they must continue to squeeze

in defence spending that is earmarked for weapons modemisation

and strategic arms development.
Their attempt to appease the inter-

the Azanian people at a rate that

nal political climate through some

attracts and manages to stabilise for-

formal "legal" changes forms part of
a broader effort to upgrade the

eign investment, while in their own

regime's all-round image, particularly by creating new legitimacy internationally and breaking through the

political and diplomatic isolation
that has somewhat hindered the

apartheid rulers. The goal here is to
encourage friends and rading partners to operate more freely to help
bolster the sagging economy and the
position of disress of the regime in
general. It is also linked to some
bigger strategic plans of the imperialiss to fortify South Africa as the
economic powerhouse and regional
gendarme of the subcontinent. (For
example, yet another "secret'' nucle-

ar project to build a middle-range
missile with lsrael has been recently

words, they must change ttre climate
at home to one of "reform" instead of
"revolution", while establishing conLrol, somehow, over a hostile, subjugated people. Otherwise, their rule
over the plantation as a whole may
unravel and blow up in their faces, as

it already is beginning to do.
Azania's Future is Not Negotiable
People the world over were elated

at Nelson Mandela's release from
prison. But it would be naive not to
see this as a coldly calculated move
to begin to win over and mould the
black social base the white regime
needs for its strategy as well as to

widely influence public opinion in

their own economic crisis through
new openings to low-quality manu-

general. Unfortunately, Mandela,
along with the liberal businessmen,
church officials, professionals and
other bourgeois and petit bourgeois
strata that form the social base of his
ANC, has played his capitulationist
role with the skill of a true bourgeois

factured goods markes in ttre Third

repeatedly

revealed.)

In alliance with their imperialist
partners, the apartheid rulers hope to
even more rapaciously dominate the
continent of Africa and try to stem

World in general and in Eastern

integrity, their honest aims, with

Europe. Their principal export, however, remains armaments, and this is

politician. He has

extolled the ruling class leaders'

tactic to spur negotiations and never
as a revolutionary means of destroy-

ing the enemy state and seizing
power). Of course, challenging the
state's armed right to rule the masses
is not on the white government's
negotiations agenda.

Mandela's "peace" talk has also
begun to backfire, dispelling the
myth that he possesses some magical power to heal the deep divisions
of brutal colonial society. At a public speech in Durban shortly after his
release, he was loudly booed when
he called on people to "bury the past

and extend your hand", and to
"throw your arms into the sea".
Hearing this programme, some of
the rebellious youth in the townships

have said they will take up arms
against the ANC "and all shortcuts
and sellouts" if necessary. Others
oppose the "one man, ong vote" slogan with the old PAC saying, "one

settler, one bullet". How useful
Mandela will remain for the rulers is
not yet clear, although ANC leaders,

along with other black collaborationist forces, will certainly be in the
thick of the coming debate over
what "share" privileged blacks are to
be awarded in the reforms. In many

ways the government has already
outstripped the ANC's pitiful "pre-

negotiations" demands and has
shown it will go further in dismantling some apartheid structures.
Also, with the collapse of imitation
communism in the East bloc

-

which formerly propped up revisionist movements like the ANC and a
certain pro-Soviet model of phoney
African socialism as part of their
contention with the Western imperialiss
ttrese forces are more than
ever driven straight into the arms
and jaws of the West. They have lost
some of their clout for negotiated
settlements with the disappearance

-

of their former social-imperialist
muscle. Will these reformists also

hail the arrival of their

East

European "brothers" now being

recruited by the South African
regime to beef up its white reactionary social base?
Political compromise was no surprise coming from the ANC and the
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political organisations

it

influences

always been the comer-stonethisof has
their political line. How fast

this allies with outright reaction,
however, became apparent with the
lightning capitulation of the
Umkhonto we Sizwe (ANC armed
wing) chief of staff who went from
vowing to "never lay down our
arms" to arguing that the regime
"needs a chance". His approval of
the continuation of "normal policing", while they must "refrain from
unnecessary brutality" was as outrageous as his call for an end to "political" executions, tacitly approving
the fate of those the terrorist
aparttreid ruling class wants to hang
as "common criminals"! Just how
far will these capitulationist forces
wearing national liberation movement costumes dance to the tune of
their own oppressors, sharpening
their knives in the masses' backs?!
Negotiations are a strategic part of

the terms the white ruling class
wishes to impose for stabilising its
rule, and the very process aims at
dividing the opposition into "loyal"
and hostile camps, while shifting
struggle away from the real issue of
q)

b
ct)
Ot

national liberation. This has created
some confusion among people who
hate the system, including some revolutionary nationalist forces, as it is
meant, to. Just as these forces have
correctly always attacked the ANC's

=
= reformist strategy of "opposing
P
apartheid" instead of doing away
a with the whole rotten colonial systr tem backed by imperialism, the

o

negotiations trap must be exposed

as

extension of the same. The
= an
oppressed share zo common ground
with the oppressor and must not be
lured into his multiple schemes for
prolonging his domination over
them. The highly polarised atmo-

sphere in South Africa today, the
high tide of rebellion and the rapidity with which the masses are further
awakening to political life are all
favourable factors for a revolutionary line to take root. While these

have been tempted by the idea, for
example, ttrat ttre enemy is now in a
position of "giving up some territory", so better ry to make it on "oul"

terms than his, and better "our"

terms than the revisionist capitulationist ones of the ANC. Others perhaps are clear that nothing will come
of these negotiations, but think they
help establish the diversity of the

national liberation movement opposition, give recognition to forces up
until now overshadowed by the
worldwide promotion of the ANC

(well-financed from abroad and
armed with a host of publications)
and build a broad legal opposition
movement to apartheid. Unfortunately, this logic leads to getting

sucked in by the enemy's many tentacles. A veritable maze of potential
speculation and refinement of these
terms becomes possible: who has the

right to represent and speak for
black people, what demands are
winnable from the enemy, what can
be yielded, what "united front" of
the leftist forces is possible (which
is in reality a coalition of various
middle-class forces) and so on.

The basic problem is that no
amount of "left-wing" politicking
with the enemy is going to weaken
him further. All this playing in his
court only strengthens his hand; it in
no way advances the revolutionary
sruggle and in fact berays the revolutionary masses who are rising up
and eagerly looking around for leadership that will take their combat
against the enemy higher and not lead
them back into his treacherous arms.

From the point of view of the
intemational proletariat, which seeks
a radical rupture with all the existing

social relat,ions shackling the
oppressed masses not only in
Azania, but throughout the world,
only a thoroughgoing revolution, a
new democratic revolution, can
smash the white minority colonial
state and tmly bring forward a revolutionary society under the rule of
the Azanian labouring masses and

negotiations and the phoney reform

is

process must be exposed so that
people better understand the strategy

way for socialist revolution. This
must be done by waging a genuine

of the enemy, along with his allies,
the real task is the liberation of

war of the masses, a people's war,
led by a party based on Marxism-

Azania, now more than ever, when
the enemy is weak and clutching at
compromise solutions. A whole different solution is required.

Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought
(MLM), the only type of party that
will share no ground with the
oppressor. As was pointed out in the
Call to Azanian revolutionaries to

Some black nationalist forces

proletarian vanguard, clearing the

Link up with the RIM, "Only

a party

guided by MLM can lead the
uncompromising, protracted struggle
necessary to smash white rule and
carry out a national and democratic
revolution to free Azania of imperialism and its local props as part of

the international proletariat's
advance on a world scale."

There is no shortcut from Mao's
difficult but uplifting path of relying
on the masses of oppressed peasants
and workers to fight, arms in hand,

for their own liberation. Naturally
there will be particularities to how
this is applied in South Africa, there
will be specific problems to resolve
in building the people's army there,

in handling the contradictions

between the countryside and urban
areas, in approaching the class differences among the oppressed themselves, and in figuring out how to
begin to wage war against a modern,
well-armed state backed by imperialism. People's war is a harder path,
but it is the only path that can win
total liberation.
The revolutionary situation today
sharply poses the challenge to revolutionaries to rise to the heights that
Mao's path demands in order to lead
the masses. The oppressed are leaming very quickly about who is selling out whom, about whom "negotiated settlements" really aim to
please, and especially that the "new
South Africa" looks and smells just
like the old one, even if the chains
have been loosened a little for a few
blacks. It is up !o those in occupied
Azania who refuse to share one centimetre of turf with the enemy and

who

will fight to lead the masses

towards a different future to change
the terms of the whole battle. A revolutionary pole must be planted in
the soil of great upsurge that is rocking the white regime to its foundations; it must however be done by

taking up the science of Mao
Tsetung Thought in a thoroughgoing way to study the enemy and
his methods and allies, to analyse
who are the friends and allies of the
people, and to forge the necessary
political and ideological leadership
!o prepare for and carry through to
the end a genuine war of liberation,
without being thwarted or dislodged
by the enemy. Political power must

be seized from below and the
oppressed of Azania deserve no less
than tlre chance to go for that.O
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On the lnternotionol Situotion

New Twist in the
lmperiolist Knot
By the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA
The dramatic and sudden collapse question posed for resolution, a new
of long-existing state structures in factor with immense implications
Eastern Europe in late 1989 and for world affairs.
early 1990 underlines the basic truth If Marxism-Leninism-Maoism
of the observation in the Declara- enabled the revolutionary commution of the Revolutionary Interna- nists, as expressed in the aforementionalist Movement, adopted in tioned Declaration, to see most
1984:
clearly the impermanence of the
"The post World War 2 world is existing woild order and the underrapidly coming apart at the seams. lying stresses and strains that. were
The international economic and threatening to tear it asunder, it is
political relations, the 'division of also true that Marxism-Leninismthe world'
established through Maoism never claimed a capacity o

imperialist powers' inexorable compulsion to further expand, and all of

foretell the future. The actual march
of events will always prove richer,
more complex, variegated and surprising than the predictions of any

ultimately be resolved by world war
between rival blocs, unless revolu-

theory. Nevertheless, it is against the
actual course of events that any ttre-

world war had also led to revolu-

-

2
to the

and in the aftermath of World War

no longer corresponds
-needs
of various imperialist powers
to 'peacefully' extend and expand
their proht empires.... The very

logic

of the imperialist system and
revolutionaries is preparing a
situation. The contradiction

the

new

between

the rival bands of imperialists,
between the imperialists and the

ory which claims to be scientific
must be tested, and the revolutionary
communists do not shy away from,
such a critical evaluation.
At the turn of the decade of the

proletariat and the bourgeoisie in the 1980s, the Revolutionary Comimperialist counEies, are all likely in munist Party, USA (RCP,USA), as is
the coming period to express them- well known, put forward its belief
selves by the force of arms on an that world war would most likely
unprecedented scale."
break out in the course ofthe decade
Many of the elements that unless prevented by revolution in
appeared most permanent and large and/or strategic parts of the
unshakable in the post World War 2 world. And, if not prevented, world
world, including the boundaries of war would, in tum, give rise to revooppressed nations, between the

the different European countries lutionary struggle throughout the
themselves, stand revealed as merely world. This analysis was made on
provisional, temporary and (from a the basis of our understanding of the
world historic point of view) transi- dynamics of imperialism and our
tory phenomena. Even the most observations of the contemporary
unthinkable modification of fron- world situation: (l) that the network
tiers, the reunification of an imperi- of international relations established
alist Germany hitherto divided into through World War 2 (the "division
two antagonistic war blocs, is no of the world") was no longer
longer simply a matter for conjec- favourable to the continuing expandture, nor even the hidden agenda of ed reproduction of capital. This netWest German revanchists or a battle- work had increasingly stood as a
cry of die-hard reactionaries: it is a limit in the way of the different

these powers needed to break up the

existing framework and establish a
new one more favourable to them;
(2) two imperialist blocs (one led by
U.S. imperialism, the other by
Soviet social-imperialism) were

increasingly in conflict with each
other

each one standing as the
immediate and direct obstacle !o the

-

other's expansion efforts. History
had shown that such conflicts would

tion imposed its own resolution of
these contradictions, and that each

tionary advances. Mao Tsetung and
the revolutionary comrades of the
Chinese Communist Party had been

clearly stressing this point with
increasing urgency in the years
immediately preceding the reac-

tionary coup d'etat following Mao's
in t976; (3) finally, the actual
course of events followed by the
imperialist states through much of
deatlr

the 1980s and the period immediate-

ly preceding indicated that the two
blocs were on such a collision
course towards world war. This was

reflected in the political, military,
ideological and cultural realms as
well

in particular wittr the rise of

"Reaganism"
in the United States
and the aggressive pursuit of the
Soviet imperialiss' project as well,

most notably the invasion of
Afghanistan in 1979 and the subsequent war there. It was in this context that the RCP,USA analysed that
the principal contradiction in the
world was between the two imperialist blocs.
World war had ceased to be
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"unthinkable" and became a practi-

Soviet blocs
that have resulted in
a temporary and partial mitigation of
this contradiction and put off for a

these conditions, our Party sought to

frontation between these imperialist
blocs. But we should not lower our
guard and flip to the other side,
ignoring or underestimating the very
real, deep-going, and still intense
contradictions between these imperi-

"sound

tle alarm" to the proletariat

as to the danger

of such

a conflagra-

tion and to call on the proletariat and
the peoples to strive to avert such a
catastrophe through stepping up rev-

olutionary struggle.

In retrospect, events have not
rorked out in the way we had forerseen. And like others throughout the
world, we are overjoyed that such a
war has not taken place. The breakneck drive to war of the mid-1980s

(the implantation of the Euro-

missiles in Germany, the shooting
down of the jet airliner KAL 007

over Soviet airspace, the ever
increasing decibel level of sabre-rattling) has given way to the situation

today which in many ways appears
as the mirror opposite: the climate

of

dangerous rivalry between the two
superpowers has been replaced, on
the surface at least" by a new era of
"muhlal understanding" between the
U.S. and the USSR. The "cold war"

officially declared over.

lo

has been

b
o)

reflects important elements of to-

g)

=
=
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diction between the U.S. and the

cal plan of the imperialist ruling
classes to which, to a large degree,
other domestic and foreign policy
goals were subordinated. Under

Certainly public perception

day's reality. At the same time it is
wrong and dangerous to mistake the
appearance for the essence of things.
The world most definitely has not
entered into a new era of peace and
ranquility. Instead we are seeing an
.rverall intensification of the basic

rontradictions in the world and a

deepening of the crisis of imperialism. In our opinion, ttre orientation
of the Declaration,lhal these contraldictions are moving to a point where
they will be resolved by the force of
arms, also remains trtue. The most
important factor to recognise and
seize hold of in tlu new internation-

alframrwork is the more favourable
'conditions
for revolution in the

-

certain time a direct, all-out con-

alist blocs and the continuing danger
of world war."t

The current situation is a result
both of the overall intensification of
contradictions and a shift, however
temporary and partial it may prove,
in the relative weight of the major
contradictions in the world (the contradiction between the imperialist
powers, the contradiction between
the imperialists and the oppressed
nations and the contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie in the imperialist and capitalist countries. The other major contradiction of the era of imperialism,
between socialist states and imperialism, is currently inoperative as a
result of the restoration of capitalism
in the previously existing socialist
states.)

In Eastern Europe it is easy to see
the results of many different contradictions at work. First, while the
cold war has been declared over and
the U.S. and the USSR are indeed
negotiating, collaborating and con-

niving over how to best exploit
some of the countries of the region,
it is also true that the previous rivalry that existed between these imperi-

alist powers has not disappeared and

is raking new forms. U.S. imperialism has been able to introduce pow-

erful forces closely linked to it into
the govemment structures of several
of these states. The Western bloc, for
the time being, has made use of the
discontent of the masses with the old
regimes, but it is also acutely aware

of the need to prevent such turmoil

tervailing phenomenon: tle intensification of imperialist conflicts witlrin each of ttrese blocs. This is most

in
East and the West
- tothethe spectre
in relation
of a reunitclear

ed imperialist Germany.

The West German ruling class had

never renounced, even formally, its
claim to represent all of what was

prewar Germany (which includes
not. only East Germany but large
chunks of other countries as well,

especially Poland). But until

Gorbachev began o send out "feelers" about the possibiliry of German
reunification as early as 1987, such a
goal seemed impossible except as a
direct result of victory in another

world war.
For geographical and historical
reasons, Germany's natural "sphere
of influence", the region where it
invariably seeks to establish its
hegemony and shore up its base for
broader world conquest, is in Eastern Europe. A reunified Germany
means not, only the merging of East

Germany into the West German
imperialist machine, it means providing much of the fuel for this
machine (the most vital being the
labour of the proletariat) from the
more backward countries of Eastern
Europe. This includes especially
Poland and other areas in and outside the present borders of the USSR

of
that today form
-thecountries
Soviet imperialist empire.
part

Ultimately, tlis reality hardly augers

for peace between a voracious
Germany and the Soviet Union.

Quite the contrary, it was the desire
for Germany to seek its natural "living space" in the East that was one

of the decisive features pushing
Hitler's Germany toward war with
the then socialist Soviet Union. But
at present the Soviets seem to feel
that their interests are best served by
allowing the German jackals o feed
on East European meat in the hopes
that, in return, this German machine

from developing into a genuine rev-

Bob Avakian, Chairman of the

will be so mighty that it

olutionary movement. This aspect

even the Soviet economy out of its

Central Committee of the RCRUSA,
summed up the party's past views
this way:

bears resemblance to the role played
by the revisionist parties in the West,

morass and, furthermore, that
Germany's eastward links will

who were used to bolster Soviet
interests while striving to contain
and suppress genuine revolutionary
sruggle.

loosen it from the Western alliance.

"First of all, we were correct in
stressing the real and heightening
danger of world war. Second, it is
true that things did not work out the
way we had anticipated, and there
have been shifts in world contradictions
and in particular the conEa-

Furthermore, the very fact that the
contradiction between the U.S. and
the Soviet Union has been partially
mitigated opens the door to a coun-

world as awhole.

-

can pull

For the moment, most of Germany's Western allies have officially
expressed support for the reunifica-

tion of Germany, and it is true that
the entire Western bloc benefits
from the weakening of the Soviet
bloc. But as reunification becomes
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less of a propaganda ploy and more
of a program for action, Germany's
friends and allies in the West
become more and more openly

real barriers to their capacity to fua-

form to the needs of the different

matically depart from the existing

national capital formations they preside over. These strategic needs and

frightened. The essential condition
Gorbachev has posed for the reunification of Germany is the elimination
of Western troops from within its
borders. Although it is unclear to
what extent Gorbachev will be able
to impose his conditions for reunifi-

example, West Germany's growth
has come on the basis of its parrrership within the Western imperialist

cation, a short-term compromise
would not change his medium-range
goal of a Germany decoupled mili
urily from the U.S. And a reunited

Germany without U.S. or Soviet
troops is a different Germany than
that of today, and would be a major

order without calling these vital relationships into question as well. For

empire. Thus it is difficult to see
how any durable and viable redivision of the world could take place
without the violent recasting of a/,

imperialist relationships and a new
order being brought about on the

a

peaceful redivision of the world, that

is, a decisive redrawing of

the

of influence of the different
imperialist powers and of the netspheres

work of links between them, without
the violent conflict between rival
imperialist blocs.

What we understand about the
workings of imperialism and l€nin's
basic teachings on the subject iugues
strongly against the possibility of
peaceful division. While it is true
that the objective need for a new
redivision affects all the imperialist
powers, this same need presents
itself to each imperialist power in
differing and often opposite ways.
What is a favourable redivision for

one power

is generally a very

unfavourable division for is rivals.
It is certainly true that the Soviet
rulers have a number of short and

even intermediate-range interests
which, as pointed out earlier, overlap

especially with those

of

West

German imperialism. But fundamentally the opposite is the case: each of
these powers needs its own hegemony over Central and Eastern Europe.

Furthermore, both West Germany
and the USSR have their own
already existing relationships with
other states (blocs) which constitute

However much individual ruling
class figures might prefer to march
forward on the road of peaceful redivision and joint exploitation, the
underlying conflicts between differ-

while the possibility of further significant, even dramatic, realignments in the current world balance
cannot be ruled out, it is necessary
to see such shifts and realignments
no, as the beginning of a new spiral
which holds within it the possibility
of a new round of dynamic develop-

By "durable" or "viable" redivision of the world, we mean one
which could allow a whole new spi-

realignment would represent

direction and then in another.

different powers.

ral of imperialist growth and development, such as that which has

Germany with all which that entails
vis-a-vis the npo existing imperialist
blocs would represent a significant
shift in imperialist power relations.
The problem remains whether such a

"invisible hand" pushing governments and statesmen first in one

ent imperialist states is bound to

stage than that of today.

The prospect for a reunified

will continue to assert

themselves and play the role of the

only basis possible for imperialists,
that of the relative strength of the

actor on a substantially different
Can the World be
Peacefully Redivided?

interests

marked most of the post-World War
2 period. And it is nothing less than
a protracted and sustained period of
capitalist development which could
accomplish the miracles that are

being called for: modernisation of
the backward economies

of Central

and Eastern Europe, the development of vast new markets for con-

sumer goods

in these countries

(which would imply a radical raising
of living standards for at least a
major section of the people), and a

corresponding intensification of
imperialist exploitation in the Third

World. All this is supposed to trke

reemerge

all the more sharply.

So

ment but as part of tle conclusion
ttre existing spiral, as a reflection

of
of
the fact that the current division of
the world is no longer adequate for
the expanded reproduction of capital, East or West. The RIM Declaration makes reference to Stalin's
famous quote of World War 1 about
"tying all of the contradicrions in the L
world into a single knot and throwing them onto the scales for resolu- o
=
tion". Today's situation is not the T
resolution or "denouement" of the o
imperialist knot, but rather its

place without disturbing the powers
already seated at the imperialist banquet table
P1s'1ss, Britain, Japan,

tightening and the further internvining of the opposing trends of the

etc.

proletarian revolution. Recent events

-

It is clear that at least some of the
governmental and ruling class
spokesmen are drunk with this delusion. In particular this is true of the
German imperialist ruling class who

believe they may have at last found
their way out of their long-standing

dilemma

-

how to pursue their

strategy of German reunification and

"living space" in the East
while saving their homeland from
the virtual destruction that a fullscale war between the two rival
blocs, fought to no small degree on
German territory, would entail.
According to press accounts, even
the dour Chancellor Kohl is full of

drives toward imperialist war and

ital". That is to

say, their policies

and strategy must ultimately con-
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do not argue for a protracted, (o
"peaceful" expansion of the imperi- a
alist system but rather for a period of (rt
intense turmoil and conflict out of
which a new alignment of world
relations will be born.
More Favourable Grounds
for Revolution

obtain

vigour and optimism these days...
But whatever different rulers East
and West may believe, their soul, to
paraphrase Marx, is the "soul of cap

d

The fact that the collision course
between the two rival imperialist
blocs has been temporarily mitigated

creates new conditions governing
the revolutionary process in different
countries and the world as a whole.
There are certainly some unfavourable elements to the new situation,
for example, that certain imperialist
powers now feel less restricted in
their aggression against the
oppressed nations and counries (the
Panama invasion is a recent case in
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point). However, the main implication for revolutionary sfuggle is the
opposite: the conditions are more

Russian peoples and the central

favourable for the proletariat and the

authorities, the inevitable sacrifices

oppressed peoples.
One of the nro main pillars of the
imperialist system in the past period,

that are being demanded of the pro-

the USSR, is undergoing tremendous internal upheaval. The only
ones who can be disheartened by the
difficulties of this great enemy are

those who continued to believe
against all evidence that the revisionist USSR has been a friend of
the oppressed peoples, or at least a
"lesser evil" than the U.S. whose
conflict with this latter power is sup-

posedly in the interests of the
oppressed. The capacity of the
USSR to intervene against revolu-

tion is, at least temporarily, dramatically reduced, and this becomes a
favourable factor for challenging tlre
existing order in all of the Soviet
empire and beyond.

Furthermore, the political influ-

of the USSR and its ability o
mislead the masses has also under-

ence
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gone dramatic changes. While
Gorbachev is quite popular with
bourgeois public opinion in the
imperialist West, the political
authority of the USSR has been

selves, the dramatic heightening of
the contradiction between the non-

letariat in the "restructuring" drive
of these factors have awak-enedallsleeping
peoples to political
life and created the circumstances in
which the programs and political

platforms of different classes and
tendencies can be examined by the
If even
the most rudimentary steps can be
taken now toward the establishment
of a genuine proletarian revolutionary vanguard, then the possibility for
a real revolutionary opening cannot
masses and tested in practice.

be dismissed.

In Eastern Europe, many of the
in the USSR,
but there are also many differences
that stem from the existence of different states and nations as well as
from the historical circumstances in
which the East bloc was created
(i.e., East Europe became pafl of the
same factors exist as

socialist camp not as a result of revolution in these countries but basically due to the victory of the Soviet
Red Army against the Nazis). As the

RIM Declaration points out, little
socialist transformation was actually

greatly undermined elsewhere as the
nature of the USSR as a capitalist
power standing opposed to the interests of the oppressed peoples is all
the more evident. Forces like George
Habash of the Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine @FLP) who
have long served as apologiss of the

carried out. in these countries. The
collapse of these exploiting regimes
offers the best opening for revolutionary advance in this region since
revisionism consolidated its hold in

Soviet social-imperialists are very

from the Brink

quiet these days, and all the more so
as the USSR steps up is collaboration with Israel itself. Today, it is

very difficult to justify one's own
capitulation through reference to a

supposedly larger interest represented by the USSR; still less is it possible to hold out the hope of Soviet
"aid" as the key to advancing the
liberation struggles.
Nor should we underestimate the
potential for upheaval in the Soviet
Union itself taking on a more revolutionary character. It is true that the
ideological and political weight of

the mid-1950s.

Gorbachev Steps Back
The current turn in world affairs is
essentially due to the policies adopted by Mikhail Gorbachev within the

Soviet Union and internationally.
Upon coming to power, Gorbachev
inherited a Soviet imperialist system

marked by a colossal military

vening reigns of Andropov and

Chernenko did not break in any
decisive way with "Brezhnevism".
The Brezhnev period of "stagna-

tion" was, of course, not only

an

economic phenomenon. It was also
marked by important advances on
the part of the Soviet imperialists in

their conflict with the U.S. And it
had repercussions in all other
spheres as well. The notorious lack
of political and intellectual liberties
under the Brezhnev form of bourgeois dictatorship, the rampling on

the national rights of the nonRussian nations making up the
USSR, even the Russo-centric political and ideological atmosphere
engendered by Brezhnev & Co,
were all part of a package whose
core was preparations for an all-out
military confrontation with the Wesi.
bloc.
When Khrushchev came to power
through a reactionary coup d'etat in
1956 he declared his intention to
"peacefully compete" with the West
and made many grandiose boasts of

how he would "bury" the West
through victory in this peaceful
competition. The building of the
Berlin Wall was perhaps the most
dramatic illustration of this view.
The East bloc would be "walled off'
economically and politically from
the West even though it would continue to interpenetrate in a single
world economy, in the Third World

for example. The "socialist" system
would triumph not by destroying the
West but by beating the West at "its
of
own game"
- the construction
modern imperialist
states with a
standard of living for broad sections
of the masses that only the privileges of imperialism could guarantee.

But such a competition was bound
to fail. The division of the world that

by the Western imperialist war
machine. This massive military

existed in the post-war world was
highly unfavourable to the new
rulers of the Soviet Union, despite
their hegemony over a number of
not-insignificant countries of Eastern Europe, especially East Germany. More importantly, the Soviet
bloc did not have the same kind of

Khrushchev and Brezhnev-style

buildup is an essential reason for

neocolonial empire that the U.S. had

revisionism is heavy indeed, and this
makes it very difficult for the emer-

what Gorbachev called the economic "stagnation" in the USSR during
the Brezhnev period (that is, the

rue that the calling into question of

period following the fall of
Khrushchev up to Gorbachev's

established in the wake of World
War 2. Even in countries where it
was able to gain a foothold, for
example, in the state sector in India,
the weaknesses in its own capital

the form of rule by the rulers them-

ascension to power). The short inter-

formation prevented the social-

gence

of a

genuine Marxistit is also

Leninist-Maoist line. But

machine. Estimates are that war
preparations consumed 207o of the
Soviet gross national product, which
represents much more (in relative
terms) than the resources consumed
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imperialists from being able to

in

Soviet expansionary pressures
would inevitably meet with resistance from other powers. Similarly,
the Western powers themselves

home markeL In other words, piecemeal advances by the Soviet imperialists were not enough to enable it to

could not be permanently bound by
the existing division of the world.
First, the "cards" had been dealt out
unevenly to the Western players.
Although some, like West Germany,

compete on a world scale with its

have done well acting within a new

rivals.

set of connections and linkages
within the U.S. empire, ultimately
these powers, too, must seek to increase and consolidate their own
spheres of influence. These pres-

invest on the scale necessary to profit fully from these opportunities and,

l.urn, use the superprofits that
could be garnered in a place like
India to fuel new dynamism in the

Indeed, the "peaceful competi-

tion" became more and more onesided throughout the decades of ttre
1970s and 1980s, especially in economic terms. Even so, Brezhnev's
challenges to the West bloc made
considerable headway, for example,
in Angola, Ethiopia, etc. And U.S.
imperialism had been significantly
shaken by its humiliating and costly
defeat in Vierram.

The whole imperialist system,
East and West, was increasingly
confronted with the built-in limits to
its profit-engendering capacities;
both blocs continued to -lurch ahea_{
but at rates and from a surting pdint
determined by what had gone before
(especially the division of the world
rthey had inherited). Furthermore, the
'massive war build-up carried out by
ithe U.S. and the USSR in particular
would have very different (and temporarily, at least, opposite) effects on
Ithe home economies. The U.S. "perverse recovery" of the Reagan era
was fueled in large part by a massive

military buildup while the Soviet
economy was already burdened
down by military expenditures even
before the decibel level jumped at
the beginning of the decade (taking

'the Afghanistan invasion as a start-

ing point).
The problem for the Soviet leaders
was never one of "guns or butter".
Then, as now, the Soviet ruling class
could only make their political, economic and military decisions within
piuameters determined by the workings of the imperialist system itself.
Once the decisive step of transforming the formerly socialist state into a
capitalist one had been taken, the
leaders of such a system were not

and could not be free to choose
whatever path of development and
whatever form of competition with
the West they might desire. In other
words, their imperialist nature itself
pushed them into a course

of chal-

lenging the hegemony of the U.S.
imperialist bloc.

sures, however, took place and acted

through a bipolar framework which
pitted the whole Western imperialist
bloc against the Soviet Union and
its allies. In other words, France and
W Germany, while ultimately competitors of U.S imperialism, sought
to advance their own independent
imperialist interests through alliance
with the U.S. fiust as the U.S. had
carried out its takeover of the British
Empire not by going to war against
Britain but in great measure while it
was Britain's ally in World War 2).

Furthermore, in the very important
case of West Germany, the "natural"

sphere of influence (including a
large part of the historic "home
base" itself, East Germany) was
solidly (or so it seemed!) anchored
in the Soviet orbit.
Qualitative Nature of
the Division of the World

it is not correct to
of the world only as
a quantitative parcelling out of difFurthermore,

see the division

ferent spheres of influence.

It

also
has a qualitarive element as well, in

that only a redivision of the world
provides the necessary impetus to a

whole new round (or spiral) of

logical mobilisation of the masses

that accompanies war may (if things
go well for them) enable the imperialists to intensify exploitation and
clamp down on the proletariat. All
this is part of the wrenching process
of reorganisation of capital.
At the same time, the altered capital base of the imperialist countries
interacts with new modes of control
over and penetration of the colonies
and neocolonies. The integration of

colonies into a new global frame-

work enables imperialist capital to
both more profitably expand and
restructure internationally and to
further transform production relations in the oppressed countries to
meet its requirements.z

The Brezhnev program was not
based on the hypothesis of long-term

peaceful competition with the West.
His massive military expenditures
were a reflection of the fact that the
defence of Soviet "real socialism"

(ie, social-imperialism) would rely
on force and ultimately offered the
only real prospect. for their triumph
over the West. These expenditures
were a type of "investment" which
mortgaged the present against hopes
for the future.

But such investments could not
endure indefinitely. By putting ever
increasing tension on the contradictions of Soviet society the Brezhnev
policies threatened to blow up in the
face of the ruling class. The explo.
sion of contradictions seen in the
perestroika years of Gorbachev did
not come out of the blue; the pressure had long been building. When

Gorbachev came to power he was
confronted with the choice between

continuing Brezhnev's policies
with the very real likelihood of the
outbreak of war in the immediate
perid ahead
or making a radical

-

imperialist development through the
further centralisation of capital and
the destruction of inefficient capitals
and their reintegration into others.
This need, also, would make itself

departure from the basic course the
country had been on for some time.
It is also necessilry to recall the

felt in the West as well as the East.
War, and the process of going into
and coming out of it, plays a decisive role in all of this. This is not
only because large amounts of productive capacity are destroyed but

By all accounts, relations between
the USSR and the U.S. were, as
Shevardnadze put it at the time, at

also because war enables the imperi-

alist state, to a large degree, to
directly organise production along
the most rational lines. Also, very
importantly, the political and ideo-

international situation

when

Gorbachev came to power

1985.

in

their worst point since World War 2
quite a statement considering all

-the extreme moments of conflict
between the two powers in that period (the Berlin airlift, Korean War,

Cuban missile crisis, etc.). The U.S.
ruling class, through the adoption of
"Reaganism", had made it clear that
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it intended to pursue its own program of militarisation and confrontation with the Soviets at wharever cost.

In fact, Reagan presided over the

biggest military buildup in world
history. And it was not a question of
the production of war materiel alone

the U.S. had been pursuing the
-Soviets
across the board: its efforts
to destabilise Nicaragua's Sandinist
regime, the introduction of a new
generation of nuclear-tipped missiles
in Europe in 1983, the invasion of

in history, but chance itself is not
"blind": underlying laws of motion
are expressed througft chance
events. While any one "incident"
need not have started a third world
war, these two collision paths would
inevitably give rise to one such
"incident" after another until a war
did break out. This is one reason

why

it is not correct to treat thd

whole post World War 2 period as an

indistinguishable block in which a
more or less constant and unchang-

ing danger of war exists simply
of

Grenada to depose a pro-Soviet

because of the general tendencies

regime, and so on.

imperialism.
While the possibility of the outbreak of woild war cannot be ruled

It is never completely clear to

,what extent various representatives
of the ruling class are conscious of
the direction in which ttreir policies

are heading. Some historians, for
example, claim that Hitler was surprised at the British declaration of

out at any time, this possibility can
become either relatively remote or
acutely imminent at a given time. To

deny this, to act as though there is
no particularity to the development

war following his invasion of of contradictions or that they can
only all intensify in a one-dimenboth believe nuclear war was sional way, is bound to lead to errors
inevitable? Late in his term, when in assessing the situation and in
Poland. Did Brezhnev and Reagan

"Reaganism" had taken a severe

beating by the Iran/Contra scandal,
Reagan himself professed his supto
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posed concern (without naming
names) that some of his inner circle

believed in the "inevitability of
nuclear war". Yet several years
before his "conversion" Reagan had
declared before a group of Christian
fundamentalists that he expected to
see "Armageddon" (the biblical pre-

developing a policy in relation o it.
This can take the form of the error
mentioned earlier of denigrating the
very real danger of war that did exist
in the period in question by reducing
it to the permanent, if residual, dan-

ger of conflict that exists under
imperialism. Or such an argument'
can take an opposite form

consid-

diction of massive fire and the

ering the danger of the outbreak
of
war always imminent, always occu.
pying the same relative importance

destruction of the Earth) "in his life-

compared to the other contradictions

1i6s"

-

at age 70! Certainly,

Reagan had made his "firmness", his
ability "to push the button" if necessary, one of the main images he presented to the public. Both Reagan

and his inner circle were clear that

their policies brought with them

a

real risk of the outbreak of war, and
they accepted such a risk.
In the final analysis, however, 0re
subjective understanding of state
leaders is of far less importance than

in any given period. Such a view
would turn the danger of the outbreak of world war into a "holy
ghost", always present but never
tangible. In reality, the two views are
not as different from each other as it
appears.

But if it is true that it is ultimately
underlying laws, and not the decisions of statesmen, that determine
questions of war and peace, it is true
too that history is made by human

the momentum their policies give
rise to. The point is that both the
U.S. and the USSR were clearly
anchored on a war course in the
period from 1979 to 1986. Indeed,

beings, even if they do not make it
according to their will alone. And it
is clear that at a number of key junctures the state leaders did make decisions which backed away from the

the fact that a war did not take place
in that period is, to some degree, a

precipice of world war. Our Party
has already raised some points o{
self-criticism in relation to this

matter of chance, for any one of a
number of "incidents" could well
have started the chain of actions and
reactions leading to allout conflict.
Chance does play an important role

point. Specifically, we underestimat-r
ed the degree o which the massive

of the ruling classes when they were
confronted with the questions of ini-

tiating a war they could win.

Furthermore, the imperialists had
more freedom of action, more
manoeuvreing room, than we had
previously believed.

History has proven that imperialists will shrink before no crime if
they feel that the existence of their
class and its "vital interests" are at
stake. At the same time, they are
also acutely aware of the Pyrrhic

nature of any victory that would

come at the expense of the complete
or virtual desEuction of their home
base. Indeed, one of the most alarm-

ing features of the 1980s was the
imperialists' continual efforts to
solve this dilemma, to find a way of
surviving, winning and reconstructing on the basis of nuclear holocaust. (Militarily this took different
forms, such as the U.S.' stepped-up
search for t}te miracle weapon, "star
wars", that would free it to obliterate
its enemy wittrout suffering the consequences, or the "miniaturisation"

of nuclear weapons, developing

smaller, more accurate missiles and
warheads that could be more sharply

focused on military targets in the
hopes of making such weapons more
"usable". Of course, no one could be
sure how "survivable" such a nuclear war could be, but even the most
optimistic commentators wrote of
hundreds of millions of deaths.)
The rulers of the USSR and the
U.S. were confronted with the stark
reality of where their path was heading. And, indeed, this sober reckoning played a major role in influencing the choices to proceed along a
different path. This was particularly
the case when Gorbachev came to
power, but once he showed a desire
to slow down the immediate drive
towards war, the U.S. imperialists
also were quick to take up his offer,
for the U.S. too confronted the problem of the difficulties of surviving
and winning a nuclear war.
Reserves

As already pointed out, the fact
that the imperialists were able to
choose a different path is also a
question for analysis. In other'
words, bo_th blocs of imperialists,
seemedlo have more capacity to

destruction caused by nuclear

adapt, more "reserves", than we had

weapons would influence the actions

previously thought. An analysis of
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lhs "reserves" of the U.S. and Soviet U.S. imperialism could have been
blocs is outside the scope of this overtlrown.
aflicle and must be the subject of , One can anticipate the objection
further study. Still, a few points can that with such qualifications the very
be noted. First, it is important to concept of "reserves" has become so
stress that "reserves" is a relative lnebulous as to lose all value. No,
question. For an imperialist ruling -this is not fte case. It is possible to
class, "reserves" are those economic,

political, diplomatic and military

factors which they can mobilise to

enable them to meet exceptional
requirements and weather extraordinary difficulties. It is most definitely
not like a "reserve tank" of gasoline
that can be turned on when the other
fuel is used up and, in trrn, will continue to function for a clearly predictable period of time. For example, the lack of revolutionary struggle of the proletariat and oppressed

peoples or their errors can also
become a "reserve" for the ruling
class in times of crisis, and a most
important one at that!
There is no time when the imperi-

alists are completely "without
reserves". This is another way of
saying that imperialism, however
shaken and battered, will not fall of
its own weighq nor

will the outbreak

of war ever be "automa1ig"
- ofi1
would come about as a result
underlying tendencies and compulsions expressing themselves in con-

nection with and through interna-

tional events and concrete actions

taken

by the principal

srates

only collusion exist. For example,
even in the midst of war itself both
tendencies can be clearly seen. In
World War 2 the U.S. and Britain
were allied against the German bloc,

understanding to concretely analyse
the motion and development of the

it is clear that this alliance was
full of contention, as ttrese two rivals
each pursued different and highly
conflicting guls through the course
of their collaboration (or collusion)
against the other bloc. Similarl"y,
even while the Allied and the Axis

imperialist states, the underlying
weaknesses they face, as well as

bloc were in a life and death battle
for world supremacy, the two sides

understand the basic laws governing
the functioning of imperialism, and

it is possible on the basis of this

"the reseryes" they are able to draw
upon, and on this basis to develop
revolutionary strategy and policies
aimed at hastening the overthrow of
these beasts. That such analysis can
never be made with the same precision as a mathematical axiom does

not make it any less scientific
like all science it can only reflect
reality partially and like all science
it must continue to advance through
practice and the struggle between
the correct and the incorrect so as to

reflect reality more fully and completely. Furthermore, while all of
nature and society are in a constant
strte of change, human society (and
thus the world situation) are more
dynamic, changing and complex;
thus perception and analysis of peo.
ple cannot help but lag behind, to a
greater or lesser degfee, the actual
transformations taking place.

involved.

The corollary point must also be
Collusion and Contention
made: there is no specific level of
"reserves" which will guarantee that
Collusio+ and contentio[ are
the imperialiss will survive any par- .oBlo$tes in tne- dialsctical sens-si
ticular period of crisis or zo, go to 'that is, like all opposites, they interwar. Our Party has analysed that an penetrate with each other and can,
important factor enabling the U.S. under certain circumstances, transruling class to weather the storm form ttremselves into tlreir opposites.
provoked by the Vietnam war and
Collusion and contention always
the rise of a powerful revolutionary
exist between imperialist powers;
movement within the borders of the this conradiction is itself an expresU.S., most especially the Black lib- sion of the inherent tcndency in cap
eration movement" was its remaining italism of competing capitals to botl
economic, political and military attract and repel each other, and
reserves, connected with its position
whose very conditions of existence
at the head of a global empire. This demand the existence of other capiis certainly the major factor, for tals even though these capitals are
example, in the U.S. imperialists' inevitably locked in a battle to
ability, for a time, to pursue the destnoy each other. Capital stands as
Vietnam war while enabling the liv- one pole of a contradiction opposite
ing standards of broad strata in the labour (the proletariat), but it also
U.S. to rise. But it would be a seri- has contradiction within it. Marx
ous mistake to conclude from this captured this dual nature well when
that a full-scale revolutionary situa- he referred to the capiulist class as
tion could not have emerged in that i'an operating.frateroiry of thieves".
period or that it is inconceivable that
At no tlme can only contention or

but

colluded at important junctures
tle interests of proletarian
revolution and the Soviet Union.
Britain and Germany worked jointly
against

against the interests of the revolution

in Greece. Similarly, the policies of
the U.S. and Britain toward a "second front" were also governed, to no
small degree, by their desire both to
see the then socialist Soviet Union
bled and weakened by Germany (in
the early years of the war) and
(especially after the Red Army had
dealt Hitler a decisive blow) to min-

imise revolutionary advances sure to
accompany Hitler's defeat by rushing the Allied imperialist armies to

Berlin.

Ultimately, the relationship

between imperialist powers, and all

the more so between imperialist
blocs, is determined principally by
contention and only secondarily by
collusion. This, too, is rooted in the
fact that capital can only exist as
many, conflicting capitals. But what
is principal in a general sense does
not determine which aspect of the
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relationship between imperialist a
states is dominant, or principal, at tt
any moment in international affairs.

Opposites can and are transformed
into each other and this can take
place more rapidly, violently and
repeatedly as the contradiction itself
is heightened. The principal aspect
determines the nature of a contradic-

tion at any given time and in this
sense it can be said that the current
international situation is marked
more by collusion between the U.S.
and the USSR than by their contention. But it is also true that both

contention and collusion can
increase, even

if the relationship

between these two opposites undergoes change.

In today's situation collusion

has

become a more important factor in

world affairs, and even the con-
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tention between the imperialist powers is taking place lo no small extent

through and as part of their collusion. Even so, today's East-West
"honeymoon" could just as quickly
be transformed into a bitter and violent divorce.

The relationship between collusion and contention is, of course, no
stranger to the question of rhe principal contradicrion on a world scalq
Conrcntron and collusion are a unity
of opposites; they are two opposite
expressions, or forms of motion, of

the interimperialist contradiction.
Contention, and not collusion, is
what, in an overall and long-term
sense, characterises the contradiction between imperialist powers, and
it is ttre force that propels ttre imperialist states to war with one another.
The situation today where East-West
relations are more marked by collusion is both a ref'lection of the fact

that the principal contradiction has
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been temporarily and partially mitigated and it contributes to this temporary and partial mitigation. The
fact that the principal contradiction
has been partially and temporarily
mitigated
even if a new principal
contradiction were to clearly emerge
and govern the unfolding of world
events
does not and would not
mean the elimination of tle contra-

-

-

dictions between the imperialist
powers. Furthermore, these changes
are taking place in a world in which
the options, manoeuweing room and
'teserves" of the imperialist powers
are shrinking, and this is a further

argument against any tendencies
toward complacency. The overall
intensification of the basic contradictions means that the interrelationship between ftese different contradictions is all the more tightly drawn

and subject to rapid and dramatic
reconfigurations.

The collapse of the Eastern

European regimes is an illustration
of the above point. While long-term

rivalry betwern the two imperialist
blocs helped set the stage for this
collapse (including through the
West's direct efforts to foment trou-

ble in the opposing camp), the
upheaval was made possible in a
more immediate sense by the mitiga-

tion of the rivalry between the two
blocs and the temporarily predominant role of collusion in the superpower relationship, for it was the
sharpness of the conflict between the

two blocs which held in check, if
only temporarily, the centrifugal
forces within the blocs themselves.
(The mutual attraction of the two

countries

will

most,

definitely inter-

penetrate with and greatly influence
the development of the contradiction
between the two blocs.

Germanys toward each other existed

before as well, but the marriage
could not be consummated due to
the sharpness of the rivalry of their
respective clans.)

But it is important to note that

here, too, counterbalancing tendencies exist. As East and West Germany grow closer to each other and in
so doing upset many of the premises
on which both of the two blocs are
organised, there is also a tendency to
resolidify some previously strained
Poland with the USSR,
alliances
France with Briuin, and so forth.
It can be said that today's world
situation is marked by two opposite

-

factors. The straining of the post
Wodd War 2 structures has reached
the point of, as Mao put it in referring to the law of contradiction, conspicuous change. That the previous
framework is no longer viable is evident to all. But at the same time the

different actors on the world arena
are as yet unable to carry through
the necessary realigament. The redi-

vision of the world has already
begun, but this redivision cannot be
completed, it cannot be brought to
fruition, by the methods that are
being currently employed. The previozs division of the world cannot
help but assert itself and constantly

stand
plans

in the way of the best-laid
of the imperialists precisely

because it. has not been shattered.
The rest of strength of different
imperialist powers, the imposing of
will by one grouping over another
and the sorting out of relative
strength within the different group-

Gorbachev's Ace?
One thing is crystal clear: all of
the previously established snategies
of the imperialists, East and West,
are being restudied and revised. The
status qua is coming unravelled and
any attempt by one or another power

(or group of powers) to rest their
strategic interests on an effort to
maintain this status quo will surely
end in failure. Gorbachev, pushed by

the acuteness of the crisis in the
USSR, recognised this more rapidly
than his American counterparts and
played the more dynamic role in
triggering today's situation.

By playing the "German card",
that is, opening the door to German
reunification, Gorbachev has taken a
great gamble, but he has also thrown

what might turn out to be a giant
wrench into the Western alliance.
The question can be posed: are
Gorbachev's policies (especially
regarding Germany but even more
broadly) to be considered the white
flag of surrender by the "loser" of
the Cold War or rather a Machiavellian manoeuwe aimed at disrupting the West while Gorbachev actually proceeds with a hidden agenda?
Neither of these two views is correst, even though both contain elements of truth. As we have seen,

Gorbachev did (ot so it appears)
come to the double conclusion that
the status quo was no longer viable

and that, at the critical moment
when vital decisions had to be taken,

ings has yet to take place.

it was not possible to reshape the
world through war in a way

This is what explains the seeming
paradox of the current world situa-

favourable to Soviet social-imperialism at that time. In this sense,

tion. The very real cooperation
between the U.S. and the USSR is

allowing a number of previously
"frozen" situations
Afghanistan,
Nicaragua and, of coursg,
Germany
to witness important movement.
-On one level, the danger of world
war no longer fills the air. Yet the
rapid unravelling of yesterday's
seemingly immutable features is a
most destabilising factor in world
affairs. The increase in turmoil
among the ruling circles and the real

possibility of revolutionary upheavals among tle masses in many

Gorbachev did "back down". But
such a decision did not, of course,
change the imperialist character of

the Soviet Union nor did

it

mean

that Gorbachev had simply sulrendered to his enemies. It did mean
that he strove to consciously adopt
and apply new policies which most
favoured social-imperialism within
the framewort of his decision to
back away from the onward rush
toward war of the mid-1980s.
There is no evidence that the policies of Gorbachev will succeed,
even temporarily, in pulling the
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USSR out of the crisis in which it
has been mired. It is, certainly, an
attempt at radical restructuring of
the Soviet economic system, and it
is clearly seen by the Soviets as integrally connected with their efforts to
"restructure" (or redivide!) international relations as a whole. But even
while playing the key role in undoing the old order the Soviets have

not been able to fundamentally
recast international relations in a
way favourable to them. To take one

example, the German locomotive
has yet to be hitched to the Soviet
train. And even as Germany and the
USSR each strive to bring about
such a coupling, the fundamental
dispute over who will be the conductor and which direction the train

will roll cannot help but sharpen.
The underlying compulsion for a
new, more favourable division of
the world continues to exist for the
Soviet Union and it will continue to
assert itself in the different policies
that the Soviet rulers debate and
adopt. Even in the most recent period, when Soviet strategic choices
were not being made mainly from
the point of view of how to prepare
and prosecute a successful world
war, the Soviet ruling class continued to pursue its interests through
various diplomatic, political, economic and most definitely military
steps as well. When making such
calculations, all imperialist ruling
classes consider not only mday but
tomorrow, not only what policy they

might prefer but also what policy
might be forced on them by the
unfolding of events
- this is one
meaning of "preparedness".
Attempts will always be made to turn a
retreat in one sphere into an advance
in another
a concession on armaments, for example, into an intemational public opinion windfall. The
possibility that Gorbachev's current

-

strategic plan will fail and will be
abandoned either by Gorbachev

himself or by his successors has
always been taken into account by
Soviet civilian and military authorities, and by the West as well. What
is a strategic retreat from confrontation today could become a strategic

preparation for conflict tomorrow.

This is not mainly a question of
Machiavellian manoeuvreing;

it

is,

again, the underlying drives of
imperialism expressing themselves
through the choice of policies by

people who are but partially aware
of the very forces they are responding to.
The West has certainly won some
important victories over its Soviet
counterparts in the recent period. But
the very real difficulties being faced

by tlrc USSR also represent a source
of worry in the Western ruling circles, for they realise that the crisis

and turmoil in the Soviet Union
becomes a major factor for instability
and uncertainty in world affairs. This
is one reason that the Western powers

have been careful not to push
Gorbachev too hard in a number of
cfucumstances, such as in relation o
the crisis provoked by Lithuania's

"declaration of independence".
Furthermore, as far as the relations
between the two imperialist blocs are
concerned, the possibility cannot be
ruled out that it will be the U.S. or
furttrer fissures within the U.S. bloc
that will call an abrupt halt to the current turn in intemational events.

aspect (what actually reflects the
essence of imperialism and what
plays the key role in its development). And, of course, such "peace"

involves the carrying out of violent

suppression and wars against

oppressed nations and peoples. In

the imperialist powers where long
periods of "peace" can exist
and
this only relatively, as noted above
still revolutionary strategy must

-

-be based upon precisely

those
moments of severe crisis, disorder
and/or war, when the actual class

relations and natue of the man-eat-

ing imperialist system are evident
and ttre dictatorial nature of the reactionary political power revealed, and
the possibility of an assault on state
power becomes viable.
Wagrng or preparing to launch the

revolutionary war of the proletariat,
People's War, remains the pressing
task of communist revolutionaries in
all countries, even if the particular
nature of this war will vary according
to the conditions in different coun-

Conclusion

tries and especially between tle two
great streams of the world proletarian

We have already pointed out thal
the most imporrant factor to grasp is
the more favourable grounds for revolution. There is no telling how long
this more favourable convergence of

revolution: the new democratic revo-

contradictions and circumstances
might last. The increasing rapidity
of the unfolding of world events,

has caused some turmoil

which is itself a reflection of the
underlying intensification of contradictions, is a strong incentive to
seize the hour.

No truly revolutionary strategy
can ever be built upon the assumption of a long and protracted period

lution of the oppressed countries and
the socialist revolution of ttre capitalist and imperialist states.

The recent turn in world events

of revolutionaries

in

the ranks

but it

has
caused much greater turmoil in the
ranks of the imperialists and reactionaries. Difhculties exist, but they

-

can and must be overcome. An
already favourable situation can
become all the more favourable
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intervention of the revolutionary

Ot

of
communists. n
period has been marked by the
Footnotes
absence of world war, i[ has been a
1. Revolutionary Worker No,540 (January
violent and turbulent epoch full of
221990).
wars and revolutions of different 2. See Raymond Lotta, America in
types. For most countries in the Decline (Banner Press, Chicago, USA,
world, "peace" is very relative 19E4) for a more complete discussion of
indeed and the violent nature of this point regarding the redivision of the
reactionary rule is constantly world. It is interesting to note here the difreasserting itself. Even if, in the ference between the reorganisation brought
about by world war and the current situaimperialist countries, "peacg"
in which East and West Gernnny are
- tion
that is, the absence of a direct miliseeking to reunify. The West German
tary confrontation with other major imperialists, especially, are promising the

-

o

through the conscious and energetic

peace. Even though the post-war

powers or some other major wzu
appears to be the "normal" state of
affairs, this is only the appearance
of things, it is only looking at things
from their quantitative aspect (what
dominates for the longest period of
time) and not from their qualitative

L
€

benefits of citizenship in a powerful impe-

rialist homeland to the masses East

and
West without suffering or hardship. In fact,

they have been very careful to promise,
completely unrealistically, that the whole
"buy out" can take place without the ranquility of the German burgher being disturbed

in the least.
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Burn Down the
By Rudi Mambisa
Following is the lost of o two-port
series. The first, in AWTW 1989/14,
focused on ogriculture. tt deolt with

how sugor cone come to enslove
Cubo ond copture even Costro
ond his ormed rebels once they
seized power. This second holf tokes

up the corsequences.

-

V. The Evolution

AWM
of

Neocolonial Planning

In 1963 Castro went to

=
q

surPrise."so

forces. The goal was !o accumulate

ing slogans of the Chinese type

ic calculus introduced during

surplus as bountifully and quickly as

while staking everything on devel-

1965 Liberman reforms in the Soviet

which meant growing

opment of the Russian type."ss What
he meant was that the Cuban gov-

Union. This method formulates economic plans by weighing possible
profit and loss as determined by
complex economic calculations
simulating a free market mathematically, and applying capitalist criteria
on every level, while maintaining
state ownership over most of the
means of production. In fact, these
techniques associated with Kosygin
in the Soviet Union were not fully
implemented there until the advent
of Gorbachev; in this sense, Cuba

For Che Guevara, who was in
charge of Cuba's economy, the

o

rewards for labour, some scholarly
critics of Cuba have erroneously

want to cash in and find they cannot,
the pressure to go 'spiritual' is no

vest. The sugar was sold through
advance contracts but the harvest
was a failure and the sacrifice of the
rest of the economy left the island in
a shambles. In the 1970s Cuba

6\

G

"spiritual" rather than material

strata happy, but when the broad
masses of workers and peasants

period, a confusion which, in turn,
has been adopted by leading proCuban scholars as well.s A more
correct understanding was put forward by a writer who pointed out
that the Cuban leadership was "coin-

increase it.

=
o
=
a

to buy industrialisation.

Because of official efforts to stir up
popular en8rusiasm to achieve bourgeois goals during this period, and
because of Guevara's emphasis on

about similar developments in

Poland in the 1950s, "Overemphasis
on material incentives always seems
to lead to the opposite. Writing lots
of cheques naturally keeps the upper

labelled this Cuba's "Sino-

t{)

C,)

used

well over a decade. This didn't mean
that its policies became revolutionary, for as Mao himself remarked

From t}re mid-1960s on, Castro's
government subordinated everything
to the goal of obtaining 10 million
tons of sugar in the 1969-1970 har-

the USSR

to discuss stepped-up trade; shortly
after, Cuba's plans to cut back on
sugar production turned to plans to
o|

1970 the Cuban goYernment

attempted to run the economy by
direct command from top government officials and to mobilise all
possible resources to drastically
increase sugar production, with the
idea that the surplus could then be

words "socialism" and industrialisation were equivalenu they meant the

development
possible

-

of the productive

sugar. As he explained, "The entire

Guevarist" or "Maoist-Guevarist"

economic history of Cuba has

ernment was trying

demonstrated that no other agricul-

"Chinese" method

tural activity would give such
retums as those yielded by the cultivation of sugar cane. At the onset of
the Revolution, many of us were not
aware of this basic economic fact,
because a fetishistic idea connected
sugar with our dependence on imperialism and with the misery in the
rural areas, without analysing the

to use a

caricature
- or arevolutionof one, since the Chinese
ary policy of relying on tle masses
was not simply a matter of stirring
emotions but rather based on their

political consciousness and allaround initiative in politics and economics, and did not exclude paying

people according to work

-

for

began using the methods of econom-

the

real causes, the relation to the

"Russian" goals, i.e., for the purpose
of accumulating surplus in the most

unequal balance of Eade."s3 In other
words, he imagined that ttre decisive
feature of Cuba's dependency was

profitable sectors of the economy

of the economic policies brought in

rather than building up the economy
in an all-around way, based on bal-

wilh perestroika.

external
!o whom and for how
much its sugar was sold, rather than
seeing dependency as inherent in the
organisation of capital in Cuba
itself. It amounted to believing ttrat
"socialism" means doing a better job

anced and simultaneous development of agriculture, light industry

Communist Party of Cuba institutionalised the logic that had implicitly set the country's general orientation since the revolution, with the
change that henceforth it was to be

of running the same old plantation.

Through the mid-1960s until

and heavy industry.

can be considered a pioneer in some

The 1975 First Congress of the

The Cuban government had no
choice but to switch to "spiritual"
rather than material incentives during this period because the economy

applied nakedly, thoroughly, systematically and from top to bottom, by

was a disaster and remained so for

computers instead of guesswork.
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Cone Flelds!
"The peso should really control all
economic activity", the Congress
resolved.sz This is tantamount to
declaring the accumulation of capital as the purpose of Cuba's economy. However, the consequences of
such economic policies for Cuba
were different than for the USSR.
The USSR was an imperialist superpower, while Cuba, upon joining
Comecon (the Soviet bloc common
market) in 1972, was consigned to
the role of sugar producer in the
Soviet-led division of labour
- the
same position it once was assigned
in the U.S.-led Western bloc.
The SDPE (System of Economic

Management

and

Planning)

enthroned at the Cuban Communist
Party's First Congress in 1975 set
workers' wages according to bonuses (up to 307o of base rate) for meeting or surpassing production norms
and allowed for awards to administrative and technical personnel of up
to the equivalent of an extra month's
salary per year. In 1980, the system
of "free or direct labour contracting"
gave management the right to hire
and fire with few restrictions. In the
mid-1980s, with the inroduction of
"permanent productivity brigades",

the system was further refined

threat that Gorbachev's perestroika
might mean even further belt-tightening in Cuba sent Guevara's stock

soaring still higher on Castro's

rhelorical market and fueled a "rectification" campaign that is still continuing. Its basic content is austerity.
Castro has had no trouble in factor-

ing this "Guevarism" into

the

Soviet- installed "economic calculus" that replaced Guevara's more
impetuous style of management,
because they share the same underlying orientation.
Tbday

it

has become undeniable

tiat Cuba's economic prospects are
as bleak as those

of the rest of Latin

America. But the tieory of "comparative advantage" Guevara espoused
is still brought out to claim that at
least Cuba has used sugar cane to
buy some development. To refute
ttris claim, it must be shown tJnt this
development itself has been a driving factor in Cuba's cwrent disaster,
or, in other words, that what Cuba

has "bought" with its sugar sales
money has not been socialism, but
increasing dependency.

VI. The Industrialisation
of Dependency

so

that workers were paid according to

What has been accomplished in

the profitability of their particular
small-scale work unit.

tIe thirty years of Cuba's post-revolutionary development and the

Then in 1986, in the wake of the
collapse of sugar and oil prices, the

decade and a half since ttre adoption
of the SDPE?
The most dramatic change has
been the mechanisation of loading
sugar and much of the process of
cutting it, a feat unmatched anywhere else in the world. If this had
not been accomplished, it would not
have been possible to abolish the

Cuban Communist Party's Third
Congress called for a "return to
Guevadsm" and renewed emphasis
on "spiritual incentives". Guevara's
writings and slogans in praise of
"spiritual incentives" were hauled
out of the storerooms where they

had mouldered since the early

1970s, and Castro, who had barely
mentioned Guevara for a decade and
a half, began to crank out references

to Guevara at a furious rate. The

tiny plots on which families sustained themselves during the "dead
season" between harvests.

But this degree of industrialisation of sugar has not freed Cuba

from sugar monoculture. Sugar
workers and their families represent

one-sixth of the total population.
Sugar also takes up one-third of the
country's industrial means of production. It represents 82Vo of the
country's exports,58 little changed as
a percentage since the 1920s.ss The

only real difference from the preCastro situation is that now 697o of
the sugar is exported to the USSR
and its bloc instead of to ttre U.S.m
Although the percentage of cultivated land planted to cane has risen

to 757o, the total amount of land
actually under cultivat,ion has
declinedot. Canefields considered
too isolated or hilly to be profitably

farmed by machine are now simply
abandoned, and for that reason, the

government has not attempted to
boost sugar production from its
recent average level of about eight

million tons, about the same as in
Batista's time. Aside from a few
export crops like citrus fruis (which
have replaced tobacco as Cuba's
second most important export), food

crop production has shrunk. This is
not because more food can't be
grown or because it is not needed,
but because it cannot be produced
profitably according to imperialist
criteria. Non-sugar agriculture sank
from 357o of total farm production
in 1962 (an historic high point) to

in 1976, livestock declined
from'A7o ta 317o, while sugar pro29%o

duction rose accordingly.oz 41r1rourn
there was some investment in rice,

with production shifting from
labour-intensive to capital-intensive

methods (i.e., from the "Chinese"
model [o the "American" model),
the amount of this most basic staple
of the Cuban diet allotted each individual under rationing wils cut in the
1970s and held down in the 1980s
because demand continued to far

outstrip domestic production and
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in

general had to be
squeezed somewhere.os Production

imports

of yucca,

malanga and beans

dropped precipitously; milk produc-

tion declined; production of potatoes, [omatoes and pork rose somewhat faster than population growth.

Only in eggs (which are especially
amenable to high-tech capital-intensive production) has there been big
progress.64 But the chickens eat
Soviet grain.
According to the United Nations'
Food and Agriculture Organisation

(FAO), Cuba's agricultural performance overall, including sugar, wzls

tied for last place in Latin America

from 1962-1976.0s Since 1976 sugar
and citrus fruit production have
improved considerably but not production of the items that make up
the basic diet of the masses.
The individually-owned farms
and co-ops which utilise 8?o and

lZVo of agricultural

land,

respectively,e6 present a complicated

situation, since they grow export
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crops (tobacco, coffee, even sugar
cane) as well as producing most of
the root-crops, vegetables, dairy and
other domestic foodstuffs. Overall,
this land increased is productivity
more than state land between 1962
and 1984.o Nevertheless, this sector

was drained by low government
prices for produce (especially until
1976) and taxes (from 1982-1986,
during the period when free farmers'
markets were allowed).6s After 1986,

these markets were abolished and
once again obligatory government
prices were fixed. The 1986 move
coincided with difficulties in secur-

ing chemical inputs for the canefields due to the shortage of foreign
currency, and the Cuban government
reacted predictably. This, too, shows
the structured dependency of Cuban
capitalism, because while from the
point of view of capitalism taken in
the abstract, i.e., of production efficiency, the individual and co-op sector should have received more, not
less, state support, still the sugar

6.5Vo during the years 1965-1980
according to a competing estimate

by a more pro-Castro

researcher.uo

This is not very impressive in itself.
During the first decade and a half,
manufacture as a share of overall
production is said to have declined
sharply.zt Since then, there has been
some industrial developmen! Cuban
industry has been more "successful"

than agriculture, in terms of the
increased value of its output. But in
qualitative terms it has only industri-

alised dependence, because of the
relations between industry and agriculture, because of the relations
between various branches of industry itself, and because of the relations between Cuban and imperialist
capital. South Korea is an example
of a country that has attained the status of a major exporter of manufac-

tured goods without ceasing to be
crushed by imperialism. In other

the
cities in bourgeois society.zs
Agrarian revolution as the only
means to feed the people is one
aspect of its importance for new
democratic revolution. The other is
that development of industry also
depends on the development of agriculture, in terms of cheapening wage
goods (the food and other goods
people buy with wages), providing

important raw materials necessary

for self-sufficient industry (such as
foods to be processed, cotton, hemp,
leather, wood, etc.) and in providing
a market for industrial production of
botl consumer and producer goods.
In most imperialist countries, agriculture developed in the earliest
stages of industrialisation. In Cuba,
however, both before and after
Castro's revolution, the linkages
between agriculture and industry

words, Cuba's most basic problem is
not the level of its productive forces

have been weak and industrial production has been oriented by foreign
capital rather than by the needs of

but its production relations. Again,
the comparison with Mao's China is

agriculture and overall economic
development. This disarticulation

useful, since China was a far poorer

between industry and agriculture in
Cuba is no different from the pattem

country that accomplished much
more than Cuba by travelling an
entirely different road.
First, regarding agriculture, Mao
established a general policy of tak-

ing "agriculture as the foundation
and indusry as the leading factor",
as a Chinese textbook on political
economy written under the leadership of Mao's line explains.zz This

of development in other
countries in

ktin

oppressed

America and else-

where.

The question of whether or not
industrialisation serves the development of an integrated national economy also involves the mix of what is

means "the support of agriculture by

produced, that is, the relations
between the various sectors of
industry, including the balance

all trades and industries is an important characteristic of the socialist

between the production of the means
of production (machinery and physi-

economy."73 China's agricultural
production rose by 1.5 times from
1949-1970 in China, and food grain
production doubled during this period, while industrial production rose
by 18 times.zr Although Mao saw

cal inputs, i.e. department

comprador-bureaucrat ruling class.

agriculture as an important source of
accumulation, he was most emphatic
that the development of the economy overall had to mean developing
agriculture as rapidly as possible and
not looting it to build up industry at
the expense of agriculture. In Cuba,
agricultural output has stagnated for
the last 30 years and food production in particular has suffered. Mao
regarded a proper balance between

In the decades after the revolution, Cuban industry grew at an
average rate of 5?o according to an
estimate for the years 1959-1972
given by a critic of Castro,oe 3n6

agriculture and industry as indispensable for the proletariat's ability
to ally with and transform the peasants, and he contrasted this to the
exploitation of agriculture by indus-

crop is far more vital in terms of
earning the foreign capial the economy is addicted to and which is of
paramount importance to Cuba's

try and of the rural areas by

I goods)

and of wage items (for consumption,

i.e. department

II

goods). The

extreme imbalance and disarticulation between these two production

departments is another important
link in the chain that binds Cuba to
foreign capital.

In the last decade Cuba has
increased its ability to partially or
wholly produce a few department I
goods, so that today it produces
about a third of ttre capital goods il
uses. This is considerably lower than

Brazil, Mexico or South Korea, to
take what bourgeois economists con-

sider "positive" examples of indus-

trial development in the Third
World, and qualitatively different
from revolutionary China, which
became basically self- sufficient in
capital goods. Furthermore, the
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advances in producing capital goods
Cuba has achieved are leading away

from balanced industrial development and a self-sufficient economy.

Almost

30Vo

of Cuba's domesti-

cally-made producer goods are for
machines to plant, harvest, load and
mill sugar cane, without counting
those items indirectly destined to
serve cane, such as transportation
goods, which make up the second
biggest category after machines.ro
The mechanisation of tle cane harvest has led the development of capital goods production, and indeed,
Cuba's industrial development. But
because it is rooted in the linkages
of sugar cane (that is, the backward
linkages, involving the process of
planting and harvesting cane, principally, as well as, to some extenl the
forward linkages involving processing sugar and cane products), the
evolution of Cuba's capital forma-

tion has not been able to escape the
general lines imposed by imperialist

production relations. It has actually
demanded an increase in imports.
Cuba does not produce bulldozers,

tractors, excavators, etc., nor the

rent economic malaise, which, taken
globally, comes down to a crisis of
the organisation of capital in Cuba
and capital it must be, despite its
"socialist" tag, since without the

-

imperialist world market Cuba's

sugar industry is nothing but useless
hunks of metal and muddy fields. It

is a crisis in which the immediate
triggering factor is the increasing
difficulty in the realisation of the
capital invested in Cuban sugar cane

(the turning of commodities into
money capital) in the context of an
imperialist world economy which is

rendering increasingly enormous
amounts of sugar cane surplus.
What of Cuba's non-sugar based

industries? One of Cuba's biggest

indusrial

success stories oday is the
manufacture of computer parts,
which make tp 27o of Cuba's total
production of capital goods only a

few yean after start-up of this line.zg
They are designed to be exported for
manufacturing computers in Eastern

Europe. This kind of industrial
growth within the imperialist "division of labour" assigned by
Comecon was

tro

play a major role in

other agricultural inputs it depends
on, such as pesticides, herbicides
and chemical fertilisers. At the same
time, light industry (essentially for
consumer goods) has lagged far
behind *re country's needs, because

Eastern Europe could substantially
alter these plans.

industrial

(using imported wheat); cotton, yarn

of the allocation of

resources to the needs of sugar cane,

of developing a light industry based on agriculture that in turn
can both fulfill the consumption
instead

Cuba's future industrialisation
efforts8o, although upheaval in
Among Cuba's other major
industries are wheat processing
and textile goods (using imported
cotton); steel and metal processing

(using imported raw materials to
make unobtainable spare parts for

of agricultural and indusuial

ancient, American machines); motor

working people, and serve as a market for producer goods and a source
of accumulation.

vehicle assembly, tyres (using
imported oil); and chemicals (also

needs

This lack of light industry has
resulted in a continuing high burden
in consumer good imports that must

be paid for

in foreign currency,

while the bleeding of resources from
non-sugar agriculture has meant that
a continuing high percentage of the
country's basic foodstuffs must also

be imported.n All this in turn dictates exporting more of what cuba
does best: sugar. Because of these
factors, the ratio of imports to over-

all production had already increased

substantially in the late l970s.zs
Exports were supposed to rise in
parallel, but by the mid-1980s Cuba
was not able to export enough to pay

for the imports without which its
economy cannot run. Hence

is

cur-

using imported materials). The production of cement is one of the few
lines mainly based on domestic
materials.st

In addition to sugar, Cuba also
exports high-quality tobacco products (hand-rolled cigars ue its most
important manufactured export),
seafood, citrus fruits, coffee and
nickel. It imports oil, machinery and
transportation equipment, food
(including rice, wheat, vegetable oil
and low-grade coffee and tobacco, to
the disgust of the masses), chemicals

and inedible raw materials such as
wood, pulp, cotton and natural fertilisers.az From this list it is clear that
what prevens Cuba from develop-

ing an independent economy is not

principally a lack

of

natural

resources, but the supremacy of
commodity relations, since much of
what is imported could be produced
in Cuba or replaced by something
else, and the degree of need for
much of the rest is to a large extent
determined by these same relations.
Cuba's apparent lack of sufficient oil is a very serious obstacle. It
has been argued that Cuba's povedy
in hydrocarbons (oil, gas and coal)
and hydroelectric potential (damable

rivers) leaves it little choice but to
rely on sugar cane, which is said to
be "solar-powered", if it is to avoid
an even greater dependency in
consequence

of the development of

industries that could only run on
imported oil.as First of all, however,

Cuba does produce some oil, and it
could not be ruled out that in the

future a revolutionary Cuba might
repeat China's experience of a coun-

try formerly declared "oil-poor" by
Western experts that became selfsufficient in oil, thanks to the massive efforts of Chinese workers and
technicians to solve problems of oil

exploration and production. Current
Cuban govemment policy is to discard this possibility; recently, exploration drilling at Veredero, considered to be a promising site for oil,
was abandoned when Casro decided

to develop tourism at Veredero
instead.e4

Second, Cuba has made great
strides in using bagasse (the dry

L
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pulp that remains after the sugar has
been ground from the stalks) as fuel.

sz

Experience in other countries shows
that bagasse and bagasse-derived

(o
(o

products (such as alcohol) can
power industry and transportation.
Brazil's success in this was spectacular, until the falling price of oil
intemationally made it cheaper than
ethanol, and the law of value
demanded that this measure of
potential economic independence be
abandoned. So far, Cuba has used
bagasse mostly to power the cane

industry, rather than to attack its
tyranny. Thirdly, much of Cuba's
imported oil is used to fuel ttre processing

of export products, such

as

nickel, which is one of the biggest
single industrial consumers of energy; a revolutionary Cuba would halt
ttris policy.
A graphic way to grasp Cuba's

real status is to correlate the relationship between sugar expors and
Cuba's overall economic perfor-

a
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sugar sales in any given period (as
calculated by the price paid and the

U.S. government statistics.co This
was done with no foreign material
aid, few foreign loans before 1957
and none at all afterwards, with

amount sold) plays a determining
role in the economy's overall performance in that period, both because
of the central role sugar earnings

absolutely no accumulated debt, foreign investment or any other form of
national enslavement. This growth
rate was also achieved on the basis

mance. The relationship is not quite

direct, but in general, ttre value of

play in the country's economic
indices and because industry
depends on the foreign inputs

bought to a large extent with sugar
earnings.as Whatever Castro says or

does takes place within that context,
on that stage, within thow bounds.

No less than in slave and colonial
times, Cuba's is still a fettered economy.

In revolutionary China, there

alist-sponsored growth everywhere

else in the Third World, where a
number of countries selected for

obtain, because the government considers them too labour-intensive to

intensive imperialist capital investments have achieved spectacular
growttr rates for awhile, only to run
up against the limits of unbalanced
and disarticulated growth.
The qualitative nature of socialist

successful harvests and industrial
growth in any given year. The difference is that China's agricultural and
industrial production served each

China's growth is far more impressive than its quantitative growth
but even so, the Chinese experience
shows that quantitative economic

the workings of the international cir-

cuits of capital through which this
commodity's value can be realised
and transformed

ino

more capital.

lO

The overall economic growth
rate achieved at the price of such

b
ct)

drastically increased dependency has
been rather mediocre, only about 47o

growth can be achieved on the basis
of ttroroughgoing revolution against
imperialism and its domestic allies.
If Cuba had burned down the canefields, distributed the land of the latifundia to the former peasants and

slaves, allowed those for whom
there was no productive employ-

ment in the capital to return to the

of GSP from 1959-1989 according

countryside and built up industry
based principally on t}te resources

to figures given by Castro.r Cuba's

and needs of agriculture, its econo-

= average GNP growth from 1973- my might have grown faster, not
1982 was 4.8Vo according to a slower; and at any rate it would have
o
=
]- London firm that calculates the won national liberation and built
a neighbouring Dominican Republic's socialism and not dug itself deeper
tr

o
=
q

average yearly GNP growth during
the same period as 4.57o.sr South
Korea's average yearly GNP grcwth
1962-1985 was 8.57o.te Actually,

hidden in what Castro gives as
Cuba's 30-year average is its more
recent trend: little or no growth
throughout the entire second half of

into captivity with every hour of toil.
What about the lives of the peo-

ple? Studies made by scholars of
various degrees of pro-Cuban inclinations in recent years have tended

Of course, the average annual

to conhrm, to one degree or another,
some basic facts of dependency, but
a persistent argument has been ttrat
at least the standard of living of the
masses in Cuba is higher than most

growth rate is no indicaor at all of a
country's liberation, since it reveals

The literacy rate is very high, as are

the 1980s.t9

little about its relations of production. The point is, however, that
Castro chose to follow the path of
dependency with the argument that
in this way Cuba would achieve the
economic growth rate he falsely
called a necessary precondition for

national liberation. Thirty years
later, it has achieved neither.
China, by contrast, sustained an
annual average GNP growth rate of
5.6?o from 1953-1974, according to

100,000 deaths), which doubled
between 1970and 1985.%
There has been no evidence of
widespread hunger in Cuba. But the

average diet is nutritionally very
poor. The roots and beans that are
popular favourites are difficult to

development and not the extreme
disequilibrium produced by imperi-

was also a close correlation between

others' development, while for
Cuba, sugar cane is useless without

Ot

of all-around balanced economic

compares favourably with imperialist countries.sr Cuba also resembles
the imperialist countries in another
way: it has achieved an advanced
world-level suicide rate (21.7 per

other countries in Latin America.
some indices of health. Cuba's
infant mortality rate (11.9 per 1000
live births in 1988) is the lowest in
Latin America, and even lower than
many minority ghettos in the U.S.,
as Castro brags with some justice.el
Critics have pointed out that Cuba
had the lowest infant mortality and
general mortality statistics in Latin
America before Castro's revolution
as well.sz The average live expectan-

cy at birth in Cuba is 73, which

grow, although unlike most of
Cuba's export crops to which labour
is allocated instead, viandas require
little foreign fertilisers, pesticides
and machinery. Few fresh vegetables
are available. Fruit, produced abun-

dantly, is for export. For the same
reason, a cup of coffee is a luxury in

this coffee-exporting country.

Cubans often complain that they
can't, stand the inordinately large
amounts of dairy products (often
imported) and eggs included in the
official diet, meant as a protein

source to replace the (domestic)
pork ttrey enjoy. The sugar ration is
four to six pounds of sugar per person per month (depending on the
region), for home consumption,
without counting the endlessly avail-

able free sugar in public eating
places. A joke has it that the government introduced yogurt so that people will have something else !o pour
sugar on.

This diet is determined by the
of an export-plantation economy. It does not promote independent
economic development. It is not
healthy (the Cuban government
press brags that the country's diet
brings about "the diseases of an
high inciadvanced country"
- high blood
dence of heart attacks,
needs

pressure and related illness, obesity,
etc.
as though tlis were a mark of
Cuba's progress). And the masses
don't even like it.es
Havana has avoided the swollen

-

shantytowns full of peasants surrounding many other Latin

American capitals mainly because
Cuba's population has grown little
over the past decades. It has kept its
birth rate low and shipped off its
"surplus" population to the U.S.
About 87o of its 10 million people
have leapt from the frying pan into

the fire, continuing a trend which
in the 1940s when Cuba's

began
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countryside first began pouring its

inhabitants into the factories and
ghettos of the United States.

The majority of Cuban families
live in the same houses their families occupied before CasEo.co This is
a shocking reflection ofjust how lit-

tle social transformation there has
been. In 1984, Cuba abandoned publicly-owned housing by requiring
renters to buy the governmentowned houses they lived in. This
was meant to reduce tlle cost to the
government of housing maintenance
(70?o of total housing expenditures
an indicator of how little new
-housing
was being built) and to promote private construction and own-

ership of new housing.rr Castro
seems to have been taking lessons
from Thatcher.
As far as the kind of "human
rights" so beloved of the U.S. and its
allies, under its 1976 Constitution
Cuba has elections for local, provin-

factories and plantations, that is not
very important to anyone but them.
The Workers Councils, once touted
as a key ingredient of Cuban-style
"socialism", are largely inactive and

forgotten. There are discussions
about how to fulfill the plan formulated for various enterprises, but
there is hardly even any pretence of
much more. "We do not discuss balance of payments problems with factory workers", a head of Cuba's eco-

nomic planning board told

a

researcher eager to prove Cuba's
"socialism".too {Jn(91 current cir-

of "workers
self-management" could only be

cumstances, any kind

fake anyway, because without a real
revolution what happens in Cuba is
not basically determined there. As
for what Mao called "labour's greatright to take
est right"tor
- the and transform
charge of all society
the world
that doesn't even enter

-

into Cuban rhetoric.

cial and national government which
are much less blood-stained than
when the U.S. was running Cuba
and as democratic as any in the

VII. Soviet "Aid" Is the

Third World (where the basic masses have no rights anywhere). The

"aid", "grants" and payments to

percentage of the population in prisons is about tle same as the U.S., so
neither side has any right to speak
on this.ss

Few serious people today, espe-

cially abroad, bother to aryue that
Cuba is a very revolutionary society.

They can't ignore the grim political

climate. They tend to limit their
claims to quantitative arguments, for
instance, that tlrere is more "equality" in Cuba than Brazil, in terms of
the distribution of cash income
between the uppermost and lowermost percentiles of the population.se
The same kinds of arguments could

be made for Sweden

versus

Germany, without touching ttre deci-

sive question of what kind of societies they are. Furthermore, if the

Soviet Union's Cuba were to be
compared !o the U.S.'s Puerto Rico,
one could concoct an argument that

Cuba chose the wrong imperialist

Export of Capital

Some people argue that Soviet

purchased

Philippine sugar at 18.5 cents a
pound.ro4 It would be difficult to
argue that the U.S. did so out of
benevolence. Aside from political
reasons, such long-term above-market price contract arrangements are
advantageous because they secure

an assured quantity and quality of
sugar at an assured time, which is of
great importance for the continuous
operation of giant refineries and vast
markets. In fact, the U.S. consistently paid Cuba at a preferential price
during the period when Cuba was a
U.S. dependency.

According to a somewhat proCuban economist, the cumulative
price the USSR paid for Cuban
sugar from the early 1960s until
1976 was above t}te world market
price but below the average price
that ttre U.S. paid for imported sugar
during that same period.tos After
that, Soviet payments were set
through a series of complicated and
changing arrangements that initially

meant somewhat higher sugar

D
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tion with the world movement of
commodity prices. Soviet prices in

o
o

export commodities, and balance of
payments loans (to cover the differ-

the early and late 1980s were above
the average price actually paid by
the U.S. By 1987, when the world
market price for cane sugar was 7.5
U.S. cents, the U.S. was paying its

ence between what Cuba exports

preferred producers 21 cents

a

and its voracious import needs).

pound, and the USSR was paying
Cuba 37 cents according to the offi-

(o
(o

unmistakable characteristics appear.

Soviet transfers to Cuba take
three forms: aid for particular pro-

jects, subsidies in the form of
favourable prices for import and

These forms are rather intertwined
in practice, for each kind of "ard" is
so devastating that it requires a further form of "aid" in its wake.
First, Soviet-bloc direct developmental "aid" is the smallest compo-

nent of the total, amounting to

$883.5 million in 1986.102 At the end
of the 1980s, the bulk was concen-

trated in the building of 11 new
sugar mills and the modemisation of
23 of Cuba's 159 mills.tor Qiven
clear.
Second, the famous fact that the

in favour of imperialism and
imperialist domination.
In Cuba today, the various classes play the same role as before, and
if there are new faces among today's
government officials and heads of

pound, the U.S.

prices, but tended to fall in conjunc-

some

ment

aged around 11 U.S. cents ($0.11) a

when they are examined, certain

oppressed country that seems better
off than another one; that is no argu-

is always

instance, during 1988, when the
"world market price" of sugar aver-

Cuba do not constitute capital. But

what has been discussed so far, the
odious nature of this "aid" should be

master. There

other preferential terms. For

USSR pays Cuba far above the
world market price for its sugar is
misleading. Less than 20?o of the
world's sugar is sold at that price.
The rest is purchased on a long-term
contract or quota basis or on some

cial rate of exchange for the Cuban
perhaps less than the U.S.
the peso were expressed in terms
of its real market dollar value.ts,
Further, Soviet purchases are not,
for the most part, paid for in hard
curency, but rather in Soviet goods.
posotoo

if

-

As many studies have indicated,
including one by the Cuban Central
Bank itself, the average price paid
for goods the Soviets send their captive markets is twice as high as
world market prices for goods of the
same quality.toa One doesn't have

0o

go this far to see that this form of
Soviet "aid" to Cuba conceals Soviet
extraction of Cuban surplus value.

Thirdly, there are the USSR's
loans to cover Cuba's negative balance of trade (which reached an

accumulated total of $5 billion in

{
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1976). to They have often been considered a further form of Soviet
"aid" because they are long-term
(1G12 year), at relatively low inter-

ies in Eastern Europe for a similar
amount in Venezuelan refineries.

est (2-3Vo), and payable in sugar or
other Cuban exports. But long term
or short loans are a common means
by which imperialism seeks to "skin
the ox twice", as Lenin put it, once

in turn sells
- which
the oil to other
Latin American
countries which get it directly from
Venezuela.) In addition, the USSR

by robbing a country through
unequal trade terms and again by

compelling

it to pay interest

This system of trade is

as

loans used to finance this robbery.1lo
The apparently low interest rates are

and has nothing at aU to do with the
barter of use-values, as some people

of the role

in holding together

the overall unequal relationship.

If

current economic conditions have
forced the USSR to hold payments
and interest on its loans in abeyance
for the last several years, this is similar to the situation faced by Western

would have it. For example, in
1983-1985, when the world market

price of sugar fell extremely low,
Cuba used its available dollars to

buy sugar from the Dominican
it to cash in on

Republic, enabling

the slave-like conditions for Haitian

field workers that make sugar so

European and Japanese imperialism
in regard to their loans to Cuba, and
no different from what the U.S. has

cheap to produce there, and sold this

been forced to do

in its relations
with Cuba's neighbors in Latin

market for more dollars. In both
good years and bad for sugar, it

America and elsewhere.

long-term contracts with the Soviet
bloc, it sells the excess to the West
at prices that apparently defy logic,
for it would seem Cuba is losing

seems that Cuba considers dollars
more valuable than roubles.
When world oil prices rose tenfold in the decade after 1973, the
price the USSR charged Cuba merely doubled. Presumably the production price of oil in the USSR did not
change so drastically, so the result is
one of the Soviet's accepting a less
than maximum proht for one line of

East bloc.

of the possible values of both com-

After sugar, the most important
component of Cuban-Soviet trade is
oil. In the high-price years for oil in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, the

modities in other markets, the terms
of Cuban-Soviet trade deteriorated
by one-half from 1977 to 1982.114
On the strengxh of its present and
future oil earnings, Cuba, like many

That Cuba does not find its
arrangements with the USSR advantageous can be infened from the fact

C')

pays Cuba what it considers a subsidised price for Cuban nickel.

grotesque as anything in the west

these loans play

5\
q)

supplies Cuba

on

meaningless because

lo

The Soviets ttren supply Venezuela's
customers in Europe and Venezuela

that in years when Cuba harvests
more sugar than needed to fulfill

sugar to the USSR for

oil, which

Cuba then sold on the international

factors that unleashed crisis in similar countries in the West bloc, especially the general collapse of most
raw material prices on the international market and the rise in interest
rates on loans due Westem imperialism. At the same time, since Cuba's

oil

and West-bloc sugar sales are

denominated in dollars, as the dollar
sank against Western European currencies, the dollar burden of Cuba's
debts n European countries became
crushing. Cuba has no trade with the

U.S. but still the dollar had its
revenge.

Cuba publishes no statistics on
trade balance and overall indebtedness. Statistics released by the CIA
are t,he most common source of

information on this subject. They
claim outstanding Soviet loans to
Cuba reached $8.2 billion as of
1986. If true, this plus the $5.7 billion in unpaid Cuban debts to the
West (which continue to pile up
despite the lack of new money as
unpaid interest payments become
capitalised) would give Cuba one of
the highest ratios of foreign
debt/GNP in the Third World.

The CIA's estimates for how
much Cuba has "cost" the Soviet

Union maliciously inflate this figure

by calculating oil and sugar accord-

ing to world market values and
counting the difference between this

=
and the prices actually paid as a submoney by passing up Soviet trade (whether it be purchases of sidy. On this basis they claim the
o
= prices.ttr
To some extent this is sugar or sales of oil) in considera- USSR transferred to Cuba an avero because the Soviets cannot always tion of the overall profitability of age of $2.5 billion a year from 1976tr supply Cuba with the quantity and these trade arrangements. If one 1982.116 But in contrast to the CIA s
o quality of goods required, but it also simply considers the relation estimates, an academic team writing
implies that Cuba finds its real terms
in how many tons of for the U.S Commerce Departrnent
{= of trade with the West no more expressed
sugar are needed to buy a ton of concluded, "what is apparently only
unfavourable than those with the Soviet oil, and ignores the question a subsidy to Cuba in fact also

Soviets charged Cuba less than the
world market price for oil; in the

low-price years for oil in the mid1980s Cuba found itself obliged to
pay the Soviets at above the world
market price.ttz Cuba imporS more
oil from the USSR than it needs,

paying for this oil wilh up to threequarters of is sugar exports to the
USSR.tt3 Cuba then turns around
and re-exports the oil at world mar-

ket prices. (Little oil actually

changes hands. The Soviets trade a

certain amount of oil in their refiner-

accrues benefit to the USSR. Who
gains the most from this is difficult
16

dg1g6i1g."tt't
We can't expect the U.S. govem-

ment to expose the workings of
imperialism. But Soviet-Cuban trade

Third World countries, adopted a
sEategy of "debt-led development"
in the latter part of the 1970s.

and financial relations present

Despite what appeared on paper as
massive Soviet "aid", by 1988

lished analysis because too many

Cuba's debt to U.S-bloc countries
reached $5.7 billion. This is roughly
comparable, on a per-capita basis, to
that of the Dominican Republic.tts
Starting in 1986, Cuba was unable to
continue making interest payments.
It had proved to be extraordinarily
vulnerable to exactly the same

a

murky picture which has never been
thoroughly illuminated in any pubfactors remain secret or difficult to
determine. The question has been
posed why the Soviets choose to
carry out their transactions like this,
and the most reasonable guess is
precisely because it conceals things
so well. The Soviets and their Cuban
compradors have deliberately cho-

sen accounting methods which

81
obscure the real content of their rela-

tionship.

We should not imagine that
imperialism consists simply in rich
countries extracting value from poor
counEies, through unequal terms of
trade or other means, as did Guevara
and the "dependency theory" writers
who follow him. More than a few
people who call themselves Marxists
can see no imperialism in the relations between the USSR and Cuba
because they presuppose that imperialist domination can only lead to
the "development of underdevelopment" and not a certain degree of
growth and industrialisation. But

imperialist domination does not at
all preclude economic growth in a
dominated country. An essential feature of imperialism, as Lenin point-

ed out, is the export of capital.tu
This does not mean that the enterprises and industries, etc., developed
in the countries dominated by impe-

rialism must belong to the imperialists juridically, in name. V/hat is
developed through the export of cap-

ital is a production relation, in which
increasingly vast sectors of the
oppressed country's economy are
integrated into the international circuits of imperialist capital and

respond primarily to its needs. The
more @onomic growth occurs under

conditions of imperialist domination, the more the country's economy is disarticulated and distorted.
The Soviets export their capital to
Cuba in the form of petroleum,

machinery and chemicals, but it is
no less capital just the same. What
results is the extended reproduction
of dependent relations. Capital accumulates in Cuba only insofar as it is

subordinate to imperialist capital
and can function only within the

bounds of the international circuits
of capital, which is to say, only insofar as it is imperialist capital in Cuba
and not really Cuban capital.

VIII.

price? The alignment with the
USSR, despite often tumultuous
relations. But what could Havana do
in the face of U.S. aggression and its
economic blockade? No country can
live in economic autarky, especially
when its economic exchanges rest

Can There be Such a Thing

year, amountingto40Vo of its present
export eamings.tzt How can a socialist society be built on such a basis,
even in terms of what it imptes for

renounce the revolution. That Castro
and the Cubans would never do. The

resources and society, not to speak

people of the Third World want to

the presence of two million relatively

themselves out of poverty and
national hurnlli2ti6n."t te
The assumption in this argument
is that "the revolution" exhausted its
tasks when Cuba broke with the
U.S. (or when the U.S. broke with
Cuba). It was indeed a great step,
and a revolution, when Batista and
the pro-U.S. latifundistas and compradors were overthrown and the

privileged lourists from the imperialist countries, with all the social relations they carry as baggage and all

lift

U.S kicked in t}re nose. But imperialism, comprador-bureaucrat capitalism and the remnants of slave society and feudalism had not been
kicked out. They remain the basis on
which Cuban economic life is organised (and hence ultimately is political life as well). Therefore the revolution failed to accomplish any lasting radical change and its leaders
became a new counter-revolutionary

ruling class.

"The ownership system", the

Chinese textbook previously cited
emphasises, "is a social relation-

ship..... Marx once

quoted

Aristotle's remark that 'the status of
the master rests not so much on he
who purchases the slave as on he
who lords over him'. Marx continued, 'the status of the capitalist is
established not so much by his ownership of the capital
which provides him the power- to purchase
labour
as by his power to employ

-

the labourer, that is, the wage earner,
in the process of production."lzo In
other words, our criticism is not that

rather that Cuba's labouring people
remain imprisoned in a social rela-

"Cuba could have avoided

tionship in which they can work
only so long as it profits the accu-

dependency only on pain of having
renounced the revolution"
this is

mulation of (foreign) capital and in
which all ttre fruits of their labour go

a common argument by- cuba's
defenders. A French autfior, referring to what he considers the "considerable accomplishments of
Cuba", asks rhetorically, "At what

tle Cuba's people count in Cuba,
Castro has announced plans for
tourism to bring in $400 million a

on a single crop
- sugar
- to
which all doors were
suddenly
closed. The only alternative was to

Cuba entered into relations with
imperialists who own capital, but

as "Dependent Socialism"?

to somebody else.
As if he were determined to find
ever more vivid proof of just how lit-

to build up a structure of capital
which stands over them and against
them. The Cuban working people

cannot be masters in their own

house as long as the house belongs

the material organisation of
of

the dollars at their disposal? How
can a country that lives off imperialism's tourists support world revolution? And if it doesn't support the
advance of the world revolution, how

can the unequal development

imposed on the world by imperialism
be overcome and how can the world
become communist?
It is not that communism is harder to build in a tourist colony than
on a sugar cane plantation, only that

the absurdity of the whole thing is
more obvious. No socialist country
can be built on the basis of any kind
of monoculture, but the problem is
deeper than that. As the Chinese
political economy textbook explains,
under socialism "the nature of social
production has changed. The goal of
social production and the means to

achieve that goal have also
changed.... [T]he purpose of social-

ist production is to raise the level of
the material and cultural life of the
proletariat and the labouring people,
consolidate proletarian dictatorship,
strengthen national defence, and
support the revolutionary struggles

of the peoples of the world.

Ultimately, it must serve to eliminate
classes and realise communism."t22

The "purpose of production"
means the political line leading the
economy and society. Under }vlao's

leadership, China's economic construction followed the strategy of
"be prepared for war, be prepared
for natural disasters, and do everything for the people".tzs Mao also
said that "According to the viewpoint of Leninism, the final victory
in one socialist country requires not
only the effors of its own proletariat
and its broad masses of people, but
must, also

wait for the victory of

world revolution...."tz This meant a
whole series of strategic decisions in
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terms of how to develop China's
@onomy.

What does it. mean not to

"renounce the revolution", to truly

hold out and continue the fight
against imperialism? Internally,
has to include carrying out the

it

geat-

est possible revolutionary transfor-

mation of all production relations,
while also carrying out the ceaseless
transformation of the superstructure
(the realm of politics, ideologn culture, etc.) to clear the way for the
further transformation of the relations of production and the development of the productive forces which

ultimately define the limits of the
revolution in a given country in a
given period. Dependent development would go against the development of the material conditions for
the elimination of classes and class

distinctions, of the contradictions

between manual and mental labour,

tr)

between town and country and
between industry and agriculture,
and of the subordination of women
by men that arose in association
with the various successive modes
of exploitation. It is impossible to
transform the consciousness of the
labouring people and turn society

b
Ot

upside down under their dictatorship
without relying on the abilities and

clt

initiative of the working people
themselves in all spheres.

=
Further, since no country in
loday's wodd is "autarkic", in the
o
=
l- sense of being isolated from the
a imperialist system economically,
tr politically or militarily, only by

o
=

doing everything possible for the
advance of the world revolution is it
possible to break out of the confines
imposed by imperialism's division
of the world into oppressor and
oppressed natrons, and this too must

be taken into account in a socialist

country's economic construction.
The revolutionary proleiariat must
recognise the continuing existence
of the law of value
- the exchange
of commodities according
to the
socially necessary labour-time they
embody
and its economic planning must- take it into account. But if
this law determines what gets produced and how, ttren this means the
expanded reproduction of all capital-

ism's relations of exploitation.
Social inequalities, including
between oppressor and oppressed

nations, will be considered too costly to overcome and not be targets of

revolution. The advanced forces of
production in the imperialist countries and the cheapness of manufacture and other advantages that come
with it are not a reason for revolutionaries in the dependent countries

to capitulate to imperialism, but
rather part of the reason why they
must do everything for the advance
of the world revolution until it triumphs everywhere.

There can be no such thing as
"socialist dependency", a concept
put forward by those whose research
has brought to light some powerful

facts about Cuba's economic reality

but who want to find something
good about it anyway.tx The contradiction Cuba faced was not selfreliance ar internationalism, but
rather depende ncy or internationalism, for the more a Third World
country builds up its economy in a
way that allows it to resist imperialist threats and aggression tle more it
can do to serve the world revolution.

"Dependent socialism" is impossible
because a dependent country cannot
fulfill socialism's tasks.
Castro's flight of rhetoric about

Cuba becoming "the last socialist

country in the world" was not a
solemn recognition of those tasks
but a blatant expression of the country's most narrowly conceived selfinterest, or rather the pathetic selfinterest of a comprador clique. After
all the crimes committed by Soviet
social-imperialism over the last 30
years, including using Cuba as a
pawn in the 1962 "Cuban missile
crises" and ranging from the invasion of Czechoslovakia to the invasion of Afghanistan

all of which

- after all the
Castro loudly praised;
ventures
in which
Soviet reactionary
Cuba took part, including those in
Africa for which Castro first supplied troops and then dutifully
brought them home when the
Soviets were done with them
now, when it seems that the USSR

might more strictly reconsider its
accounts with Cuba, suddenly

Castro begins to doubt Soviet
"socialism"!
Castro welcomed the arms the
Sovies offered free of charge with
the idea of defending Cuba. In thirty
years, Cubans have never used them

except in pursuit of Soviet foreign
policy objectives. With the exception of a very recent automatic rifle
production facility, Cuba does not

and cannot manufacture its own
weapons. Both in terms of who really conrols the arms and even in the
literal sense, Cuba still has no arms

of its own but is only holding Soviet
weapons.

Speaking of the difficulties making themselves felt in Cuba lately,
Castro complained of the burdens of
making a revolution "ninety miles
from the most powerful empire in

history and 10,000 kilometres from
the socialist carnp".r26 But the USSR
was not too far away to enforce a
dependent development on Cuba
that in turn has magnified its geographic vulnerability to the U.S.
Castro's economic and military policies have led to a situation where its
one and only real line of defence is

the Soviet Union. He can hardly
complain now if it seems that the
cheque for which he sold out to the
USSR might bounce.

It may be true, as some have
argued, that if Cuba had not had
Soviet backing initially, the U.S.
would have invaded Cuba long ago.
But there is evidence that the U.S.
was not prepared to accept the consequences of a full-scale invasion
and prolonged war in Cuba in the
1960s. Khrushchev's placement of

Soviet missiles in Cuba in 1962 had
more to do with jostling for advantage vis-a-vis the U.S. than with pro.
tecting the island. The subsequent
U.S. invasion of Vietnam leaves no
room for doubt of the U.S. imperial-

ists' bloodthirstiness, and the 1965
U.S. invasion of the Dominican
Republic demonstrates that the U.S.
was determined to secure its "back
yard", but one can wonder just how
many wars the U.S. was caPable of
fighting at once, and with what consequences for U.S. imperialism.
After all, the U.S. lost the war it did
fight in Vietnam.
It is not written in any Marxist
book that if Cuba had followed a
more revolutionary path its regime
would have been assured of sur-

vival. Since socialism was overthrown in huge Soviet Russia and
China, there is no certainty that it
could have prevailed in this small
Caribbean island right under the
U.S.'s nose. Cuba's people have
many links to the U.S, and it is possible that some strata would not
have stood for the loss of the relatively high standard of living they
enjoyed through their association
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with U.S. imperialism or tlat even
broader strata would not have able
to resist the threats and lures held
out by the U.S. But even this has
two aspects, for if the U.S. certainly

plished by any bourgeoisie in the

had its people in Cuba, Cuba had (or
could have had) "its pe.ople" abroad

forces in such countries will repeatedly clash with ttre production relations imposed by imperialism and
semi-feudalism, their interests and
outlook will bring the revolution to
defeat if they are allowed to lead it,
and they will repeatedly seek to do
so. A nationalist outlook which sees
the quantitative "developmentl' of an
oppressed country's economy as tlte
supreme good in and of itself cannot

too, including the many millions of
people in the Caribbean and Latin
America and others who looked 3o
Cuba, even in the U.S. Thousands of
people gathered to greet Castro at
his hotel in New York's Harlem after
he spoke at the UN in 1960, amidst

mounting official U.S. hostility.

It

may be that Cuba would have faced
and perhaps lost a war against the
U.S. It also may be that if Cuba had
embarked on a real revolution, and if
it had fought for Marxism instead of

revisionism, the consequences

would have been enormous.
The "dependent socialism" idea
holds that the Castro regime's often

admittedly unsavory relationship
with the USSR was the price for
saving and developing "the first liberated territory of the Americas". A
recent attempt to praise Castro
quotes his speech in favour of the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia,
"Will [the Soviets] send in Warsaw
Pact divisions to Cuba if the Yankee
imperialists attack our country, or
even tlreaten to attack it?" You see,
the author concludes, Castro really
didn't like the USSR: "Rather than
simply subordinating Cuba to Soviet
policy, Castro was clearly attempting to parlay Cuban support for the

Czechoslovakian invasion into
stauncher Soviet protection for Cuba
against U.S. imperialism."tz
Such may very well have been

Castro's intentions, but the Cuban
experience shows that while revi-

sionism and nationalism may go
together ideologically, in practice
the same outlook that led Castro to
sell out the world's peoples for the
sake of "Cuba" led him to sell out
the broader interests of the Cuban
people as well. The views of Castro

and his circle may have included
some nationalist inclinations, but
they were not able and really did not
seek to carry out the thoroughgoing
transformation of Cuban society in
conjunction with the world revolution.

As Mao insisted, in today's
world, the tasks of the democratic
revolution (against feudalism and
imperialism) cannot be accom-

oppressed countries;

tle new democratic revolution is a part of the

particularly in ottrer oppressed countries but even in the imperialist countries, are of both far-reaching and

overall proletarian-socialist world

immediate importance.

E

revolution.t2E Although bourgeois

guide that country to free itself of
imperialist domination. Mao's statement that "only socialism can save
China" holds for Cuba as well.
In 1966, at the Tricontinental
Congress, Castro gave a notorious
speech attacking Mao, saying that
"When by biological law we start tro
become incapable of running this
country, may we know how to leave
our place to other men capable of
doing it better.'I2e It was no coincidence that this came at the time that
Mao, not much older than Castro is
today, was waging a life- and-death
battle with revisionist leaders in the
Chinese party who would take China
on the road Cuba had followed, and

arousing Chinese youth and in turn
the broadest millions of the Chinese

masses in the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution, the furthest

point yet reached by the world proletarian revolution. The two roads

could not stand more starkly
opposed. In 1989, the Cuban Party

press was to rigourously defend the
Tiananmen Square Massacre carried

out by Deng Xiaoping, who had led
the overtlrow of Mao's successors.l3o
The relations of production and

all social relations in Cuba will continue to cry out for revolution until
another generation of Cubans, armed

with the outlook and method of
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The Final Demise...
(C ontinue d from pa ge

39)

Just Who Is Afraid of Civil War?

The sporadic confrontations with
supporters of the old regime in the
days following December 22 have
displayed the dead-end siruation the

coup makers were in, as well

as

their true fears. Although anxiously

claiming to represent not only the
"will" but alas the "revolutionary

will" of the Romanian people, the
National Salvation Front (NSF) and
its Executive Committee were
for
nonetheless terror-stricken

- conthat the armed
frontations against the old regime's
some reason

existing militia would be carried out
particularly the masses themselves
other than the regular units of the official army.
Those, who claimed to represent

by anyone

-

-

"the will and proyisional government of the popular uprising"
refused to be defended by the mass-

es of people, but they easily and
trustfully delivered themselves to
the protection of Ceausescu's army.
Moreover, addressing themselves !o
masses and youth who confiscated

guns during the turmoil and local
battles, and who burned with the
desire to use these guns against the
old regime, spokespersons of the
NSF issued one threat after another

on television, announcing that
"civilians carrying arms will be con-

sidered Securitate members or
provocateurs." There were immediate orders to collect civilians' guns.
The news about the armed reYolt

of the masses against the existing
order in Romania, and the images of
civil war distributed by television to
all five continents were definitely of
a kind that would upset all the
crowned imperialist bandits and
their lackeys. Stopping the insurgents from crushing the state's
armed forces, and the masses of
people from engaging in armed
struggle against supporters of the
existing system, was in the interest
not only of those who made the
coup but of the imperialists as well.
Slaves possessing guns, and, moreover, seizing the opportunity and

acquiring the experience to use
these guns, is a phenomenon that
has always terrified slave-owners.

One of the reasons why ttrc number of ttrose killed during the fighting
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with Ceausescu loyalists was de[berately exaggerated to 60-70,000 was
to create pessimism among the masses about their military strength and
combat potential. If the experience
gained by the masses in such a short
time and their innate tendency and
capacity towards even more merciless battles were not reined in fast,
this would have far worse conse-

quences for the Romanian bourgeoisie as well as their imperialist
friends East and West. For the rulers
themselves were well aware that it
was impossible for the trumped up
coup d'etat to bring about a solution
to the underlying crisis. It would be

notling but a complete disaster from

tleir point of view if the masses were
to enter future confrontations brought
about by the crisis
which was sure
to persist and carried the possibility
of further polarisation
with more
comprehensive and richer experience
of civil war gained in this battle.
In spite of tlis, their propaganda

-

-

was extremely contradictory: they
told the masses "to glve up ttreir arms
and trust ttre army for ttreir security",
yet this was the same army which
shot down most of those killed during
the confrontations. And had the
masses in revolt not waged heroic
battles, had they not achieved impor-

tant gains, which led to serious
defeats and signs of hesitation in the
ranks of ttre army, by demonstrating
their willingness to fight all the way
to fire end, there is no guuantee that
the massacre in Tiananmen Square
would not have been repeated in
Bucharest and other cities.

It should still be pointed out that
the fact that the masses of people
were deprived of leadership, particularly of the guidance of the proletariat and Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology, prevented them from summing up the gains and weaknesses
on this issue, as in all urgent issues
on the agenda. One of the most
instructive manifestations of this is
tlat, when the masses gained positions against the armed forces of the
regime with their own determined
fighting, and the Army immediately
evaluated the situation announcing
that "it passed to the side of the popular uprising", this encouraged the
ideology of spontaneity tlrat inevitably and naturally exists among the
masses; this in turn gave way within
the ranks of ttre insurgents to a cer-

tain dizziness with success and an

exaggeration of their gains
- theto
such an extent that it served
maneuvers of the ruling class, its
army and state. It strengthened illusions like "the unity and liberation
of the whole nation" which cast a
shadow on the issue of classes and
class distinctions. However, as can

be observed in the flurried propaganda and stabilising attempts of the
ruling class, the economic and political dimensions and structure of the

crisis, intensified by imperialist contradictions on tle international level,

are of a nature capable of turning
these illusions into their opposite.

be offended by this long overdue
change in protocol.
The masses and especially the
toiling masses in Romania have

risen up to throw off the yoke of
exploitation and oppression

-

and

not just against the phoney "socialist" label attached to it
and it is
still their real demand and need. The

-

masses, who refuse to leave the
streets of Romania and head back
home, are at least clear about the
records of those who (continue to)

exercise political power. Newly
declared President Ion Iliescu was
among the most promising senior

of the Ceausescu regime.
In the name of the Party, he had
members

Grand Yiziers Who Give Up the
Crovrn to Hold onto the Throne
The claims and declarations of the

NSF, especially

its

Executive

Committee which holds the reins,
that it "represents the successful (!)
Romanian revolution" and "the popular uprising and its revolutionary

will"

are nothing but sophistry and a

mirror to the dead-end situation of
the owners of the existing system.

Likewise, the claim that, "as the
Provisional Government of this rev-

olution which was accomplished
through a popular uprising", they
"have dissolved all the organs of
power of the Ceausescu regime", is
also a sophistry. And they will face,
in fact have already begun facing,
immense problems in their attempts
to push these sophistries down the
throats of ttre people. They might be

been the leader and ideologue of ttre

so-called Romanian Young "Communists", an organisation in charge
of training elite bureaucrats. He had
served as a secretary of the Cenral
Committee under Ceausescu and

until his dispute with

Elena

he was the most
- among
favoured from
the bright
prospects of the Party bureaucracy.
Nicolae Militaru, Defence Minister
of the new government and one of
Ceausescu

the main coup plotters, is the most
senior and politically experienced

o
=

now heads the police forces. General

tr

Stancalescu has been made Minister

of the Economy. Andrei Plesu, former foreign diplomat under the
Ceausescu regime, has been named

compelled to waste away as "scapegoats" a few more veterans of the
regime like Ceausescu and his wife,
in order to preserve the existing state
and social order as well as their ruling class position. But everyone is

the Minister of Culture. Veteran
bureaucrat Dimiriu Mazilu is now a

aware that except for his majesty
Ceausescu and his crown, the entire
state and class relations remains

the heart of the new government,
because it was not the state that
changed. Nowhere has it ever been
seen that one state can be replaced
by another through a coup d'etat;
through coup d'etats, persons and
governments come and go, while

untouched.

With the decision of this provisional government, the word "socialist" has been dropped from the official name, the "Socialist" Republic

of Romania

-

it

had long since

been just a tag-on. There were too
few who believed that Romania was
socialist for such a change to suffice
in deceiving the masses. Only some
bourgeois elements
like Perincek,

Yorukoglu, the journal
Cozumz
etc.-

who plan to deceive the mass-

es of people in Turkey with their
own Ceausescu-type "socialism" can

L

topgun of the Romanian Army.
Mihai Glutac, the highly respected
general of the Ceausescu regime,

member of the new government.

The army, the fundamental pillar
of all bourgeois states, including the
Ceausescu regime, continues to be at

states are preserved.

The crisis that came

o

the surface

with the popular uprising is not a
crisis of this or that clique or one
that can be taken care of with a coup
d'etat. First and foremost, this crisis
is the structural crisis of the entire
State of Romania as part of tlu network of impeialist relations of production. Even if spokesmen from

East and West talk about

a
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"Romanian revolution", they are
knowledgeable enough of the
essence of the situation to realise
that they cannot console themselves

with the demagogy they use to
tle masses.
The masses of people in Turkey
know through their own experience
that whenever imperialists side with
a "revolution", there definitely must
be something foul in this, or a
vicious trap is being set for someone. But then there are also our
social-compradors, our comprador"Marxists", who run to tle rescue of
the imperialists in order to muddle
spread confusion among

the revolutionary feelings, however
E)ontaneous, of the masses; the poison they spread is far more dangerous than all this imperialist propaganda. The political trap that the

imperialists want to set in talking
about "a revolution" is being
defended and strengthened by these
comprador-"Marxists" who claim
tlat, no, "it was a counter-revolutionary milirary coup overthrowing

the anti-imperialist,
lo
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trying to make believe that the capitalist past of ttre existing state, which
operated in full cooperation with
Western capital-owners, was "antiimperialist/ socialist". Listen to this:
"In the past 25 years, few countries
pursued as consistent an anti-imperialist politics as Romania. That's why
Ceausescu was levelling the debts to
zero." They hail as "anti-imperialist"
the Intemational Monerary Fund and
the imperialist states and banks, as

well as the politics which they
enforced in order to exploit the
masses to the bone. They say that
this situation will now "change"
after the coup. All this is simply to
speak from the mouth of the imperialists once again. It is the product of
a conscientious lackey logic that
even imperialists in both East and
West would have a hard time finding. Anybody who opposes our
qualification of these people as comprador- " Marxist", including those

who

still try to wiggle around it,

should better

tlink

again!

socialist

The way imperialisa define "rev-

regime". In case the imperialists fail
to make the masses fall into their
trap by tripping them up from the

olution" and the way comprador"Marxists" define "revolution",

right, our "revolutionary" com-

pradors like Perincek assign themselves the duty of tripping them up

just
you
from the "left"
- Dec. in3lcase,
never know. The
issue of
Perincek's 2040'e Dogru (Iowards
2000) has been devoted o this duty.
The reader can see that the impe-

it to their advantage to
vituperate against the past situation

rialists find

of the Romanian state-capitalist
bourgeoisie, which is still in place,
by presenting it as "changed" and
"reformed", accompanied by demagogy about the "Christmas Revolution in Bucharest". This is because
Romania was the state that offered
some of the best possibilities in the
Eastern bloc for Western imperialist
finance capital and banks to exploit
the masses of people. And one of the
fundamental reasons underlying the
economic and political crisis this

state finds itself in today is this
unbridled imperialist pillage. The
PerincekKilicl'S"P circle, however,
is jumping up and down to defend
the functioning of this same state
before the December developments.
In order to help the Westem imperi-

alists' disgusting, hypocritical

claims that "this state was in the ser-

vice of Stalinism, not us", they are

"anti-imperialism" and a "socialist
regime" are one and the same. Both
lead

o

the same door

the existing

imperialist order and- the existing
counter-revolutionary state. But
that's not where it all ends. Once
again, Perincek and gang run to
assist the imperialists to support the
Romanian bourgeoisie and army
whole-heartedly in repressing the
rising masses and preventing the
state from slipping out of their
hands; the imperialiss even considered mobilising their armies so that
the revolutionary crisis could be
brought under control before it deepened further. Perincek's crew attacks
the masses of people rising up
against exploitation and oppression

by villifying them as "Maradona
youth", in the lumpen manner of

through Huniyet Holding'sr

class

network. It rips their
distribution
masls apart!
Perincek & Co., who opened up a

comprador-"feminism" shop (not
even feminism) under the pretence
of "defending women's rights",
translating some Juliet Mirchell and
the like and participating with a big
appetite in ttre Chinese revisionists'
attacks on Chiang Ching and her
comrades, are naturally supporting
the Ceausescu regime's policy of
"forced pregnancy or prison", where
women are used as incubators under

police supervision, against the
young "Maradona youth" women.
(See AWTW, No.l985/1, "Babies or
Prison")

Perincek

&

Co. publish

the

DEMKAD4 statement and join the
chorus chanting "Elena Ceausescu
will never die". The fact that
Romanian state capitalism, imperialist finance capital in East and West

and the IMF use the bodies of

Romanian women as incubators is
not an issue that their comprador
mentality will oppose. Their slogan
is: "Long Live the Gynecological
Cops, Down with Maradona young
women who don't like them!"...We11,
Elena Ceausescu "may not die", but
look how she and her husband are
tumed into sieves in front of firing
squads

by their own blood-sucking

class brothers when the masses rise
up, because Elena's class and imperialist friends are terrified by the wrath
of the oppressed
and, apparently,
so is Perincek

& Co.!

The Truth as Expressed in the
Language of the Plebs
Those who once fulfilled every
obligation of the counter-revolutionary ttrree worlds theory and praised

all the reactionaries in the world

except for the Soviet social imperial-

those impostors who once pret€nded

ists and their lackeys, in order to
support the racist fascist state of the
Republic of Turkey from the "left"
against the rising tide of popular
struggle, and who assumed the role

Caliskan.

One of the benefits of a revolutionary situation is that it places

to be "revolutionaries, workerists,

of defending the state and army of

defenders

of students' and womens'
rights" squarely on the side of the
exploiters and against people who

the bailiffs looking after Turkey for
their Western imperialist masters,
particularly the Amerikkkan imperi-

revolt because they need revolution!
It makes the likes of Perincek and
his friends scream with fear at the
top of their lungs about "Maradona
youth", in the service of the ruling

alists, are today marketing their
same talents once again. The pre-

tended disputes among them over
the accounting books of the TIKPs
are disgusting. They compete with
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each other in protecting the imperialist order and the states run by it
from ttre masses of people.
If Halil Berktayo has the nerve to
discover Marxism in the person of

his majesty the "dynamic" social
imperialist Gorbachev, how can
Dogu Perincek, his ideological
brother, not see in the revisionist

Ceausescu a "consistent anti-imperialist" and "a socialist"
if of lower

jewel,- "whom he
gradation
previously
respected
and still

respects him today after he has been

executed". The TIKP pot rolls
around and joins up with its lid once
again, because this pot and lid were

cast so that together they form a
secure place where wodd reaction
can take refuge (against those who
want revolution).
lrt's pose a question to Perincek,
who insists he is not "an ambassador"
apparently he aspires for
higher and more respectable comprador positions: since all those who
hold the ropes within the NSF are
"honourable" and competent senior

-

members of the "anti-imperialist"
even "socialist" Ceausescu regime

that you so "deeply respected",
could it be that perhaps what they
have accomplished is a "socialist
revolution" after all!? Or consider
just the opposite: if they are the
dancers of "*re US.{-USSR conspiracy" doing "Lambada in Malta"
contrary to yolr claims, the ability

of

these revisioniss to dance to the

tune of the dollar is nothing new

then how did they ever implement
tle "anti-imperialism and socialism"
of Ceausescu and his politics "that
had the $eat support of the people"
and "honoured national (hear hear!)
pride"?! Wasn't it through the same

"Lambada" state wisdom they are
displaying these days?...
Those who write the following do
not even hesitate to express openly
whose interests they are out to protec[ "Look at the hole that has been

opened

in the middle of

the
Romanian flag! The Balkanisation
that approaches from ttrat hole is an

immense threat to the people of
Turkey. Even for Turkey's sensible
rulers!" Breh-hey you great fascist
Turkish state, why would you ever
hesitate to appoint this faithful bag

of comprador wisdom as your president! Don't you see with what devotion the chauvinist blood that your
state needs is surging in the veins of

this valuable son of yours, pumping
his brain so that he can be vigilant in
the face of possible "threats" that
may be directed against you?!
Above all, this is the cry of carrying the imperialists' and their lack-

eys' Turkes-type seeds of strife
between the proletariat and toiling
masses of Romania and Turkey. It is
a counter-revolutionary cry whose
sole purpose is to oppose the
Romanian masses in their uprising
against the existing system, and pre-

vent the desire and responsibility of
the oppressed in Turkey and the
world to support this popular uprising and protect it against the "coup
ist" Romanian ruling classes and
their imperialist friends (that they
lean against together with the
Republic of Turkey)! It is an old and

familiar TIKP-Graywolfz howling,
pointing to the "sorry" predicament
of the Romanian state which was
shaken and threatened with tle righteous rebellion of the masses, and

calling the "sensible rulers of

the consciousness of the workers
and the masses so that the whole
damned bourgeois flag is thrown
into the sewer. But of course, it is
not surprising that comprador souls
who held their own Party Congress
in the 1970s under the fascist flag of
the Turkish state, accompanied by
the singing of the National Antlem,
and who corresponded with Turkes's
Gray Wolves in newspaper columns
to discuss how they were "planning
to unite the whole 45 million under
the Turkish flag" ale naturally quite
disturbed by the hole in the flag of
the Romanian bourgeoisie.
As opposed to this, tle evaluation

of the developments by

the

Romanian people, who desire an allaround and radical change and who
have risen up wittr the accumulated
fury of objective need for a revolution, is far more valuable and on tlte
mark than these false sophistries of
comprador-"Marxists" and all the

revisionists in Turkey. With their

Turkey" to take rapid precautions.

own experience and expression they
are saying: "the hat has changed, but

They are doing all this in order to
cover up the class nature of the
existing fascist state of the Turkish
Republic, to hide the fact that it is a

it is the same husband." That the
plebs who objectively need a proleconditions of crisis which has no

state that should see a much worse
end than what the Romanian masses
accomplished in their country so far,
a state which should be cut !o pieces

other solution, are searching in
Romania's streets is underscored by
the spontaneous grumbling in this

E
o

assessment.

and burned to the ground, and to
make it seem that the oppressed
masses and the ruling class have

The masses are groping for ways

tr

something in common.
As for the hole in the Romanian

flag, you grandson of fascist
Kemale: it is not a bad beginning for
the Romanian masses
once a hole

is made, it can be enlarged.
But
come and see what that flag of the
fascist Turkish state will look like
with a similar hole, with the star and
the crescent gone... Now, isn't this
exactly what terrifies you?!

Whether or not there is a fake"s@ialist" emblem in the middle of
the Romanian flag, that flag is the

flag of the Romanian bourgeoisie.
There is no need to be upset about
ripping off that fake emblem which
was kept there by force so as to
befuddle the minds of the working
class into carrying it; on the contrary, there is a need for revolutionary proletarians to use these holes
and cracks against the Romanian
ruling class and the organisers of the
coup, in order to encourage and raise

tarian socialist revolution, under

to express that the nature of the
Romanian state has not changed.
But their enemies, by saying the
opposite

in various forms, are hop-

ing and trying to make them believe

L
E

d
s
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that "the nature of the state has

e

changed."

Ot

In order especially to expose the
theoretical debt of our comprador"Marxists" and revisionists to the
imperialist bourgeoisie, it would be
very helpful for the proletariat to
recall the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist
theory on the state and review it in

the light

of

developments in

Romania. On the question of the state

Marxism-Leninism -Mao Tsetung
Thought states:

Throughout the historical development of human society, the state,
wherever it is a necessity and exists
and will exist, can, without exception, only be an instrument of class

dictatorship;

it

can never and

nowhere be "independent", it cannot
represent or apply the nonsense of
"democracy for all". In any case, the
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state cannot be anything other than

the class dictatorship by one or
another class; it is a means of dictatorship by one of the classes that
takes shape on the basis of class
relationships embedded in the economic base of society, it does not
represent persons, groups or seclions, or any rend and movement.
Furthermore, the slate, besides not
being independent or neutral, is not
a simple instrument, a tool (a toy)

that can be transferred from one
class to another, used by now this
and now that class, or put to service

in the interest of one or the other
class through politics (and by the
*rreat of arms). The s[ate represents
the embodiment of the society's
objective organisation, and what
determines the character and nature

of this objective social structure is
the existing historically particular
division of labour which the state is
an integral part of, and the existing

u)

b
q)
Ot

objective production relations which
the state regulates the reproduction
ofand actively serves.
The crisis which hit the surface in
Romania with a social explosion and
rebellion by the masses is the sEucural crisis of the Romanian state as
a whole. There has not been any revolutionary change within this structure, nor could a coup d'etat by the

enough to oppose the bourgeoisie
simply in relation to the "socialist"
tag which these bourgeois at one
time found convenient [o wear or

with the weapons of bourgeois ideology cleared of its phony "socialist" venerr.
Support the RIM, Strengthen and
Build Up the Maoist Parties
The lessons of all this are concentrated in a single poin[ Waters are
once again rising in the riverbeds of
proletarian world revolution! The
crisis of the imperialist world system
is dragging the imperialists towards
war, towards intensifying exploitation and oppression, but these same
contradictions are also accelerating
the revolutionary struggle of the proletarians and masses.
This can no longer be disputed.

If all around

us we are already

witnessing what Engels had predict-

ed for the time of the war and its
aftermath, this indicates that opportunities are increasingly present and
beginning to cry out for us to prevent imperialist world war with proletarian revolutions. Today's developments especially underscore how

correct was our Party's following
criticism of opportunist and revisionist trends:

army transform the nature of this

"The essential point they com-

Romania has played a particular role
in the explosion of this crisis and

bases away from the proletariat in
the period following World War II,

hopes

objectively embodies the material

= structure. Moreover, the fact that ttre pletely miss is that the current spiral
o
= Romanian state was also used by of imperialist dynamics between the
Western imperialist capital for repro- 2nd and the looming 3rd World
a duction in the conditions of Wars, which has taken so many red
tr

o
=
q

exhausted

all

of solving it

through intervention today by the
Westem imperialists.

conditions and opportunities which

will

surrender to the proletariat

Only proletarian revolution could
have put an end to their misery: by

more, perhaps qualitatively more,
than it has taken away!" (lktidara,

sending the state-capitalist bourgeois
class to hell! Unfortunately, this time
history caught the proleariat and the
oppressed masses unprepared: they

p.16, January 1988)

were deprived of a leadership that
could analyse the root causes of
their suffering, organise their ranks
for civil war, show the path o their
own political power through the
cracks opened up by the winter cold,
and guide them through a serious
dress rehearsal for power. But let no
one fall into thinking that *re masses, who are now speaking out in the
streets of Romania about how they
have been manipulated, are years
away from realising that it is not

Leninist-Maoist ideology analysing
the opportunities shaping up for proletarian world revolution, and great
tasks to be fulfilled with the guidance of this ideology.
To proletarian revolution, there is
no alternative in this world!

As Lenin said in a similar situation, let the dead bury their dead

proletarians have their Marxist-

10 January 1990
Communist Party of

Turkey/Tvlarxist Len ini st

(TKPA{L),
Maoist Party Cenre

Footnotes

l.

Cited by Lenin in "Prophetic Words,
27,pp. 494-495.
2. Dogu Perincek distinguished himselffor
his devout services to counter-revolution
by bootJickng dedication to the reac-

June 29, 1918, CIlz vol.

tionary Three Worlds Theory, to the
Chinese revisionists before and after the
1975 coup in China" and by his singularly
grotesque distortions of Mao's teachings in
order to peddle his defence of legalism,

non-violence, and the existing order,
including support for the 1980 military
coup's re-establishment of "law and order",
under the pretext of "the social-imperialist

threat". He and his cohorts, including
Berktay, planned but failed in 1971 to
assassinate Ibrahim Kaypakkaya, the
founder of our Party the TKPML, because
of his crippling exposure and critique of
their revisionism

Yorukoglu is the leader of a splinter
group from the revisionist pro-Moscow
party.

Cozwn is a legal monthly journal of a
formerly focoist current now seeking to
moderate its positions and render
Gorbachev reforms "more profound"and
"socialist".
3. Hurriyet Holding is a rnajor compradorfeudal newspaper and publication network
4. DEMKAD is the abbreviation for the socalled women's association led by revisionists.

5. TIKR Workers and Peasants Party of
Turkey, was a legal reactionary party led
by the D. Perincek clique before the
September 12, 1980 coup, and later used
by the sarrrc gang to fashion their current
Socialist Party which tries to be a legal and
legitimue opposition party.
6. Halil Berktay, logether with Perincek, is
an infamous ideologue

of the forrrrcr TIKP

counter-revolutionaries; very recently he
seemingly parted ways with Perincek to
cast his lot with the mainly pro-Moscow
array of revisionist groups and circles to
form another Stolypin-tpe socialist workers'party similar to Perincek's.
7. "Gray Wolves" is the self-proclaimed
narrrc of the para-military gangs organized
by pre-1980 coup Nationalist Action Party
led by the fanatic fascist Alpaslan Turkes
clique and secretly funded and backed by
the reginr to carry out death-squad attack
against the masses and revolutionaries.

8, Mustafa Kemal, otherwise known as
Ataturk, was the founder of the existing
comprador-feudal state

in

1923; Kernalism

has been a fascist ideology used by the
state and the ruling class, and was a majo,r
propaganda drum of the 1980 coup.

